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Preface 
 

To: Office of Military Government, U. S. (Germany) 
This is a report on the investigation of I. G. Farbenindustrie of I. G. Farbenindustrie Aktienge0sellschaft,  
 
Frankfurt am. Main, Germany. The investigation is one of a series initiated by Financial Branch, G-5 USFET and the 
Finance Division, U. S. Group Control Council, with respect to the international asset position of Germany. After certain 
functions of the Finance Division had been transferred to the Division of Investigation of Cartels and External Assets, the 
investigation was continued and this report prepared by the latter Division. 
 
A basic purpose of this investigation was to uncover as much information as possible concerning the nature and location of 
the far-flung and carefully concealed external assets of I. G. Farben. The investigation was, therefore, an important phase f 
the program adopted by the Allied Powers at Potsdam to strip Germany of all of her external assets in the interest of future 
world security and to use such assets for the relief and rehabilitation of countries devastated by Germany in her attempt at 
world conquest. 
      
As the investigation proceeded, it became apparent that because of the size and significance of I. G. within Germany and 
because of its influence in the chemical and related industries throughout the world, the company’s external assets could 
only be properly identified and appraised within the framework of I. G.’s structure as a whole. Accordingly, as the basis for 
a statement and evaluation of the significance of Farben’s extensive and varied foreign holdings, this report attempts to 
present a picture of the complex financial and industrial Farben structure. Since the primary purpose of the Allied Powers 
in acquiring all German holdings in other countries is to prevent their use by Germany in waging a third World War, the 
report also sets forth certain evidence uncovered during the course of the investigation concerning the integration of 
Farben’s activities with the military needs of the Reich in preparing for and waging a war of aggression. The report 
describes the methods used by I. G. Farben in penetrating into the economic life of foreign countries as a means of 
achieving world domination of the chemical industry, as well as the cloaking devices designed to conceal Farben’s external 
investments and interests. The story of the growth of the Farben empire by looting of foreign industrial enterprises and 
properties following military conquest is also described. 
      
The bulk of the information was obtained from records of I. G. Farben, which were collected from its various offices and 
storage places throughout Germany, and those retrieved from secret caches, which had been used when the American 
occupation seemed imminent. The remainder of the information was obtained through interrogations of leading I. G. 
personnel who have been placed in custody since the institution of the investigation. It is significant that this is the first 
investigation of this scope ever conducted in Germany of Farben records and Farben officials. During the period of both the 
Weimar Republic and the third Reich, this proud and powerful firm was never thoroughly investigated even by its own 
government. 
     
A preliminary report was issued on September 12, 1945. However, certain of the evidence disclosed in that report cannot be 
made public because of the possible prejudice which might result to the interest of this Government. Accordingly, it was 
necessary to prepare this revision which excludes the information in question. Moreover, as a result of further analysis 
made in connection with the revision, it has been possible to add material not contained in the original report. This report is 
fully documented. 
     
The team assigned to this investigation was headed by Mr. H. B. Ritchin, and consisted of Messrs. Neil A. Devine, H. K. 
Dreman, Bernard Glaser, Shepard J. Hollander, Lawrence Linville, John J. Purcell, Abe Weissbrodt, 1st Lt. Edwin M. Cage, 
M/Sgt. Eberhard Gunther, T/Sgt. Frank M. Harvin, S/Sgt. William Freundel, S/Sgt. Ralph H. Goldner S/Sgt. Pau7l N. Weil, 
T/4 Fred A. Williams, T/5 Nathan H. Volkman, and Pvt. Alexander Stevenson. Miss Belle Mayer of the Treasury 
Department assisted in the writing of this report. 
     
 Lt. Albert I. Edelman, USCGR, Chief of the External Assets Investigations Branch, and Orvis A. Schmidt, Deputy 
Director of Finance Division, assisted the undersigned in the direction of the investigation. 
 

B. Bernstein 
Colonel, GSC 

Director, Division of Investigation of Cartels and External Assets 
Office of Military Government 

November 1945 
 



Summary 
      
In 1927 Chancellor Stresemann, then head of the “democratic” Germany Government, appraising Germany’s economic 
potential stated: “What have I as a trump in my hands aside fro I. G. and the coal people?”. The I. G. referred to was I. G. 
Farbenindustrie A. G., the largest, most powerful chemical combine in the world. What the Chancellor did not have to say, 
as this report conclusively demonstrates, is that Germany needed no other trump than I. G. Farben and the rest of German 
heavy industry to prepare for and launch a destructive war against the peace-loving nations of the world. And I. G. Farben, 
its size more than doubled in twelve years of tremendous expansion after 1927, was a trump which, together with the 
remainder of Germany’s industrial potential, almost enabled Hitler and Goering to extinguish the flame of freedom and 
human decency everywhere. 
 
I. G. Farben, nominally a private business enterprise, has been and is, in fact, a colossal empire serving the German State as 
one of the principal industrial cores around which successive German drives for world conquest have been organized. With 
a net worth of RM 6 billions at the very minimum, its domestic participations comprise over 380 other German firms. Its 
factories, power installations and mines are scattered all over Germany. It owns its own lignite and bituminous coal mines, 
electric power plants, coke ovens, magnesite, gypsum and salt mines. Its foreign participations, both admitted and 
concealed, number over 500 firms valued at a minimum of RM 1 billion. Its holding companies and plants blanket Europe; 
and its house banks, research firms and patent offices are clustered around every important commercial and industrial 
center in both hemispheres. In addition to its numerous foreign subsidiaries, I. G.’s world-wide affiliations included 
hundreds of separate non-German concerns and ranged over a score of industries. Its cartel agreements numbered over 
2,000 and included such major industrial concerns as Standard Oil (New Jersey), the Aluminum Company of America, E. I. 
DuPont de Nemours, Ethyl Export Corporation, Imperial Chemical Industries (Great Britain), the Dow Chemical Company, 
Rohm and Haas, Etablissments Kuhlmann (France) and the Mitsui interests of Japan. 
 
Not only did Farben furnish Germany with the sinews of war, but it constituted one of Germany’s most effective weapons 
of economic and political warfare against the other nations of the world. So tremendous and complex were its operations, 
however, that their full significance and scope may never be known. This report does not pretend to tell the complete story. 
In anticipation of Allied victory, thousands of Farben’s secrets went underground along with other German resources to lay 
the foundation for World War III; and thousands of its important files were, according to the testimony of its responsible 
officials, destroyed just prior to the advent of the Allied troops. The investigation reported herein, however, has confirmed 
what heretofore have been mere speculations; and has uncovered a wealth of evidence proving conclusively (1) that without 
I. G.’s immense productive facilities, its intensive research, and vast international affiliations, Germany’s prosecution of the 
war would have been unthinkable and impossible; (2) that Farben not only directed its energies towards arming Germany, 
but concentrated on weakening her intended victims, and (3) that this double-barreled attempt to explain the German 
industrial potential for war and to restrict that of the rest of the world was not conceived and executed “in the normal course 
of business.” The proof is overwhelming that I. G. Farben officials had full prior knowledge of Germany’s plan for world 
conquest and of each specific aggressive act later undertaken pursuant thereto, that they planned their operations 
accordingly and anticipated expanding their empire on the plunder acquired. 
      
There follows an outline of some of the more significant specific disclosures contained in the report: 

 



Part I 
 
It was Farben’s task to make Germany self-sufficient in those critical raw materials which are indispensable to modern 
warfare--rubber, gasoline and lubricating oils, magnesium, fibers, tanning agents, fats, explosives, and so forth. The nature 
and purpose of I. G.’s assignment were clearly stated by Dr. Struss, chief of I. G.’s technical bureau and one of the 
principal technicians responsible for carrying out this assignment, in a speech exhorting increased production of synthetic 
gasoline. Dr. Struss explained: 
 
 “Italy won the Abyssinian war by modern weapons. In modern wars the consumption of gasoline for motorized troops, 
tanks, airplanes, is immense. Although provisions had bee made beforehand, it was impossible to store those enormous 
amounts of gasoline needed in the Italian territories on the coast before the war. As Italy has no petroleum of her own, she 
was relying on the continual import from abroad. 
 
 “Nearly all the petroleum in the world is controlled by USA and the countries that are members of the League of Nations. 
If, therefore, gasoline had also been included in the sanctions, as proposed by England and France, the war would have 
come to an end very soon. Italy could win the Abyssinian war and build her empire only because England and France could 
not carry into effect their intentions. 
 
“This example will make it clear to you, that it is quite out of question that Germany will run the risk of a similar situation 
and for this reason also the German demand of fuel has to be covered by Germany herself before long.” 
 
Between 1933 and 1943, vast sums were devoted to an extraordinary intensification of I. G.’s research activities designed 
to develop substitutes for products not available to Germany and processes for the expansion of production from indigenous 
raw materials. These are a few examples of what was done. To compensate for Germany’s deficiency in bauxite, the raw 
material necessary in the manufacture of aluminum, I. G. concentrated on the development of magnesium. To make 
Germany independent of rubber imports, I. G.’s experts developed the famous buna process for the manufacture of 
synthetic rubber. Whereas prior to 1936, Germany had obtained all pyrites from abroad, I. G. built a new plant at Wolfen 
for the production of sulphuric acid fro German gypsum. Lacking America’s wealth of natural oil, I. G. with its famous 
hydrogenation process, manufactured motor fuels and lubricating oils from coal. 
 
Certain processes and materials which I. G. could not present to the Nazis directly from its own laboratories and stock piles, 
it procured for them from its cartel cohorts in foreign countries. From America, I. G. obtained the newly-discovered method 
for the production of Iso-octane and its utilization for motor fuels. This process, according to one of I. G.’s leading 
scientists, originated “in fact entirely with the Americans and has become known to us in detail in its separate stages 
through our agreements with them [Standard Oil, New Jersey] and is being used very extensively by us.” 
 
The process for producing tetracthyl lead, essential for the manufacture of aviation gasoline, was obtained for the Nazis by 
I. G. Farben in exactly the same way. Of this important acquisition, an I. G. official stated: 
 
 “It need not be especially mentioned that, without lead tetraethyl the present method of warfare would be unthinkable. The 
fact that since the beginning of the war we could produce lead-tetraethyl is entirely due to the circumstances that shortly 
before, the Americans had presented us with the production plants [sic] complete with experimental knowledge, thus the 
difficult work of development (one need only recall the poisonous property of lead-tetraethyl which caused many deaths in 
the U. S. A.) Was spared us, since we could take up the manufacture of this product together with all the experience that the 
Americans had gathered over long years.” 
 
“It was, moreover, the first time that the Americans decided to give a license on this process in a foreign country (besides 
communication of unprotected secret experimental knowledge) and this only on our urgent requests to Standard Oil to fulfil 
our wish. Contractually we could not demand it, and we found out later that the War Department in Washington gave its 
permission only after long deliberation.” 
 
“I. G. exploited its cartel connections with American firms not only to obtain these important processes, but also to obtain 
certain critical materials themselves. Because of its relations with Standard Oil of New Jersey, I. G. acted as agent of the 
German Government in contracting for 20 million dollars worth of high-grade aviation gasoline and lubricants. (Actually, 
14 million dollars worth was delivered.) This fuel was transported to Germany and stored there; and the foreign exchange 
necessary for payment was supplied b y the German Government. And, in 1938, when Germany had not yet begun to 
produce tetraethyl lead, essential to aviation gasoline, Farben, at the request of the Air Ministry and in conjunction with one 
of its Swiss subsidiaries, arranged to borrow 500 tons of the lead from the Ethyl Export Corporation of the United States. 



Farben, of course, did not return the borrowed lead to the American company and willingly forfeited the one million dollars 
which it had put up to secure the return of the lead. 
 
Farben not only procured critical raw materials for the German war effort, but also acted as custodian of such materials. As 
early as 1938 I. G. began stockpiling materials for the various branches of the Wehrmacht. For example, by order of the 
Luftwaffe, I. G. had projected plans for a huge magnesium plant at Aken in 1933 and another at Stassfurt shortly thereafter. 
By 1935 production began in the Aken plant. The stocks of magnesium were stored int he form of pipe pieces place din 
cases by order of the Ministry of Economics and the Ministry of War. Not only did I. G. stockpile its own production but at 
the same time it purchased large stocks of magnesium from the Dow Chemical Company of America to build up its 
reserves for the Luftwaffe. From 1936 on, I. G. began accumulating stabilizers for explosives from all parts of the world; 
and so far as the stockpiling of chemicals was concerned, the Wehrmacht actually ordered I. G. Farben to accumulate as 
large stocks of phosphorous and cyanides as they could possibly obtain. 

 
Chapter 2--Farben Production Was Indispensable to the German War Effort.  

 
The German war machine was not merely dependent upon Farben for obtaining the critical raw materials essential to 
modern warfare. It could not have functioned without the products manufactured for it by Farben. Of the 43 products 
manufactured by Farben, 28 were of primary concern to the German armed forces. I. G. manufactured all of the synthetic 
rubber produced in Germany, all of the methanol, the serums and lubricating oils. I. G. provided 95 percent of the 
poisonous gases and well over 90 percent of the nickel and plastics. Eighty-eight percent of the magnesium used by the 
Luftwaffe in its aircraft and incendiary bombs came from Farben, as did most of the nitrogen and explosives for the buzz 
bombs and V-2. 
 
Not only did Farben produce practically the entire German supply of these and other essential war materials, but all other 
German chemical companies and numerous strategic German industries were almost totally dependent upon Farben for war 
materials, for intermediate products, and for technical assistance. Above all, these other German war industries could not 
have functioned effectively without the I. G. Farben know-how which was supplied to them. 
 
In order to enable I. G. to execute this tremendous war production job there was, of course, a great expansion of its 
manufacturing facilities. In the years preceding the war, more than 4 1/4 billion reichsmarks, supplied principally by the 
German government itself, were invested in new plants, mines, and power installations. Just as the expansion of I. G.’s 
research activities was backed by the German government, so too was the expansion of its productive facilities. Thus, for 
example, as early as 1936 the Wehrmacht which had requested the construction of numerous types of plants guaranteed the 
purchase of all production therefrom. 
 
A compelling example of the special services performed by I. G. for the German armed forces in the production of weapons 
of war is the case of poison gases. In 1938 the German government, dissatisfied with the progress made in the development 
and production of poison gases, called upon Farben to handle the problem. New I. G. plants for the production of these 
gases swung into operation and eventually, as indicated above, I. G. achieved 95 percent of the total production of poison 
gases. By order of the German Government many of these plants were completely destroyed before the occupation by the 
Russians; and all “fore and end products” were destroyed. But at least one of these terrible secrets which the Germans 
hoped to save for the next war has been uncovered. This investigation had disclosed that an I. G. Farben official at 
Wuppertal-Elberfeld developed the deadliest poison gas in the world. This gas, unknown to the military authorities of the 
Allied Nations, could have penetrated any gas mask in existence. I. G. originally carried out its poison gas experiments on 
monkeys; later on human beings. For the latter purpose, inmates of concentration camps were selected, and I. G. Farben 
officials, concerned only with creating weapons capable of assuring German world conquest, were unmoved by this use of 
human guinea pigs. Dr. ter Meer, one of I. G.’s leading scientists, who will be described in detail at a later point, justified 
the experiment not only on the grounds that the inmates of concentration camps would have been killed anyway by the 
Nazis, but also on the grounds that the experiments had a humanitarian aspect in that the lives of countless “Aryan” 
workers were saved thereby. Needless to say, these gases were not only used on helpless people during the stage of 
experimentation, but were later used to exterminate whole groups in concentration camps such as Auschwitz. 
 
The facts disclosed by this investigation concerning I. G. Farben’s part in supplying the German armed forces with 
weapons of destruction, make it clear that Dr. von Schnitzler, member of I. G. Farben’s Managing Board of Directors and 
Chairman of its all-powerful Commercial Committee, was not boasting when he stated in an address of welcome to the 
Spanish Ambassador on February 10, 1943: 
 



“But only during the war could German chemistry prove itself worthy of the task. It is no exaggeration to say that without 
the services of German chemistry performed under the ‘Four-years plan’ the prosecution of modern war would have been 
unthinkable.” 

 
Chapter 3--Farben was a Nazi Agency for World-wide Military and Economic Espionage.  

 
I. G. Farben’s organization, both domestic and international, served the Nazi Government as a principal agency for military 
and economic espionage throughout the world. 
 
 I. G.’s N. W. 7 office in Berlin, originally organized in the 1920's as I. G.’s liaison office with the various governmental 
agencies in Berlin was transformed by Dr. Max Ilgner into the economic intelligence arm of the Wehramcht. Ilgner was the 
nephew of Hermann Schnitz, I. G.’s President, and was also a member of I. G.’s Managing Board of Directors. This 
organization is described in detail infra, but some indication of its tremendous expansion in preparation for and during the 
war may be gathered from the fact that its expenditures in 1943 were RM 7,000,000 as compared with RM 997,000 in 
1932. 
 
The largest and most sinister department of N.W. 7 was the so-called statistical department (VOWI) which was formed by 
Dr. Ilgner in 1929. This department was obviously unjustified from a business point of view, and the purpose and nature of 
its research and market inquiries were evidently mystifying to some of the commercial employees of I. G. who were not in 
on the secret. Dr. Ilgner received the strong support of top I. G. officials and the government, and soon his brain-child was 
flourishing under the expert direction of one Dr. Reithinger. Reithinger was particularly well qualified for this job of super 
espionage. In addition to his outstanding ability as a statistician, economist and analyst, he had traveled extensively in many 
foreign countries, including the United States, England, France and Russia. During his travels Reithinger had carefully 
cultivated the friendship of persons and institutions influential and important in the fields of economics and statistics, and 
“had arranged an intense exchange of statistical work with the various statistical organizations in Germany and abroad.” 
 
Reithinger’s department was staffed with men of recognized ability. They began immediately to compile comprehensive 
statistics dealing with the economic, financial and social life of many foreign countries. This department’s tremendous 
compilation of data on foreign populations, unemployment, production, consumption, agricultural and industrial capacities, 
currency circulation , taxes and duties, deposits and capital of banks, capitalization of important private companies, etc., 
most of which obviously had no value to I. G. as a chemical and dyestuffs manufacturer was indispensable to the 
government of a country preparing for world conquest. 
 
The statistical agency reached its prewar peak of activity when in 1937-38 it became the central agency for collecting and 
correlating economic intelligence gathered throughout Germany. Through the boundless energy of Dr. Max Ilgner social 
gatherings of prominent economists of the world were arranged, and from them priceless opinions and information were 
obtained on such topics as international foreign trade developments, the international raw material situation and methods of 
international trade. Moreover, as a result of these meetings, the already close relationship between N. W. 7 and many 
German Government agencies became even closer. N. W.7 became in fact a recognized collaborator of the Statistische 
Reichsamt, the Reichsbank, the Ministry of Economics, the Foreign Office, the Ministry of Agriculture, and the Ministry of 
Finance. 
 
With the outbreak of war, N.W.7 became the focal point of requests for economic intelligence from many Nazi agencies. It 
began to look like what it actually was--an adjunct of the German Government. Many of the VOWI employees were 
ordered to military service with the Wehrwirstschafts-und-Rüstingsant (Office of War Economics and Armament), but 
actually performed the dame duties with Dr. Ilgner’s office. The vast fund of information gathered by Dr. Reithinger and 
his staff proved invaluable to the OKW (Army Supreme Command). In fact, VOWI was so highly regarded by the high 
command that at the outbreak of war it considered taking over the entire agency. However, this was resisted so strongly by 
other government agencies which were also dependent on it for assistance and VOWI was able to service the requests of 
the OKW with such rapidity and so completely, that it remained part of the N.W.7 office. 
 
From 1937 on Dr. Reithinger and his entire staff concentrated on the preparation of surveys of factories in foreign 
countries. These surveys were prepared under direct orders from the Wehrmacht and were used by the Luftwaffe in 
selecting bombing targets. The VOWI also carried on extremely important investigations with respect to all European 
countries, and particularly England, concerning the capacity and location of facilities for the production and transport of 
aircraft, munitions and other armament, the raw material situation in these industries, and oil imports, exports and 
refineries. This information was also used by the Nazi high command for bombing and other purposes. Said Dr. von 



Schnitzler, “For all European countries they made up plans,”--plans of death, destruction, complete annihilation, which 
almost achieved complete success. 
 
In order to carry out its many tasks, VOWI needed a well-organized international intelligence network. This it possessed in 
Farben’s vast empire of foreign holdings and connections. With German ownership carefully concealed in most cases, it 
furnished an ideal organization for the super spy job assigned to it. In some cases, Farben’s foreign subsidiaries were 
owned outright. More often, however, I. G. strived to maintain a semblance of legal independence though, in fact, it 
exercised complete control over the firm. The company cloaked its direct and indirect ownership and control of hundreds of 
its foreign subsidiaries by utilizing every conceivable device known to the legal and “extra-legal” mind, including the use 
of nominees, option agreements, fictitious or intervening transfers, dividend and loan agreements, pool agreements, 
endorsements in blank, escrow deposits, pledges, collateral loans, rights of first refusal, management contracts, service 
contracts, patent agreements, cartels, and withholding know-how. Geheimrat Hermann Schnitz, I.G.’s President, was 
known throughout the industrial world as “the master of financial camouflage.” He more than justified this designation; 
and, in 1940, I. G. Farben was able proudly to inform the German Government that “our measures for camouflage have 
proved to be very good during the war, and have even surpassed our expectation in numerous cases.” 
 
After the outbreak of war in September 1939, the Anglo-French navicert control system threatened to cut off German 
exports to South America and other parts of the world, thereby depriving Germany of foreign exchange, and also of imports 
vitally needed for the prosecution of the war. The manner in which I. G.’s hundreds of ostensibly independent national 
concerns having no apparent ties with the Axis were used to combat this blockade is by now fairly well known. What is not 
so well known is the role these I. G. cloaked companies played in supplying VOWI, and thereby the Nazi High Command, 
with economic and political intelligence. 
 
Chemnyco, Inc., the American economic intelligence arm of I. G., is an excellent example of these effective espionage 
methods. In the guise of an American company Chemnyco was able to supply the Wehrmacht with facts and figures 
concerning the American economy. Utilizing normal business contacts Chemnyco was able to transmit to Germany 
tremendous amounts of material ranging from photographs and blueprints to detailed descriptions of whole industrial 
developments. In 1940 in the midst of a government investigation, Rudolf Ilgner, the company’s vice-president and brother 
of Max Ilgner, ordered the destruction of a considerable part of the company’s files. Max Ilgner in an interrogation stated 
that the reason must have been apprehension of U. S. Government security statutes. 
 
The field organization of the N.W.7 office was called the I. G. Verbindungsmanner. The Verbindungsmanner, in the main, 
were officials of the leading I. G. firm in the particular country. One of the principal duties of these Verbindungsmanner 
was to submit monthly reports pertaining to economic, political and military matters. With respect to politics, the reports 
included such subjects as internal political developments, the composition of new governments, the effects of the 
Proclaimed List and the British Black List, inter-American security, labor, immigration, political reactions within the 
respective countries to current events, pro-Axis and anti-Axis propaganda and the purposes of special diplomatic missions. 
Matters of vital military interest contained in these reports included a discussion of additions to the merchant navies in 
various Latin American countries, a reporting of ship movements (including convoys), statistics concerning tonnage in 
ports, port facilities, construction of new highways and bridges, the condition of rail transportation between the Latin 
American countries, the operations of Pan American Grace Air Lines, shipments of war materials to the United States and 
Great Britain, the Argentine military mission to the United States, rearmament in Chile, and the acquisition of air and naval 
bases by the United States. 
 

Chapter 4--Farben was a Spearhead of the Nazi Psychological and 
Economic Warfare Programs. 

(a) Dissemination of Propaganda 
 
 I. G. Farben performed tremendous services for the Nazis in financing and disseminating propaganda designed to create 
disunity among various foreign nations and among various political, religious, and racial groups within such countries. I. G. 
Farben performed equally great services for the Nazis in undermining the war potential of foreign countries by means of its 
cartel agreements, monopoly position, and its penetration of the chemical and related industries throughout the world. 
     I. G. organized for its large scale part in the Nazi propaganda program in the same careful efficient way it had in the 
case of other war operations. It first acted to assure that all I. G. Farben agents abroad were thorough-going Nazis. On 
September 10, 1937, the all-important Commercial Committee of the Board of directors of I. G. Farben passed a resolution 
which stated in part as follows: 
 



“It is hereby understood that in no case will men be sent to our foreign companies who do not belong to the German Labor 
Front and who do not possess a positive attitude towards the New Order. The men who are to be sent should make it their 
special duty to represent National Socialistic Germanhood. Especially are they to be instructed that upon entering our 
companies they are to make contact with the Ortsgruppe of the respective Landesgruppen (Organizations of the Nazi Party 
within the various countries) and regularly participate in their meetings as well as in the Labor-front. The sales departments 
should also see to it that an appropriate amount of National Socialistic Literature is given to them. The cooperation with the 
A. G. must become more organic. It appears practical, together with the A.G., to work out a uniform plan, for the purpose 
of detecting defects still existing in our foreign companies to the end that they can be eliminated.” 
 
Needless to say, this policy was faithfully executed. Moreover, as was pointed out above, the Verbingungsmänner were, in 
all cases, highly trusted agents carefully selected by N.W.7 and approved by the Auslands organization (the foreign 
organization of the Nazi Party). 
 
A few examples of I. G.’s propaganda operations will suffice to indicate the nature and importance of its services to Nazi 
psychological warfare. 
 
 I. G. worked directly with the “Aufklärungs Ausschuss”, the overseas propaganda department of the German Government, 
in disseminating anti-American propaganda in Argentina. Thus in 1939, Farben reviewed for this German propaganda 
organization a series of 381 articles against the United States for publication in Argentine newspapers, suggesting the 
names of newspapers in Buenos Aires which could be used effectively for the dissemination of such articles. For this 
purpose, Farben made available to the German propaganda department the services of Heinrich Hommann, I. G. 
Verbingungsmann for Argentina. 
 
Farben, which had for years been engaged in the dissemination of pro-German propaganda in Latin America through the 
schools, the press, and libraries, was particularly effective in securing wide distribution of Nazi propaganda. One of its 
customary devices for obtaining publication of propaganda was the club of its advertising. Thus, for example, in February 
1938, the pharmaceutical department of I. G. agreed on the following advertising policy: 
 
“Advertising in journals hostile to Germany shall on all terms be avoided. Commercial and advertising considerations have 
to be put in the background as compared with the more important political point of view.” 

 
(b) Furnishing Other Propaganda Agencies with Foreign Exchange 

 
Not only did I. G. engage directly in the dissemination of propaganda, but it was also a principal agent for furnishing 
foreign exchange to German governmental agencies engaged in this and related psychological and economic warfare 
operations abroad. In Brazil, alone, during 1940 and through January 1942, the I. G. Bayer agencies furnished the 
equivalent of RM 3,639,343 to the German Embassy and to representatives of the NSDAP. In Spain when the German 
Embassy wanted Spanish pesetas, the company raised credits from the Spanish banks and paid back these credits with 
subsequent peseta receipts. A 
 
 “In case of war Legation asks firms Mexico to let them have monies on a loan basis amounts shall be refunded by German 
Government stop. Please authorize monthly payments Pesos 10,000 on behalf of all I. G. agencies stop. Mexico press must 
be influenced. Propose monthly amount all I. G. agencies Pesos 200 please wire.” 
 
A notation on the bottom of this telegram states: “Board Agreeable Dr. Overhoff informed!” These payments abroad were 
of tremendous importance to the German Government in the acquisition of critical raw materials and in the financing of 
sabotage, espionage, and propaganda. 
 
All of the I. G. Latin American firms maintained, unrecorded in their books, secret cash accounts in banks in the names of 
their leading officials. These accounts were used to receive and to disburse payments of a confidential nature as, for 
example, the proceeds of sales to firms who did not want to be discovered dealing with the Proclaimed List I. G. 
companies. These are the famous S accounts and S Finance Offices, of which little has been known in the past. The assets 
thereby secreted, ostensibly unaffected with an Axis taint, were free to finance espionage and propaganda, to bribe, to pay 
the salaries of Nazi foreign agents and to give them the wherewithal to carry out their work. 
 
In assessing the importance of those services performed by I. G. Farben for the Nazis abroad, it is important not to overlook 
the tremendous financial aid given by I. G. in bringing the Nazis to power and maintaining them in power in Germany. Not 
only did I. G., together with the other German industrialists, make possible Hitler’s rise to power by financial and political 



support, but they maintained the Nazis in power for twelve long years. Each year, Farben made vast annual contributions to 
the various activities of the Nazi Government and party including a special annual grant to enable Heinrich Himmler to 
finance some of his “special” projects. 
 

(c) Undermining Foreign Economics 
 
Germany’s foreign economic policy was aimed at undermining the economic strength of countries with which Germany 
“anticipated” conflict. In direct testimony, high Farben officials not only admitted to that policy, but also stated that they 
had played an important part in its formulation and execution. As succinctly stated by one of these officials: 
 
“The foremost purpose of the Nazi Government and I. G. and all other industrialists was to keep the Wehrmacht all 
powerful vis-a-vis all other countries including the U. S. A.” 
 
The successful execution of this policy was entrusted to a special agency of the German Government, the 
Reichswirtschaftministerium, which controlled all foreign economic relations of German industry and finance. Represented 
in this organization, together with other German industrial concerns, was I. G. Farben. 
 
An outstanding example of the manner in which Farben executed this German policy was its successful effort, by means of 
cartel agreements with Standard Oil, to delay the development and use of buna rubber in the United States until at least 
1940 while at the same time producing sufficient buna in Germany to make the German Army and German industry 
independent of rubber imports. This investigation has fully confirmed the detailed description, heretofore presented to 
Committees of the Congress by the Department of Justice, of this transaction which so seriously imperilled the war 
preparations of the United States. The story in short is that because of Standard Oil’s determination to maintain an absolute 
monopoly of synthetic rubber developments in the United States it fully accomplished I. G.’s purpose of preventing United 
States production by dissuading American rubber companies from undertaking independent research in developing 
synthetic rubber processes. This Standard accomplished by falsely creating the impression that it had already received the 
buna process from Farben and was attempting to work out a scheme for licensing the process to the American rubber 
companies. In fact, Farben had told Standard that it could not then make such process available to Standard. But Standard 
knew that if the rubber companies realized the situation they would proceed with independent research thus preventing 
Standard from ver having a monopoly in the field. The diabolical manner in which Farben was able to use the monopoly 
desires of Standard Oil to accomplish its purpose is clearly revealed by the fact that Farben was able to keep Standard 
satisfied until 1939 merely by telling Standard that Farben could not yet turn over the buna process to Standard as required 
by the terms of their cartel agreement because the German Government would not permit it. The investigation has brought 
to light one new and amazing indication of the manner in which Standard allowed itself to be used by Farben. As indicated 
above, Standard for sometime successfully stalled off the American rubber companies by giving them the false impression 
that Standard had already received the buna process from Farben and was about to license it to the rubber companies. But 
as time dragged on and the licenses were not forthcoming, the clamor of the rubber companies became so intense that 
Standard, not wanting to reveal the true situation, turned in desperation to Farben for an excuse to give the rubber 
companies. An official of Standard, in October 1939, at a meeting with I. G. representatives in Basle, stated that he had to 
be provided with an excuse for not getting the know-how. I. G. obligingly cabled Standard Oil to the effect that the 
authorities would not permit the information to be given to the American firm. 

 
Chapter 5--Farben was Germany’s Greatest Single Source of Foreign Exchange.  

 
 I. G. was the dominant factor in the important German chemical export trade. It accounted for approximately 10 percent of 
the Country’s total exports of all products and approximately 50 percent of Germany’s total exports of chemicals and allied 
products. In the different sectors of that trade its position varied considerably, being strongest in pharmaceuticals, dyestuffs, 
and photographic materials in the order named. In 1937, 70 percent of I. G.’s total production of pharmaceuticals, 65 
percent of its dyestuffs, and 40 percent of its photographic materials were exported. Its exports greatly exceeded its imports, 
and its net income from royalty payments and sales of patent rights also was considerable. 
 
These transactions made I. G. Germany’s largest single earner of free foreign exchange. Without this foreign exchange (a) 
Germany could not have purchased the strategic raw materials, equipment, and technical processes unavailable in Germany 
and essential to Germany’s rearmament, and (b) the German government could not have financed its espionage, 
propaganda, and other military and political activities abroad in the preparation for and prosecution of the war. 
 
Government pressure on Germany industry, and in particular I. G., to increase their procurements of foreign exchange was 
always strong. With the beginning of the Four Year Plan this pressure became acute; but I. G. cooperated fully with the 



government in making available all possible foreign exchange for government purposes. The numerous examples of this 
have been set forth in detail under the preceding point. I. G. also evaded the United States dumping statutes to secure 
foreign exchange. Finally, when the foreign exchange situation became absolutely desperate, I. G. even sold some of its 
investments abroad. 

 
Chapter 6--Farben’s Dream of World Conquest.  

 
There is and can be no doubt that from the day of its accession to power the Nazi Government planned and prepared for a 
war of world conquest. This investigation has demonstrated beyond all doubt that the policy of the Nazis was not only 
known to I. G. Farben and its officials but that it was always a policy with which I. G. fully agreed and which it supported 
to the full extent of its power and resources. In the words of Dr. von Schnitzler “the development of I. G. during the last 12 
years can’t be separated from the government’s foreign policy.” It is equally clear that I. G. expected that the New Order 
which this policy was to achieve would bestow upon I. G. the title and power of absolute ruler of the world chemical 
industry. 
 
The marriage of I. G. Farben to the Wehrmacht took place shortly after the advent of the Nazi regime in Germany. One of 
the first steps taken by Farben to solidify this early union, which is described in glowing terms by Dr. von Schnitzler, infra, 
was the establishment of an office which concerned itself entirely with military liaison. This was the so-called 
Vermittlungsstelle W. In a report on the functions of this organization dated December 31, 1935, it was clearly stated that: 
 
 “The aim of this work is the building up of a tight organization for armament in the I. G. which could be inserted without 
difficulty in the existing organization of the I. G. and the individual plants. In the case of war, I. G. will be treated by the 
authorities concerned with armament questions as one big plant which in its task for the armament, as far as it is possible to 
do so from the technical point of view will regulate itself without any organizational influence from outside [the work in 
this direction was in principle agreed upon with the Ministry of War (Wehrwirtschaftsamt) and from this office with the 
Ministry of Economy]. . . . . . . . To the field of the work of the Vermittlungsstelle W belongs besides the organizational set-
up and long range planning, the continuous collaboration with regard to armament and technical questions with the 
authorities of the Reich and with the plants of the I. G.” 
 
By the admission of I. G. officials, this office was established because, by 1934, transactions between I. G. and the 
Wehrmacht had become so numerous and the I. G.-Wehrmacht relationship had grown so intimate that coordinated liaison 
was required. It also was established at the suggestion of the German military authorities and “occupied itself principally 
with problems in connection with a possible war.” 
 
Prior to the Allied occupation, I. G. officials destroyed the files dealing with Vermittlungsstelle W matters according to Dr. 
Struss, who as head of the Secretariat of I. G.’s Technical Committee (Tea Büro) and top assistant to Dr. ter Meer, who 
directed the affairs of Division II, discussed below, was the responsible official. 
 
At approximately the same time that the Vermittlungsstelle W was established, I. G. received orders from the government 
to prepare production plans in the event of war. “I know,” said Dr. Struss, “that a representative of the Ministry of 
Economics, Dr. Lens, and a representative of the Ministry of War, Dr. Mureck, assisted in the making of these plans. I 
remember that Dr. Mureck often told us that the Ministry of War wants the plans drawn up in such and such a way.” 
 
Pursuant to those instructions I. G. Farben in 1934 began to mobilize for war. Every I. G. plant prepared its production 
plans for war and turned them over to the Vermittlungsstelle W which submitted them to the Ministries of War and 
Economics. By early 1939, those plans, the so-called “MOB” plans for the production of essential military goods, were 
approved by the Ministry of War and ready to be executed. According to Dr. Engelbertz, Manager of I. G.’s plant in 
Griesheim which produced many vital war chemicals such as intermediates for explosives, carbon electrodes for aluminum 
and chlorine electrolysis, his plant received the approved “MOB” plans for its products in March or April 1939 with the 
understanding that they were to be put into operation at the outbreak of war. 
 
By the middle 30's, I. G. had become so preoccupied with war that the facilities of all its plants were devoted to “war 
games” (Kriegsspiele) and to “maneuvers in the technical problems which may come up” in the event of war. According to 
Dr. Struss, the war games or Kriegsspiele began in 1934 or 1935 under the supervision of Wehrmacht officials. These 
games were described in detail by Dr. Struss as follows: 
 
 “It is true that since 1934 or 1935, soon after the establishment of the Vermittlungsstelle W in the different works, 
theoretical ‘war plant games’ had been arranged to examine how the effect of bombing on certain factories would 



materialize. It was particularly taken into consideration what would happen if 100 or 500 kgs. bombs would fall on a 
certain factory and what would be the result of it. It is also right that the word ‘Kriegsspiele’ was used for it. The 
‘Kriegsspiele’ were prepared by Mr. Ritter and Dr. Eckell later on partly by Dr. v. Brunning by personal order of Dr. 
Krauch’s own initiative or by order of the Air Force, it is not known to me. The tasks were partly given by the 
Vermittlungsstelle W and partly by officers of the Air Force. A number of officers of all groups of the Wehrmacht (Navy, 
Air Force and Army) participated in these ‘Kriegsspiele.’ The places which were hit by bombs were marked in a map of the 
plant so that it could be ascertained which parts of the plant were damaged, for example a gas meter or an important pipe 
line. As soon as the raid finished, the management of the plant ascertained the damages and reported which part of the plant 
had to stop working; they further reported what time would be required in order to repair the damages. In a following 
meeting the consequences of the ‘Kriegsspiele’ were described and it was ascertained that in the case of Leuna [plant] the 
damages involved were considerably high; especially it was found out that alterations of the pipe lines were to be made at 
considerable cost.” 
 
It is significant to note that in all these preparations for war I. G. Farben did more than merely comply with orders and 
requests of the Wehrmacht and Nazi Government agencies. It functioned, in fact, as though it were a research organization 
for the German Government itself charged with the responsibility of discovering all possible means of increasing the 
military might of Germany. Farben voluntarily initiated many projects for the Wehrmacht and then proceeded to convince 
the Wehrmacht of the importance of such projects. This aspect of I. G. Farben’s operations is clearly disclosed in a report 
of Farben’s development and experimental work The report states that “A whole range of problems had been worked at by 
the I. G. for its own account and only later, after certain results of experiments could already be seen, the offices of the 
Army were interested in those problems. The cases were respectively rare where the Army for its part approached the I. G.” 
The report estimates that about 40 to 50 per cent of the military projects worked on by I. G. “were submitted to the Army 
by the I. G. on its own initiative” and that only a few of them “would have come in directly from the Army.” 
Thus, before the Nazi Army attached Poland, I. G. and the rest of German heavy industry was mobilized and ready after 
long years of preparation. In describing how perfectly the “MOB” plans worked when put into operation Dr. von Schnitzler 
stated, in part, as follows: 
 
 “All the German industries were mobilized in summer 1939 and in the summer 1939 the Wirtschaftsgruppe Chemie issued 
an order that the plans for war were in action. In June or July 1939 I. G. and all heavy industries as well knew that Hitler 
had decided to invade Poland if Poland would not accept his demands. Of this we were absolutely certain and in June or 
July 1939 German industry was completely mobilized for the invasion of Poland.” 
 
These activities of I. G., standing alone would leave no room for doubt that Farben knew for many years that the German 
government intended to wage war. Furthermore, as will be shown in detail, infra, I. G.’s leading officials assisted in the 
formulation and execution of the internal and external policies of the Nazi regime. Its president was a member of the 
Reichstag. Its leading scientist was one of Goering’s chief assistants under the Four Year Plan. Its statisticians and 
economists prepared intelligence for the Nazi High Command. Scores of its technicians were constantly on loan to the Air 
and War Ministries. According to Dr. von Schnitzler, the war was “only the last step of a long prepared evolution” of the 
Nazi policies. 
 
Not only did I. G. have knowledge of Germany’s intention to wage aggressive warfare but it was officially informed almost 
with exactitude of the time table of the attack of Poland. Months before that attack, Goering’s office had informed I. G. that 
the Nazi war machine would invade Poland in September 1939. Before Hitler’s moves against Czechoslovakia, I. G. took 
steps to take over its leading competitor in that country. 
 
Farben not only planned and prepared for war, but it also planned and prepared for the future when Germany would have 
conquered the world. In particular, it planned for Farben’s part in the New Order and for the use of the spoils which Farben 
was to receive. 
 
In June 1940, with half of Europe already under the Nazi heel and with the downfall of France imminent, Hitler’s plans to 
conquer the world seemed capable of early fruition. I. G., too, had dreams of world empire, dreams which it translated with 
painstaking clarity into a document appropriately entitled “Neuerdnung” (New Order). The document was submitted to the 
Ministry of Economics. The letter of transmittal which accompanied the document stated that I. G. anticipated the German 
conquest of Europe, felt that a “new order” for the chemistry industry of the world was required to supplement Hitler’s 
‘New Order,” and further stated that it was fitting its plans within that framework. The immediate objective of the 
document was to insure the full cooperation of the chemical companies of the conquered countries in producing for the 
Wehrmacht. The second objective envisaged the complete incorporation of the chemical industries of Europe, including the 
British Empire, within the framework of Hitler’s “New Order.” The third objective was to eliminate U. S. competition in 
the world market. Finally, Farben was preparing to utilize again its vaunted economic warfare weapons, cartels, capital 



investments and know-how, in anticipation of a possible conflict between Germany and the U. S. A. Although the “New 
Order” was never finally achieved, much of Farben’s plan was put into operation after the Nazi conquest of Austria, 
Czechoslovakia, Poland, and France. Said Dr. von Schnitzler: 
 
“It must be remembered that in preparing the ‘Neuerdnung’ we were following the lines of the so-called ‘Gross-Raum-
Politik’ laid down by the government. We were looking to the overwhelming downfall of France and eventual capitulation 
of England when we prepared the document. It must be remembered that we knew well the aims and policies of the 
government and we knew that it was the intention of the government to improve its strength in relation to the countries 
outside of the European sphere. This meant, of course, the United States because outside of Europe the United States was 
the only strong country with which Germany had to reckon. Therefore, we wrote in the ‘Neuerdnung’ that we intended to 
keep Germany as strong as possible militaristically in relation to the United States. We could accomplish this only by 
limiting the production of armaments in Latin America. We did not want in the event of an eventual conflict with the 
United States to permit Latin America to supply the U. S. A. with war materials. It should be remembered that I. G. had to 
follow the lines of the Nazi government.” 
 
Having made a major contribution to the Nazi war potential, I. G. reaped the profits of aggression. The signed confession of 
the head of I. G.’s dyestuffs legal department recites: 
 
“To my full knowledge, I. G. Farben, its directors and officers fully approved the Nazi aggression against Poland, 
Czechoslovakia and France. I. G. profited considerably from these conquests.”) 
 
Even prior to the Nazi conquest, I. G. was the major chemical firm on the continent. Yet I.G.’s acquisitions as a result of 
conquest were tremendous. Its acquisitions of chemical and dyestuffs firms in the conquered countries totaled 
approximately 350 million Reichmarks. One after the other, it absorbed or eliminated its competitors in the dyestuffs field 
in the conquered countries until not a single independent dyestuffs company remained. It also absorbed major chemical 
firms. And by building new war plants in the conquered countries, I. G. increased its capital investments by approximately 
700 million Reichsmarks. Every plant of I. G. in the conquered countries devoted itself to war production. Furthermore, I. 
G. so increased the technical dependence of industry in the conquered countries on I. G. that it is confident that despite 
German defeat it can regain its position of control. As stated by von Schnitzler, I. G.’s leading commercial director, on 
September 7, 1945:      “they will need the constant technical help of I. G.’s scientific laboratories as they do not own 
appropriate installations within themselves.” 
 
In conclusion, the words of Dr. von Schnitzler: 
 
“Thus, in acting as it had done, I. G. contracted a great responsibility and constituted a substantial aid in the chemical 
domain and decisive help to Hitler’s foreign policy, which led to war and to the ruin of Germany. 
 
“Thus, I must conclude that I. G. is largely responsible for Hitler’s policy.” 

 



Part II 
 

Chapter 1--What I. G. Farben Is 
1. Size and Capacity 

 
I. G. Farbenindustrie, A. G. was the largest, most powerful chemical trust in the world. As such, it represented the most 
vital segment of Germany’s industrial potential. With a net worth amounting to RM 6 billions at the very minimum, (1) its 
domestic participations comprised over 380 other German firms. (2) Its factories, power installations and mines are 
scattered all over Germany. (3) There is hardly a raw material or an auxiliary product required in its manufacturing 
operations that I. G. did no produce in significant quantities within its own organization. (4) It owned its own lignite and 
bituminous coal mines, coke ovens, magnesite, gypsum and salt mines. I. G.’s world organization included over 500 firms 
both acknowledged and camouflaged, valued at a minimum of RM 1 billion. (5) Its holding companies and plants blanketed 
Europe, and its house banks, research firms and patent firms clustered around every important commercial and industrial 
center in both hemispheres. 
 
The origin of this industrial giant can be traced to the beginning of the present century. In 1904 Badische Anilin-und Soda-
Fabrik, Ludwigshafen, Farbenfabriken vorm. Friedrich Bayer und Co., Leverkusen, two of the most powerful chemical 
firms in Germany, together with the Aktiengesellschaft für Anilinfabrikation, Berlin, entered into an agreement to pool 
their profits and share them according to a prearranged formula. (6) In the same year Farbwerke vorm. Meister, Lucius and 
Brüning, Höchst, and Leopold Cassella und Co. also concluded an agreement to pool and share their respective profits. 
Soon thereafter Badische (Ludwigs-hafen) and Höchst came to an agreement on the marketing of synthetic indigo, which 
had recently gone into large-scale production, and over which a competitive struggle was developing. In 1916 the two 
groups came together, along with two other firms, comparatively smaller but important in their own special fields, 
Chemische Fabrik Griesheim-Elektron, Frankfurt a.M., and Chemische Werke vorm. Weiler-ter-Meer, Ürdingen, in the 
“Interessengemeinschaft der deutschen Teerfarbenindustrie” (community of interests of the German coal-tar dye industry). 
The firms remained independent corporate entitles, agreeing to pool and share their profits according to specified quotas. 
By special agreements, Kalle und Co., Biebrich, and Farbwerke Mühlheim, Mühlheim were induced to make special 
agreements with Höchst and Cassella respectively. In 1925 these 9 firms were joined in a thorough going financial merger 
and the present “I. G.” was born. This merger marked the beginning of the final phase of a process of concentration which 
had been going on since the beginning of the century. Thereafter, that process took the form of a “rationalization” of 
production and sales organizations, and expansion pursuant to one overall plan. By an important series of agreements in 
1926, I. G. secured control over the greater part of the German explosives industry especially Dynamit Actien-Gesellschaft, 
Troisdorf (DAG) and Rheinisch-Westfaelische Sprengstoff, A. G., major producers of explosives and munitions. Thus, “I. 
G. represented the combined forces of firms which even before the merger in 1925 were the strongest and the most active 
ones in the chemistry field in all of Europe if not the world. They constituted the cells from which the whole technical 
expansion of I. G. originated.” (7) 
 
Even at the time of its formation, however, the Interessengemeinschaft Farbenindustrie A. G. was more than a “Community 
of Interests of Dye Industries”, as its name would indicate. It was also the largest producer of heavy chemicals such as acids 
and caustic soda. It enjoyed a virtual world monopoly of both the young and rapidly growing pharmaceutical industry and 
the high pressure chemical industry, typified by the great synthetic nitrogen capacity which had been built up in Germany 
during the first World. War. 
 
In subsequent years I. G.’s industrial domain expanded still further into many related and unrelated fields such as plastics 
and synthetic resins, light metals, rayon and other cellulose productions, detergents, synthetic tanning materials, synthetic 
rubber, synthetic gasoline and lubricating oils, rare gases (8) coal, (9) and even iron and steel. It had acquired this domain 
partly through the expansion of existing plants, partly through the construction of new facilities (10) and partly through its 
network of participations. (11) 
 
All in all, I. G. produced between 50 and 55 per cent of Germany’s total production of chemicals and allied products. (12) 
It was responsible for approximately 40 per cent of Germany’s total turnover in these fields. In 1943 it accounted for 100% 
of German synthetic rubber production; 100% of methanol production--indispensable in the manufacture of plastics, 
synthetic resins and rubber; 100%, lubricating oils; 100%, serums; 92% of the plasticizers; 90% of the organic 
intermediates; 90% of the plastics; 88% of the magnesium; 64% of the explosives; and 75% of the nitrogen. (13) A more 
detailed description of I. G.’s extraordinary productive achievements is set forth below in Chapter III. 
 
Not only did I. G. have a monopoly or a near monopoly in Germany in a great number of finished products, but other 
German companies and numerous strategic industries were either totally or largely dependent upon I. G. for many raw 



materials, intermediate products, and for technical assistance. The German soap industry was entirely dependent on I. G. 
for its supplies of detergent raw materials. The tanning industry obtained approximately 50 per cent of its synthetic tanning 
agents form I. G. The paint and varnish industry looked to I. G. for 65 per cent of its raw materials (synthetic resins, 
solvents, plasticizers). In the plastics field Röhm und Haas, Darmstadt, the only other independent producer, was totally 
dependent on I. G. for certain important types of intermediates. Similarly dependent was the only other producer of 
dyestuffs in Germany, Geigy, Grenzach. (14) 
 
The German chemical and related industries were particularly dependent on I. G. for patents and know-how. For instance in 
the synthetic gasoline field I. G. actually produced only 33% of Germany’s total production. Yet if we include the synthetic 
gasoline plants in Germany which were operated under I. G.’s licenses and managed by I. G.’s technical personnel, the 
company would have been responsible for approximately 90 per cent of Germany’s total output of synthetic gasoline. I.G.’s 
domination of the German chemical and related fields became even more pronounced during the period of preparation for 
and the prosecution of the Nazi war of aggression. 
 
During the rearmament and war periods I. G.’s sales increased tremendously year by year. In 1936 its total sales amounted 
to RM 786,006,000; in 1943 the all-time peak of RM 3,115,667,000 was reached. During that year I. G.’s German 
subsidiaries accounted for sales valued at an additional RM 1,000,000,000 and of these at least 50 per cent were made by 
Dynamit A. G. alone.(15) Among approximately 4,000 chemical firms spread all over Germany, the closest competitor to I. 
G. in terms of sales was Henckel et Cie., Düsseldorf, manufacturers of soap and allied products, with a turnover of 
approximately RM 200,000,000. The only other chemical companies in Germany with a yearly turnover of RM 
100,000,000 were Deutsche Solvay Werke (of which I. G. owned 25 per cent), and Schering A. G., manufacturers of 
pharmaceuticals. These firms and the remainder of the German chemical industry could compete with I. G. in only narrow 
segments of the latter’s production activities. (16) 
 
Foreign sales were particularly significant. I. G. was the dominant factor in the German chemical export trade. It accounted 
for approximately 10 per cent of the country’s total exports of all products and approximately 50 per cent of Germany’s 
total exports of chemicals and allied products. In the different sectors of that trade its position varied considerably, being 
strongest in pharmaceuticals, dyestuffs and photographic materials in the order named. In 1937, 70 per cent of I. G.’s total 
production of pharmaceuticals, 65 per cent of its dyestuffs and 40 per cent of its photographic materials were exported. (17) 
Its exports greatly exceeded its imports. It received important returns from foreign investments. (18) Its net income from 
royalty payments and sales of patent rights was also considerable. (19) These transactions made I. G. Germany’s largest 
single source of free foreign exchange, providing an average of at least 10 per cent of the country’s total supply.(20) 
 
I. G. has been an extremely profitable concern. Even during the “great depression” it did not lose money. As its sales 
increased in the rearmament and war period, so did its profits. (21) Gross profits on total operations rose from RM 
47,958,997 in 1932 to RM 231,007,044 in 1937, RM 363,038,997 in 1939 and RM 821,626,559 in 1943. Net profits 
publicly announced for the same years were RM 47,013,427, RM 48,053,329, RM 56,071,000 and RM 81,700,000. Net 
profits announced in the balance sheets are not, however, an adequate indication of the financial condition of the company, 
especially in a country where a legal limitation had been placed upon dividend rates. They certainly understate the 
company’s earning power. To determine the actual profitability of the company an exhaustive analysis of the books would 
be required which cannot be undertaken here. Suffice it to point out that in the later years very large sums were transferred 
to reserves, and that it cannot be determined to what extent profits announced in the balance sheet include part or all of the 
income from participations in subsidiary and affiliated companies since it was customary for these also to reinvest their 
profits in their own operations. (22) Dyestuffs were the biggest consistent source of profits to I. G., producing returns 
ranging from approximately 30 to nearly 40 per cent on sales yearly. In recent years chemicals and pharmaceuticals have 
accounted for a rising share in total “raw profit” (23) and in the latter category the rates of return were over 30 per cent. 
(24) 
 
“The industrial position of I. G. in Germany had no parallel with any other enterprise.” (25) It has been estimated that it 
alone accounted for approximately 5 per cent of Germany’s total industrial activity. (26) In 1943 it employed 
approximately a quarter of a million people. (27) Vereinigte Stahlwerke, the great German steel producer, employed more 
people, and the state-owned Hermann Goering Werke had absorbed so many companies that its capital and turnover might 
have been higher than I. G.’s but “their domains of activity and earning capacity and scientific performance were 
incomparably smaller.” (28) 
 
DuPont de Nemours in the United States is the only other chemical company in the world of even comparable size. While 
Imperial Chemical Industries, England numbers third to DuPont’s second and I. G.’s first, it cannot even be classed with 
the first two companies. On the continent of Europe there were only three other fairly large chemical companies, 
Montecatini in Italy, Kuhlmann in France, and the Aussiger Verein in Czechoslovakia named in the order of size. I. G.’s 



field of activity was far wider than any of these. To summarize, in the words of Dr. Georg von Schnitzler, member of the 
Managing Board and Chairman of the powerful Commercial Committee: 
 
 “No single individual company had so large a field of progressive scientific enterprise as I.G.... DuPont was highly 
progressive ... the same applies to Union Carbide, the American Celanese, as well as Eastman Kodak Company, but all 
those enterprises were much more specialized than I.G. and did not cover so large a field of research work as I. G. did.” 
(29) 
 
The industrial strength of I. G. originated in its laboratories, and has always been based on its research and technical 
knowledge, protected by aggressive patent tactics. The company was built by technical men like Duisberg and Bosch, who 
always, at least until Bosch’s death in 1940--formulated major policy for the company. I. G. rarely entered fields already 
widely exploited by other firms in the industry, but developed their lines of production in new fields. New developments of 
outstanding importance in the chemical and related fields in Germany were made primarily by I. G. and “research work on 
a large scale in the chemical field was exclusively done by I. G.” (30) 

 
II. Organization and Management (33) 

 
The company was divided into three technical Divisions or groups (Sparten). Division 1 concerned itself with high pressure 
chemistry, including the production of nitrogen, synthetic gasoline, oils and also coal. Division 2, the largest, comprised the 
old inorganic or “heavy” chemical industry, the main branches of the organic chemical industry, dyestuffs, pharmaceuticals 
and plastics, and the electro-chemical industry, mainly typified by the production of the light metals. Division 3 dealt with 
cellulose chemistry, covering the fields of photographic materials, and artificial fibers. (34) Technical planning and control 
was in the hands of the three Division chiefs, Dr. Christian Schneider, successor to Dr. Carl Krauch who became chairman 
of the Supervisory Board, Dr. Fritz ter Meer and Dr. Fritz Gajewski, respectively. If problems arose on which the Division 
Chiefs could not make independent decisions these problems were referred to the Technical Committee. (35) This body, of 
which Dr. ter Meer was chairman, consisted of the three Division Chiefs, a number of plant managers and leading 
technicians. It reported directly to I. G.’s Managing Board of Directors. 
 
The various managers of the main plants were responsible for actual control of production in their own plants and in 
various subordinate factories. These subordinate plants were usually either situated close to the larger works or constituted 
their “colonies” which had developed in the “Drang nach Osten” which characterized the expansion of the rearmament and 
war periods. (36) In order to assure uniformity of management in an organization of such size and complexity as Division 
2, its plants were divided into 4 “works combines”, Upper Rhine, Main Valley, lower Rhine, and Middle Germany, under 
the supervision of Drs. Wurster (Ludwigshafen-Oppau), Lautenschläger (Höchst) Kühne (Leverkusen) and Bürgin 
(Bitterfeld/Wolfen), respectively. (37) 
 
The complicated structure of the chemical industry in general, and of I. G. in particular is reflected in the intricate technical 
control developed in I. G. (38) Many of the plants manufactured products of more than one Division, so that an individual 
plant manager was often subordinate to more than one Division Chief. Dr. Wurster, for example, was plant manager of 
Ludwigshafen-Oppau and head of its inorganic department. Under him were Dr. Ambros, head of the organic department, 
in charge of Ludwigshafen, which manufactured mainly inorganic chemicals, organic intermediates, antioxidants, dyeing 
auxiliaries, plasticizers, synthetic resins, synthetic tanning agents, formaldehyde, solvents, plastics, synthetic rubber and 
dyestuffs; and Dr. Müller-Cunradi, head of the high pressure department and in charge of Oppau, which manufactured 
mainly nitrogen products, but which also did extremely important research work in the field of synthetic oil products. Thus 
Dr. Wurster was subordinate to Dr. Schneider of Division 1 in matters concerning high pressure chemistry, but to Dr. ter 
Meer in matters concerning Division 2. Again Dr. Kühne at Leverkusen, which produced inorganic chemicals, organic 
intermediates, dyestuffs, pharmaceuticals and photographic papers reported mainly to Dr. ter Meer, but also to Dr. 
Gajewski of Division 3. 
 
The sales organization of I. G. was no less complicated. (39) Questions of sales policy which concerned the company as a 
whole were handled by the important Commercial Committee (Kaufmännisher Ausschuss) of which Dr. von Schnitzler was 
chairman, and of which the main sales executives were members. (40) This Committee was responsible to the managing 
board. I. G. products were disposed of through five main sales combines, the dyestuffs combine, the chemicals combine, 
the pharmaceuticals combine, the photographic supplies, aromatic chemicals and synthetic fibers combine, and a special 
combine through which the products of Division 1 were sold. Dr. von Schnitzler was chairman of the first and second 
groups, “General Konsul” Mann of the third, which included the products bearing the famous “Bayer” trademark, Dr. Otto 
of the fourth, which included products marketed under the trade name “Agfa”, and Dr. Oster, of the last. The huge chemical 
sales combine was subdivided into metals under Dr. Haefliger, inorganic products under Herr von Heider, and organic 



chemicals under Herr Borgwardt. Just as in the case of technical matters, individual plant managers would often have to 
deal with more than one Division chief, so in commercial matters they frequently had to deal with the heads of several sales 
combines. The leading idea behind the sales organization, a product of the “rationalization” following the 1925 merger, was 
that products of broadly similar chemical character and similar lines of application (41) should be grouped together. 
 
From the description of its technical, production and sales organizations, it will be seen that I. G. operated as a single 
economic unit. No individual plant had its own sales organization, and none showed profits or losses. The huge task of 
controlling the financial affairs of the company fell to the Central Bookkeeping Department and the Central Finance 
Administration (“Zefi”). 
 
The latter was part of the office known as “I. G. Berlin, N.W.7", an organization which, with Dr. Max Ilgner, a nephew of 
the President, as its chief, came to exercise in recent years an increasing measure of financial and economic control over the 
company. (42) Besides the Central Finance Administration it contained an Economic Department under Dr. Reithinger 
(“Vowi”) and a Political Economic Department (“Wipo”), under Dr. Terhaar. These two Departments and the Office of the 
Commercial Committee (Büro des Kaufmännischen Ausschusses) assisted the company by providing excellent economic 
and statistical information and by acting as liaison with government departments. “N.W.7" expanded greatly under the Nazi 
regime, and its activities took on an increasingly sinister character. These activities will be described in detail below. 
 
Patent departments were maintained at Höchst, Leverkusen, Bitterfeld-Wolfen, and Wolfen (Film), while the Central Patent 
Office headed by Dr. August von Knieriem, Chief Legal Counsel for I. G. and chairman of the important Legal Committee, 
was located at Ludwigshafen. 
 
These in brief are the bare outlines of the technical and commercial organization of I. G. There remains for consideration 
the question of how over-all company policy was determined. The management of the company rested entirely with the 
Managing Board of Directors (Vorstand) and the Central Committee (Zentral-Ausschuss). (43) since the middle thirties the 
Supervisory Board of Directors (Aufsichesrat) has exercised no actual authority, although according to the by-laws, it was 
responsible for supervising personnel matters and finances. (44) 
 
The Managing Board was presided over by the President, Dr. Hermann Schmitz, and was composed of 21 members. Eleven 
of these were chemists who were either Division Chiefs or plant managers, (45) 2 were legal advisors, (46) 1 was the chief 
engineer of the company, (47) and 5 were sales executives. (48) Seven senior members of the Managing Board, Schmitz, 
von Knieriem, Schneider, ter Meer, Gajewski, Hörlein and von Schnitzler made up the Central Committee, that is, the inner 
circle of top executives. 
 

III. Ownership and Control 
 
At the present time, the capital stock of I. G. Farben consists of 40,000 preferred shares having a par value of RM 
40,000,000 and 3, 928,838 common shares in bearer form having a par value of RM 1,360,000,000. (49) 
 
 Of the 40,000 preferred shares outstanding, 38,000 are registered in the name of Ammoniakwerk Merseburg G.m.b.H., a 
wholly-owned subsidiary of I. G., and the remaining 2,000 shares, represented by one certificate in bearer form, are in the 
possession of I. G.’s camouflaged house bank, the Deutsche Länderbank. (50) 
 
The common stock is widely scattered among a minimum of 140,000 stockholders. (51) An investigation made in 1934 by 
I. G.’s Central Financial Administration found that 87 per cent of the common stock was owned by corporations and 
individuals within Germany, while the remaining 13 per cent was owned abroad. The majority of the foreign holdings were 
as follows: (52) 

 
I. G. Original Stock Shares in Mill. Rm (Nominal Value) 

     
      Switzerland, 24.3 Million RM; Percentage of Total Capital Stock, 3.57. 
     Great Britain, 19.9 Million RM; Percentage of Total Capital Stock, 2.93. 
     Holland, 7.4 Million RM; Percentage of Total Capital Stock, 1.09. 
     U. S. A., 4.8 Million RM; Percentage of Total Capital Stock, 0.71. 
     Spain, 3.1 Million RM; Percentage of Total Capital Stock, 0.46. 
     Czechoslovakia, 3.0 Million RM; Percentage of Total Capital Stock, 0.44. 
     Belgium-Luxembourg, 1.0 Million RM; Percentage of Total Capital Stock, 0.15. 
 



Dr. Max Ilgner, Director of I. G.’s Central Finance Administration, estimated that slightly over 6 per cent of I. G.’s 
common stock is owned by a combination of the following firms: (53) Francolor of Paris (51% of whose stock is owned by 
I. G.); Solvay et Cie. Of Brussels; DuPont de Nemours of Wilmington, Delaware; Imperial Chemical Industries of London. 
 
Because of the extreme difficulty involved in tracing the ownership of bearer shares, it has not yet been possible to check 
the accuracy of this estimate. It is also possible that some foreign interests were disposed of during the war. 
 
Although the capital stock of I. G. is widely distributed, control of a decisive percentage of voting power is in the hands of 
I. G.’s Managing Board of Directors. (Vorstand). Since the Central Executive Committee of this Managing Board 
nominated the members of the Supervisory Board of Directors (Aufsichtsrat) who, in turn, appointed members of the 
Managing Board, the latter is, in effect, a self-perpetuating group which exercises complete control over the policies of the 
company. (54) The Annual General Meetings were, accordingly, mere formalities. A very large percentage of the 
stockholders were represented thereat by proxy holders who voted the stock. For example, in 1943, shares of a total par 
value of RM 865, 128,300 were voted, of which RM 830,155,900, or approximately 96 per cent, were voted by proxy. 
German banks voted shares to the value of RM 805,839,400. (55) Executives of the company and the Deutsche Länderbank 
voted shares having a total value of RM 316,773,200, or approximately 37 per cent of the common stock voted at the 
meeting. The Länderbank, for example, voted shares to the value of RM 10,500,000 for its own account and RM 107, 
568,200 worth for others. Mr. Max Bangert in charge of I. G.’s Banking Department in Frankfurt voted RM 100,019,500 
worth of shares held by the Dresdner Bank in Berlin for others. He also voted shares with a nominal value of Rm 
58,320,900 for various individuals and banks. 
 
Dr. von Schnitzler described the meetings as follows: 
 
“In the last 12 years, the general assembly (stockholders’ meetings) of I. G. had become a pure formality; all the decisions 
were agreed upon unanimously on the proposal of the chairman and no discussion has ever taken place. I think, in all those 
years, perhaps a total of half a dozen questions have been asked, mostly on sidelines of no decisive importance. The 
chairman, formerly Mr. Bosch and later on Mr. Schmitz, gave a short report about the general situation of the firm and then 
the legal formalities were fulfilled. With all the formalities, the counting of the votes, all lasted about one-half of three-
quarters of an hours.” (56) 
 
It is worth noting that compared to the common stock, the preferred shares have multiple voting rights of 12 ½ to 1, so that 
I. G.’s preferred stock, all directly or indirectly controlled by I. G. represents, potentially, 36.8 per cent of the total voting 
power. The word “potentially” is used because a German law prohibiting companies from voting their own stock or that of 
their subsidiaries, prevented the 38,000 shares held by Ammoniakwerk Merseburg from being voted. Had it ever become 
necessary, however, for the I. G. management group to utilize the voting power of these 38,000 shares, the company, 
according to Hermann Schmitz, would not have hesitated to transfer them to one of its camouflaged companies.(57) 
 
 Since the outbreak of the war the management group was in fact very largely Hermann Schmitz, who had been President 
of the company since 1935. At that time he succeeded Carl Bosch, who became chairman of the Supervisory Board of 
Directors. Although legally Schmitz had the highest authority in the company since 1935, Bosch continued to dominate the 
management until the outbreak of the war when he became seriously ill. At that time Schmitz took over and became, in von 
Schnitzler’s words, “the weak dictator” of the company. 

 
Footnotes 

 
1. An accurate appraisal of I. G.’s net worth can be made only after an exhaustive audit of the books of its companies and the books 

of its participations both acknowledged and camouflaged. The booked net worth of the company was RM 4,025, 000,000 but it 
has been customary for German companies, and particularly I. G. Farben, to undervalue their assets. Mr. Paul Dencker, I. G.’s 
chief accountant, has estimated that an additional RM 1,337,000,000 were in hidden reserves not shown on the books. (For an 
explanation of how the estimates of these hidden reserves were arrived at, see Exhibit No. 1). Even his estimate of RM 
5,402,000,000 for the net worth of I. G. cannot be accepted as a reasonably accurate figure. It includes only participations which 
are shown on the books and does not include the company’s many camouflaged participations. Mr. Dencker evaluates the 
company’s patents and licenses of approximately RM 200 millions. Standard Oil Company (New Jersey) paid $30,000,000 for 
only the United States rights to I. G. hydrogenation patents. Both Dr. von Schnitzler and Dr. Frank-Fahle of the Central Finance 
Administration of I. G. thought Mr. Dencker’s estimate for hidden reserves “conservative.” 

2. For a detailed list of known direct and indirect participations of I. G., see Exhibit No. 2. These participations are shown 
graphically on Chart No. 1. 

3. Chart No. 2 is a map showing I. G.’s plants keyed to normal labor requirements and to classes of products produced in each plant. 
I. G. controlled mines in eastern, central and western Germany are shown on Chart No. 3. 



4. For details on inter-plant dependency within I. G. for raw materials and intermediate products, see Exhibit No 3. See also Chart 
No. 4 for a graphic representation of the interdependency in raw materials and intermediate products within Division 2 of I. G. 
(Dyestuffs, chemicals, plastics, light metals, pharmaceuticals, etc.). 

5. This estimate is based on a survey of the available material relating to I. G.’s external assets. 
6. For a historical discussion of this development by a member of I. G.’s Managing Board of Directors, see Exhibit No. 4, statement 

by Paul Haefliger, dated August 6, 1945. 
7. See Exhibit No. 5, statement of von Schnitzler dated August 20, 1945. 
8. For I. G.’s output of chemical products by plant from 1937 to 1943 see Exhibit No. 6. 
9. For production figures of I. G. coal mines see Exhibit No. 7. 
10. Considerable detail on the investment and production program in recent years is given in the statistical compilations offered as 

Exhibit No. 8. 
11. Exhibits No. 9, 10, 11, and Charts No. 5, 6, and 7. 
12. For data on I. G.’s expansion and on its industrial significance, see Exhibits No. 12 and 5, statements by Dr. von Schnitzler dated 

August 21 and August 20, 1945. 
13. For figures on I. G.’s production of 43 main products and product groups and its relation to total German production see Exhibit 

No. 13. 
14. For these and other examples see Exhibit No. 14, statements by Dr. Oskar Loehr, dated August 8 and August 31, 1945. 
15. For a graphic presentation of I. G.’s sales and sales of certain of its participations from 1926 through 1942, broken down by 

major products, see Chart No. 8. 
16. For a description of the principal chemical firms in Germany see Exhibit No. 15. 
17. See Exhibit No. 16 statement by Dr. Struss dated July 4, 1945, showing a breakdown of sales in home and foreign markets by 

major product groups for the years 1937, 1939 and 1943. 
18. See Exhibit No. 17. 
19. Some details on income from patents and licenses are given in Exhibit No. 18. 
20. See Exhibit No. 19, statement by Cierlichs dated August 21, 1945. The estimate was based on the relative position of I. G. in 

Germany’s export trade. It does not include foreign exchange derived from direct or indirect, domestic or foreign participations, 
or from royalty payments, sales of patents, etc. 

21. For an analysis of I. G.’s profits by years from 1930 to 1945 see Exhibit No. 20. Statements by Paul Dencker dated August 27 
and 30, 1945. 

22. Details on I. G.’s income form participations are set forth in Exhibit No. 17. 
23. Presumably gross profits. 
24. For further details on gross profits in relation to turnover by major product classification from 1936 to the first half of 1944, see 

Exhibit No. 21. A breakdown of sales proceeds by major product classifications for the years 1934 through 1939 is shown in 
Chart No. 9. 

25. Exhibit No. 5. 
26. Dr. von Schnitzler estimated total German industrial activity in 1943 at between RM 80,000,000,000 and RM 100,000,000,000. 

The chemical and allied industries accounted for approximately 10 per cent of the total. 
27. For various statistical compilations of I. G.’s labor force see Exhibit No. 22. 
28. Exhibit No. 5. 
29. Ibid. 
30. See Exhibit No. 12. 
31. See Exhibits No. 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, and 29. 
32. These are included under the sub-head “co-operators” in Exhibits No. 26 and 28. 
33. An analysis of the over-all organization of I. G. is presented as Exhibit No. 30. 
34. For a graphic presentation of the organization of technical control see Charts No. 10 and 11. 
35. The Tea Büro acted as secretariat to this committee. For a statement of its functions, prepared by its chief, Dr. Struss, see Exhibit 

No. 31. 
36. The Oppau plant, for example, the earliest producer of synthetic nitrogen by the Haber-Bosch process and the home of much 

important research work on synthetic gasoline production, was the scientific brain center of the new gasoline plants at 
Heydebreck and Auschwitz, and also still to some extent of Leuna. The buna plants at Schkopau and Auschwitz had a similar 
relation to Ludwigshafen, where much pioneer work had been done in the field of synthetic rubber. 

37. Ludwigshafen-Oppau was the plant of Badische Anilin-und Soda-Fabrik; Höchst, of Farbwerke vorm. Meister, Lucius and 
Brüning; Leverkusen of Farbenfabriken vorm. Friedrich Bayer and Co.; while Bitterfeld/Wolfen is the center of the newer 
chemical industry built on the lignite fields of Central Germany. 

38. In considering this control, three things should be borne in mind. First, I. G. was formed form several independent firms each 
manufacturing a wide range of products. Second, after the merger of 1925/26 comprehensive measures of rationalization were 
effected which resulted in a greater degree of plant-specialization, and, by the same token, inter-plant dependency. Third, when 
new plants were built after the merger, their location and production plans were decided upon largely on grounds of technical and 
economic efficiency. 

39. See Chart No. 12. 
40. In addition there were in recent years two other regional committees: the East Asia committee and the South East Europe 

Committee set up to handle special problems of these areas. 
41. Giving expert advise to consumers on the applicability of products was an important aspect of I. G. sales organization. 
42. Three studies prepared by I. G. officials on the organization and functions of “I. G. Berlin N.W.7" are appended as Exhibit No. 

32. Chart No. 13 is graphic representation of that organization. 



43. For a chart indicating the positions and duties of the various members--see Chart No. 14. 
44. For a description of the duties of the Managing Board of Directors and the Supervisory Board of Directors, see Exhibit No. 33. A 

list of all the directors who were not members of the Managing Board, with relevant biographical details, is included as Exhibit 
No. 34. 

45. Schneider, ter Meer, Gajewski, Hörlein, Bütefisch, Müller-Cunradi, Wurster, Ambros, Lautenschläger, Kühne, and Bürgin. 
46. Von Knieriem, chief legal advisor, and Brüggemann. 
47. Jöhne. 
48. Von Schnitzler, Oster, Haefliger, Mann and Otto. 
49. For an analysis of the development of I.G.’s capitalization, see Exhibit No. 35, statement prepared by Mr. Pau Dencker, Chief 

Accountant of the firm, dated August 20, 1945. 
50. See Exhibit No. 36, letter from Dr. Frank-Fahle to Schmitz, dated February 8, 1945. 
51. A rather large percentage is held by the Deutsche Bank and the Dresdner Bank, mainly for the accounts of others. Investigation at 

their head offices, however, revealed that these holdings contained few large parcels of shares. The President, Dr. Hermann 
Schmitz declared in his 1943 tax return to the German Government that he owned approximately RM 750,000 of I. G. common 
stock. After interrogation, however, he admitted owning RM 1,250,000 worth of common stock (nominal value). 

52. See Exhibit No. 37, Memorandum from Dr. Bannerk to Dr. Kersten dated February 18, 1938. 
53. Exhibit No. 38, Statement by Max Ilgner dated August 16, 1945. Note, however, that Ilgner’s statement is not consistent with the 

attached statements made by Schmitz and by an official of the Deutsche Länderbank. 
54. See Exhibit No. 33. 
55. For the list of shareholders and their representatives at the 1943 Annual General Meeting see Exhibit No. 39. 
56. Exhibit No. 40, Statement by Dr. von Schnitzler dated August 16, 1945. 
57. Admitted orally in interrogation. 

 
Chapter 2--I. G. Farben’s World Empire 

 
 I. G. Farben’s economic empire extended throughout the world. Its non-German plants ranged from large works producing 
a wide variety of chemical products to small installations where I. G. Farben products, imported from Germany, were 
merely finished and packaged. It also maintained sales agencies, often elaborate organizations giving expert technical 
service and advice to customers in practically every country of the world. Sometimes those were wholly or partially owned 
by the parent concern. More often I. G. strove to maintain a semblance of legal independence though, in fact, it exercised 
complete control over the firm. In addition, I. G. Farben owned participations in administrative companies and research 
organizations domiciled outside Germany which controlled important patents and technical knowledge in various sectors of 
the chemical industry. 
 
I. G. Farben continued to hold, even in wartime, valuable inventories of high value products, notably dyestuffs and 
pharmaceuticals, in the warehouses of subsidiaries and dealers in all quarters of the globe. And one of the company’s most 
valuable foreign assets was intangible, resting in long-established trading connections and in the reputation of products 
bearing the trade name “Bayer”, “Agfa” or “Indanthren”. 
 
The problem of determining the amount and location of I. G.’s external assets is complicated by the firm’s long-standing 
habit of camouflaging or cloaking its foreign subsidiaries as independent national companies having no apparent legal tie to 
the parent concern. I. G. publicly admitted to ownership in only relatively few companies. To discover the rest requires 
painstaking investigation of the records relating to hundreds of companies situated in every corner of the globe. 
 
The wealth of material now accumulated tells a fascinating story of the company’s efforts to conceal ownership. Sometimes 
these efforts failed; sometimes they succeeded, either wholly or in part. At the request of certain agencies of this 
Government, however, most of the particulars of that story cannot be made public at the present time and the discussion 
must be confined to a description of the purposes, history and techniques of camouflage and to a general statement with 
respect to the estimated size, type and distribution of I. G.’s foreign assets. 
 
The schedules of participations and assets of I. G. Farben contained in the appendix of this report represent the combined 
foreign assets as revealed in the central accounting records of the firm, in its Foreign Participations Report under Military 
Government Law 53, in the record of the former German Government Tax and Foreign Exchange Control offices, and from 
many additional sources. 
 
In a paper read in Berlin before Farben’s Legal Committee on October 2, 1940, Dr. Gustav Küpper, chief lawyer for the 
dyestuffs department and one of the principal camouflage artists, stated some of the main reasons for I. G.’s cloaking 
activities. (1) Some of these reasons were of long standing, others of comparatively recent appearance. At first the policy 
was adopted mainly for reasons of commercial or fiscal policy. In the years following the first World War, for example, the 
weakness of the Reich made it advisable, according to Küpper, to give to the foreign organizations of I. G. “The national 



character” of the respective countries. Customers sometimes preferred, especially after the world economic crisis of 1931, 
to buy from national firms so that camouflaging protected the subsidiaries from commercial discrimination. Again, 
camouflage of foreign branches was often resorted to for the purpose of avoiding the heavier taxes and imposts which 
various countries came to levy on foreign enterprises as the tide of economic nationalism rose. By this means I. G. saved 
large sums of money. For example, under a Spanish law designed to protect home industry, heavy taxes and duties were 
levied on Spanish companies of which more than 25 per cent of the capital was owned abroad. This would have meant that 
I. G. would have had to pay out large sums as a result of its 50 per cent participation in Fabricacion Nacional de Colorantes 
Y Explosivos, S. A. (FNCE). Consequently, half of his holding was transferred to Unicolor, S. A., Colorantes Y Products, 
itself a camouflaged subsidiary, and by this subterfuge large sums were saved. Also, an uncamouflaged branch office or 
subsidiary might be forced to disclose details of I. G.’s balance sheet and profit and loss account; this was a risk, I. G. did 
not wish to run. Furthermore, in the period when national restrictions on the transfer of foreign currency were spreading, I. 
G. officials thought that foreign branches or subsidiaries would be more closely controlled than national enterprises. Lastly, 
I. G.’s attempts to dodge the United States Anti-Dumping Act of 1921 resulted in the creation of camouflaged subsidiaries 
in Canada and Australia. 
 
As early as 1937, when leading officials of I. G. saw the signs of impending war, really thoroughgoing measures of 
camouflage began to be taken to prevent the possible seizure or confiscation of I. G. assets in “endangered” countries. (3) 
In the spring of 1939 I. G.’s legal committees discussed in considerable detail the measures which might be required to 
protect their foreign properties. Citing the experience int he first World War, the committee concluded that: 
 
“The risk of seizure of the sales organization in the event of war is minimized if the holders or similar interests are neutrals 
residing in neutral countries. Such a distribution of holdings of shares or other interests has the further advantage of 
forestalling any conflicts which may trouble the conscience of an enemy national who will inevitably be caught between his 
patriotic feelings and his loyalty to I. G. A further advantage is that the neutral, in case of war, generally retains his freedom 
of movement, while enemy nationals are frequently called into the service of their country; in various capacities, and 
therefore can no longer take care of business matters.” (4) 
 
 It was therefore recommended that neutral influence in I. G.’s foreign agencies be strengthened by the transfer of shares or 
similar interests to neutral holders. 
 
This scheme was put into practice by I. G. officials all over the world. The specific legal devices used to place ownership 
apparently in the hands of independent persons and yet at the same time to retain effective control for I. G. were many and 
varied. For instance, sometimes they required the buyer of the shares to sign an option agreement giving I. G. an 
irrevocable right to repurchase his shares without notice. Often the prospective buyer chosen by I. G. would not have 
sufficient funds to acquire the shares. In such cases I. G. would lend the money to him and require him to sign, in addition 
to the option agreement: 
 

a) an acknowledgment that the funds used had been loaned to him by I. G., and that I. G. was authorized to acquire 
his shares in cancellation of the loan; and 

 
b) a dividend agreement whereby the shareholder (who usually paid I. G. an interest of six per cent on his loan) 

agreed to pay to I. G. any dividends received on his shares in excess of six per cent, while I. G. agreed that the 
shareholder would receive a dividend rate of not less than six per cent.” 

 
 It should be noted that by camouflaging companies in which I. G. had a direct interest, any subsidiaries of these companies 
were by the same token also camouflaged. 
 
Many other examples could be cited in which the most varied legal artifices were used: nominees, fictitious or intervening 
transfers, pool agreements, endorsements in blank, escrow deposits, pledges, collateral loans, right of first refusal, 
management contracts, service contracts, creditor’s rights, withheld know-how and other devices. One reason advanced by 
officials of I. G. for the extreme lengths to which the technique of camouflage was carried was that Hermann Schmitz made 
every effort to live up to the sobriquet ascribed to him by some of his leading associates, “the master of finance 
camouflage.” 
 
At least in the early years of the war, the architects were satisfied with their handiwork, for in 1940 they were able to 
inform the German Government that their measures for camouflage “have proved to be very good during the war, and have 
even surpassed our expectations in numerous cases.” (5) 
 



It is interesting to note that the German tax authorities themselves were not informed of the details of these protective 
measures and from time to time attempted to assess the extent of I. G.’s foreign holdings. On one occasion they were urged 
by the company’s lawyers, however, that injury to German interests could easily result form prosecuting such inquiries, and 
in the end the authorities did refrain from further investigation. 
 
“The reasons for the refusal given at the time (to the tax authorities by I. G. officials) were that they feared most severe 
economic damage would result which must also have a detrimental effect on the German economy and on the German 
supply of foreign currency if such information were divulged. we therefore abstain from investigating further how far the 
location of the management of these firms could be assumed to be in Germany.” 
 
Although I. G. officials used great ingenuity in camouflaging the ownership of the company’s many foreign branches and 
participations, they were well aware both of the limitations of the techniques used and of the risks of discovery which they 
ran during the war. They realized that if their camouflaged ownership of a firm were detected, the entire assets of that 
company would probably be vested or even confiscated. They therefore prepared a second line of defense and sought to 
conceal sizeable portions of the surpluses earned by the cloaked firms--surpluses which they often could no longer transfer 
to Germany even if they so wished--thus spreading the risk of discovery of the firms, and at the same time providing a fund 
which could later be used to rebuild I. G. organizations. (6) Various methods were used, ranging from the use of false 
invoices, fake bonus payments to employees, to the camouflaged investment of company funds in cattle ranches, houses 
and various other types of real estate. 
 
In addition to the foregoing, all of the I. G. Latin American firms maintained unrecorded in their books, secret cash 
accounts in banks in the names of their leading officials. As early as 1935 Farben recognized that such devices were 
essential to the operations of their camouflaged agencies in Latin America. Thus, according to Herr Collischonn, one of its 
agents in Latin America, Farben ordered its Latin American agencies to establish accounts known as the “S cash accounts” 
in order to transact confidential payments which if carried through foreign representations would have impaired the 
independence of the firm. (7) Accordingly these accounts were maintained apart from the bookkeeping systems of the I. G. 
firms and constituted a means by which confidential payments could be made without incurring the risk of detection. 
 
Although I. G. did possess many manufacturing plants abroad, a very large part of its camouflaged assets was, as has 
already been noted, in the form of companies which were mainly sales agencies for dyestuffs, chemicals, pharmaceuticals, 
photographic and other materials produced and exported by I. G. and sold by the camouflaged firms. Without a continuing 
supply of imports, these firms could not continue to exist. In other words, an important part of I. G.’s foreign assets was 
“good will”, the value of which was to a considerable extent dependent upon the continuance of I. G. exports. 
 
After the outbreak of war in September 1939, the Anglo-French navicert control system, designed to prevent the export of 
German goods to enemy (German) firms in overseas countries and thus to shut off German foreign exchange supplies, 
threatened to cut that life line and by the same token to destroy these valuable assets. The German company took two main 
courses of action to combat these measures and thus retain control over its assets. First it attempted indirectly to nourish its 
offspring, especially in Latin America, by arranging for deliveries to them by firms in neutral countries, notably the United 
States, the only neutral able to supply such goods in any quantity. Second, I. G. attempted to maintain its exports to foreign 
agencies by running the blockade. 
 
The story of I. G.’s attempts to support its Latin American agencies by arranging for imports from neutrals is largely the 
story of the activities of Alfredo E. Moll, one of the managers of Anilinas Alemanas, Buenos Aires. Moll at first acted as an 
under-cover purchasing agent in New York. Later after the Proclaimed List and Export Licensing system went into effect, 
he transferred his activities to Buenos Aires. The story of Moll’s operations can best be told from excerpts of 
correspondence and from statements of I. G. officials. 
 
The plan to have Moll act as intermediary in the United States was discussed in detail at important conferences on cloaking 
policy held in Italy and Switzerland early in 1940. The manner in which Moll was to operate is revealed in the minutes of 
the conferences: 
 
“A detailed discussion has proved that a delivery of goods of neutral firms to dummy addresses of whatever kind cannot be 
upheld for any length of time. Therefore in future purchases of neutral goods only through reliable customers directly, who 
will retain part of the goods, purchased in this manner for themselves, the larger part will, however, be resold to the agency. 
There were also no objections raised against this arrangement for the delivery from the States by Mr. Schmitz and Dr. 
Duisberg. In this manner there exists for the neutral suppliers the least risk imaginable. According to the opinion of Mr. M. 
customers will be found in practically all the Latin American States for carrying through these transactions. . . . 
 



 “The correspondence with the neutral suppliers would therefore have to be done by their customers . . . and should be 
started by saying for instance that German goods are no longer available on the market and that therefore an offer in 
counter products at the ruling market prices would be required, etc. 
 
“The individual suppliers who would be available have been discussed with Mr. M. 
 
“The most important source of delivery in the very near future will undoubtedly be USA. As the matter stands, Fezandie & 
Sperrle may appear as suitable supplies which receive the goods from GAW (General Aniline Works) and GEC (General 
Dyestuffs Corporation), and also in accord with Messrs. Halbach and Mill shall buy from the dealers and remaining 
producers. By Fezandie & Sperrle the whole shipments are sent to Latin America under neutral domination, i.e., also not 
under I. G. registered trademarks, such as Indanthren, Rapidogen, Igepon, etc. The agencies sell all the foreign goods under 
their own denomination. By this way an endangering of our trademarks is not to be feared. 
 
 “. . . In any case Herr M. Will endeavor that the suppliers agree to cif.--terms and effect the insurance in the States as 
transportation of goods of U. S. property, is thus safer. . . . 
 
“Should expectations of supplying customers from the States by a firm like Fezandie & Sperrle not be possible, it might be 
necessary to establish our own companies for resale. In such cases small undertakings, or if necessary, one man companies 
would serve the purpose. They need not be established in all countries. For the time being, the following groups would do: 
 
1 for Brazil; 1 for the Argentine (supplying at the same time Uruguay and Paraguay and eventually even Chile; our 
previous Paraguay agent Seavone.); 1 for Peru, Bolivia and Ecuador; 1 for Colombia and Venezuela; 1 for Mexico, Central 
America and the West Indies.” 
 
 “Proprietors of these companies may be neither Germans nor shareholders nor leading employees of our agencies. It might 
be possible, however, to engage a salesman or technician to look after the customers. . . .” (8) 
 
 Moll traveled from Italy to New York on March 9, 1940, where he undertook the task of obtaining merchandise for the I. 
G. firms in Latin America. By October 1940, I. G. had heard that “deliveries were progressing smoothly” but had received 
no general report. Richard Metz, an American Citizen who in 1940 was connected with I. G.’s Central Finance 
Administration in Berlin, was traveling to the United States in October of that year, and was asked to deliver a message 
requesting that Moll forward a report of his activities. (Metz is the son of Herman A. Metz, deceased, formerly a principal 
I. G. figure in the United States). I. G. in its request to Metz stated: 
 
“. . . It would be very suitable if this report was sent off from Mexico or even made out in Mexico for reforwarding in 
neutral form via Peru or Brazil. It would be advisable for Mr. Moll to make use of a short leave to travel by auto to Mexico. 
. . .” (9) 
 
Pursuant to instructions Moll journeyed to Mexico, in December 1940 and from there he sent I. G. two reports. In the first 
he wrote: 
 
“I believe I can assure you that it was possible by means of patient and persistent work to arrive at a normal and lasting 
relationship between New York and all important centers in Latin America by suggesting to New York at first to modify its 
originally fixed price policy. . . . Of course it is very difficult for the gentlemen in New York to make up their minds about 
conditions in Latin America, especially considering that they are used to a stable market as in the USA. But I may 
especially express here the friendly attitude and fair cooperation noticeable with Mr. Halbach and Mr. Neisser (both of 
General Dyestuffs Corporation) who try to help as much as they can. . . . 
 
“According to the official figures of New York, US $1,218,345 was exported from the beginning (of Moll’s activity) till 
November. . . . I assure you that it was possible despite many obstacles to supply all the countries which you formerly 
supplied, and that no one is missing from the list. . . . These figures show us that Chile and Colombia received practically 
their whole sales volume, but Mexico, Brazil and Argentina lost a part of their sales, even respecting their great stocks, 
when relations to you were interrupted partly by the activity of competitors and partly by the refusal of customers.” (To 
cooperate in the scheme).” (10) 
 
And in the second: 
 
“. . . We have observed with great satisfaction that the sales of the Advance (Advance Solvents and Chemical Corporation, 
New York) to our Latin American houses constantly increase, which proves that our connections are more secure. This I 



very much welcome, because I consider it necessary that our gentlemen in Latin America pass on their orders mainly to 
friendly firms; which, when the situation becomes complicated, will do everything possible with a view to continuing the 
deliveries under all circumstances.” (11) 
 
By June, 1941, however, economic controls, the Proclaimed List and the system of export licenses then being put into force 
by the United States had seriously curtailed Moll’s activities, and he returned to Argentina. 
 
After Moll returned to Argentina on June 17, 1941, he ostensibly became separated from Anilinas and thus was able to 
resume merchandise purchased from the United States. His method of operating was to place orders in the United States for 
firms not on the Proclaimed List, including with those orders goods which were upon arrival in Buenos Aires to be 
transferred to Anilinas Alemanas. According to Overhoff, the advisability of Moll’s separation from I. G. had been 
previously discussed in the 1940 conferences in Italy and Switzerland. 
 
“. . . We discussed also the possibility that Moll should leave Anilinas Alemanas if necessary, and act separately, perhaps as 
a dealer. Of course, even in that case, it was the idea, that his work should be the interest of I. G.” (12) 
 
Moll proceeded to set himself up as an independent importer. There is evidence to indicate, however, that the separation 
was more apparent than real. 
 
 On October 15, 1941, for example, Flinsch, co-manager with Moll of Anilinas Alemanas, wrote from Buenos Aires: 
 
 “Consequently, the management of my firm was always informed in advance of all activities and plans of Moll with 
respect to the establishment of business relations with the U. S. A. which was contemplated. This also envisaged the 
inherent possibility of supplying my firm with goods. In other words, everything was discussed and executed by joint 
determination.” (13) 
 
After the war closed regular shipping channels, I. G. also used other and more direct means of keeping its foreign agencies 
supplied with its products, especially in Latin America and the Far East. Until January 1940, before the blockade was 
tightened, it was possible for I. G. to ship goods in neutral vessels form Dutch and Italian ports. Then, from January 1940 
until Italy entered the war, some pharmaceutical and “Agfa” products, camouflaged as Italian goods, were shipped from 
Italy. During this period small amounts of dyestuffs were also sent from Italy to Latin America via parcel post. From 
October 1940 until September 1941, the company took advantage of German Government blockade runners to transport its 
products. Then in 1943 and 1944 until I. G.’s communications with Spain were cut by the Allied invasion of Europe, some 
dyestuffs were sent to Argentina via an agent in Spain. In all, RM 93,704,164 worth of dyestuffs and chemicals were 
exported by these routes, RM 31, 747, 424 to Latin America, RM 57, 950,815 to the Far East, and RM 4,005,925 to the 
United States. (14) Figures of shipment of “Bayer” products are not available. How successful I. G.’s efforts were in 
circumventing the blockade is indicated by a comparison of its sales of dyestuffs and chemicals to Latin America for the 
years 1938 through 1941. 
 
Dyestuffs--1938, RM 19,876,000; 1939, RM 24,282,000; 1940, RM 18,611,000; 1941, 28,083,000. 
 
Chemicals--1938, RM 9,436,000; 1939, RM 11,017,000; 1940, RM 8,495,000; 1941, 11,736,000 (9 months). 
 
Totals--1938, RM 29,312,000; 1939, RM 35,299,000; 1940, RM 27,106,000; 1941, RM 39,819,000. 
 
It will be observed that even with incomplete figures for 1941, I. G. sales in Latin America were substantially higher than 
they had been in 1940, and were the highest of any year in the four-year period. (15) 
 
Any attempt to estimate the size of I. G.’s foreign holdings must be subject to considerable risk of error. Very often the 
beneficial ownership of I. G. is still open to question and may yet be contested in the courts. Again, a substantial percentage 
of the assets are in the form of “goodwill,” and are thus substantially dependent upon the maintenance of a trading 
connection with the parent firm. Problems of exchange rates and currency fluctuations are another major obstacle. And, in a 
world of such political and economic uncertainty as exists today, the ordinary problems involved in assessing the value of a 
concern are magnified many times. 
 
In 1943, I. G. listed 173 direct foreign participations and 75 indirect participations on its books. Sixty-seven of the former 
were manufacturing and administrative companies, thirty-three sales companies for dyestuffs and chemicals, fifty sales 
companies for “Bayer” products, and twenty-three sales companies for Agfa products, fertilizers and coal. One hundred and 
twenty-seven of the direct participations admitted were located in Europe, and among these were fifty-eight of the 



manufacturing and administrative companies, twenty-five sales companies for dyestuffs and chemicals, twenty-seven sales 
companies for “Bayer” products, and seventeen sales companies for “Agfa” products fertilizers and coal. Overseas 
participations listed included but nine overseas manufacturing and administrative companies, eight dyestuffs and chemicals 
sales agencies, twenty-three “Bayer” agencies, and six firms dealing in “Agfa” products, fertilizers or coal. The bulk of 
I.G.’s direct participations, and especially its subsidiary manufacturing and administrative companies were located in 
Europe; half o the overseas firms were agencies for “Bayer” pharmaceuticals. 
 
Evidence reveals, however, that at least one hundred firms should be added to the total of I.G.’s direct and indirect 
participations. An interim tabulation of foreign firms considered to belong either wholly or in part to the parent company or 
its subsidiaries--which should not be regarded as by any means complete--gives the following interesting totals: 
 
Africa--21 firms; Asia--54 firms; Australia--4 firms; Europe--238 firms; Latin America--117 firms; North America--14 
firms; Total--448 firms. 
 
It should be noted that this total was compiled from the listings in the Appendix to the Report. The actual total of 
companies discovered to be Farben-owned is slightly larger. However, at the request of interested agencies of this 
Government certain omissions have been made. The great bulk of these additions are therefore located outside Europe. The 
company was especially strongly represented in Europe and Latin America. As has already been pointed out, the difficulties 
involved in assessing the monetary value of I. G.’s foreign assets are extremely formidable. However, it is probably correct 
to say that the total, including capital assets, inventories, accounts receivable, amounts due I. G. from its foreign 
subsidiaries, patent and licensing rights, is somewhere in the region of RM 1 billion, or about 15-20 per cent of I. G.’s 
estimated net worth. It should be noted that this estimate is not a precise statistical calculation. 
 
Besides having an economic value, these foreign holdings of Farben had a political and military significance. As will be 
developed at length in subsequent sections of this report, I. G.’s camouflaged agencies were used to aid the German Reich 
in its preparations for and prosecution of an aggressive war. Some acted as listening posts and collectors of economic 
intelligence both for the parent firm and for the German Government. Sometimes they were centers of Nazi propaganda and 
even espionage activities against potential and actual enemies of the Third Reich. If left untouched, they might become 
important cells for future penetration by a war-minded Germany. 
 
Latin America has been chiefly used in this Chapter to illustrate the Farben techniques of camouflage. The same operations 
were carried on to no less extent throughout the rest of the world. The best known illustration of course is Farben’s use of I. 
G. Chemie, a Swiss subsidiary, to cloak its ownership of General Aniline and Film Corporation in this country. The 
evidence of Farben’s ownership of I. G. Chemie disclosed by the investigation cannot be revealed in this report because of 
the possible prejudice which might thereby result to the interest of this Government. 
 
The Nazi party did not always understand Farben’s cloaking policy, considering it somewhat unpatriotic not to flaunt 
German proprietorship. Only after I. G. proved to the government’s satisfaction that decloaking would result in “most 
severe economic damage” and “have a detrimental effect on the Germany economy,” did the German government abstain 
from its protests. (16) In 1940, however, when an early German victory was anticipated, I. G. began to reexamine the entire 
question of camouflage in the light of a German conquest of Europe and Great Britain. 
 
The necessity for cloaking would disappear in countries occupied by the Reich, especially if I. G.’s proposals in regard to 
corporation tax policy were adopted in those conquered countries.(17) A policy of decloaking I. G. holdings in certain 
countries was therefore envisaged for the period following the peace treaties. It was clearly indicated however, that in many 
countries, such as the United States, camouflage of company interests would have to be retained. (18) 
 

Footnotes 
 

1. See Exhibit 1, Memorandum titled “Tarnung” of German Agencies Abroad. 
2. As defined in the Act, dumping exists when the purchase price or the exporter’s sales price is less than the foreign 

market value or, in the absence of this, the “cost of production”. “Foreign market value” is defined as “the price at 
the time of exportation of such merchandise to the United States, at which such or similar merchandise is sold or 
freely offered for sale to all purchasers in the principal markets of the country from which exported, in the country 
from which exported, in the usual wholesale quantities and in the ordinary course of trade for home consumption 
(or, if not so sold or freely offered for sale for home consumption, then for exportation to countries other than the 
United States).” . . . “In the ascertainment of foreign market value” . . . “no pretended sale or offer for sale, and no 
sale or offer for sale intended to establish a fictitious market shall be taken into account.” What I. G. did was to 



establish pseudo-independent companies in Canada and Australia. The Consolidated Dyestuff Corporation, Ltd., 
Montreal and Dychem Trading Co. (Pty.), Melbourne and Sydney, and then quote “foreign market values” to these 
companies at levels which would give I. G. access to the large U. S. market. See Exhibit No. 2, Correspondence 
during 1936 relating to Consolidated Dyestuffs Corporation, Ltd., Montreal and Dychem Trading Co. (Pty.), 
Melbourne and Sydney. 

3. See Exhibit No. 3, Excerpt from Minutes of Meeting of I. G.’s Legal Committee held in Berlin, June 8, 1939. 
4. See Exhibit No. 3. 
5. Exhibit No. 3A, Report to the Ministry of Economics dated September 26, 1940, page 12. 
6. This policy was adopted even before the United States entered the war. For example, in a report prepared for the 

Commercial Committee on September 18, 1941, Julius Overhoff stated: 
(a) “It must furthermore under all circumstances also be arranged that our agencies remain alive for as long a 

time as possible. This end cannot be attained by simply leaving the money standing on the other side, 
because then it may possibly be confiscated. Now some of our agencies, i.e., in Mexico and Peru, have 
arranged too hold a small extra reserve which does not appear in the books. 

(b) “In Mexico the Quimico as well as the AGFA RM 100,000 each. In Lima-Cornejo S 20,000 RM 7,800. 
(c) “This is, of course, comparatively little. The possibility should be considered of requesting the remaining 

agencies also to keep in reserve in the same manner money which could be withheld form possible seizure.” 
Exhibit No. 4. 

7. Exhibit No. 5. Statement of Hermann Collischonn with respect to S Finance Offices in South and Central America 
dated June 19, 1945. 

8. Exhibit No. 6, Memorandum of Discussions with Mr. Moll at Florence, Milan and Basle dated July 11, 1945. 
9. Exhibit No. 7, Memorandum from Julius Overhoff to Metz dated October 10, 1940. 
10. Exhibit No. 8, Report dated December 13, 1940. 
11. Exhibit No. 9, Report dated December 14, 1940. 
12. Exhibit No. 10, Statement by Julius Overhoff on Alfredo Moll dated July 18, 1945. 
13. Exhibit No. 11. 
14. See Exhibit No. 12, Statement of Julius Overhoff dated August 23, 1945, on Overseas Exports of I. G. during 

Wartime, especially to Latin America. 
15. Of course the rise in prices is a contributing factor. 
16. See page 14 supra. 
17. Those proposals were set out clearly in various memoranda. See for example Exhibit No. 1. 
18. Ibid. 

 
Chapter 3--I. G. Farben’s Role in Arming Germany for War 

 
I. Introduction 

 
 Without I. G.’s immense production facilities, its far-reaching research and world-wide economic power, the German war 
could never have been waged. The purpose of this chapter is to show (1) the increasingly close relationship which 
developed between I. G. and the German military authorities; (2) the manner in which I. G. mobilized its resources for war; 
(3) the extent of which I. G. made Germany self-sufficient in those critical war materials and strategic products without 
which the Wehrmacht could not have functioned; and (4) I. G.’s prior knowledge and approval of Nazi plans for world 
domination and of specific acts of aggression later committed. 
 
To understand fully the I. G.-Nazi coalition, a few introductory remarks are in order. Leading officials of I. G. had 
important contacts with the Nazis even before Hitler came to power. If we go back to Autumn, 1932, we find two I. G. 
directors, Bütefisch and Gattineau, approaching Hitler to discuss the place of synthetic oil in the German economy. The 
experiments at Leuna and Oppau on high pressure hydrogenation of coal were costing the firm millions of Reichsmarks and 
bringing no returns. Accordingly, I. G.’s Managing Board was considering abandoning the whole project. But Bütefisch, 
and Gattineau, both ardent Nazis, ascertained from Hitler that he would when in power, continue the protection then being 
given to domestic oils. (1) Hitler further informed them that the experiments fitted into his program of “motorization.” 
 
Several months later, in February 1933, a meeting of leading German industrialists called by the President of the Reichstag, 
was addressed by Hitler and solicited by Dr. Schacht for a fund of RM 3,000,000 to be used on behalf of Nazi candidates in 
the coming elections. At this meeting I. G. was represented by Dr. von Schnitzler, and their contribution was made by Dr. 
Hermann Schmitz, later to become president of the company. Very shortly after Hitler came into power, he appointed 
Schmitz a member of the Reichstag. 
 



 I. G. continued its financial, political and moral support of the Nazis. Indicative of the basic nature of I. G.’s contribution 
and the guid pro quo character of the I.G.-Nazi partnership was the telegram transmitted by Geheimrat Schmitz to Hitler on 
September 30, 1938, the day of the Nazi occupation of Sudetenland. I. G. had been promised at least seven days before the 
German troops marched into Czechoslovakia that one of its experts would be installed as commissar of the chemical and 
dyestuffs factories of the Sudetenland, factories which I. G. subsequently acquired. The message of President Schmitz 
stated: 
 
“Profoundly impressed by the return of Sudeten-Germany to the Reich which you, my Feuhrer, have achieved, the I. G. 
Farbenindustrie puts an amount of 1/3 million reichmarks at your disposal for use in the Sudeten-German territory.” (2) 

 
II. Union with the Wehrmacht 

 
The marriage of I. G. Farben to the Wehrmacht took place shortly after the advent of the Nazi regime in Germany. 
According to Dr. von Schmitzler, member of the Central Committee of I. G.’s Managing Board of Directors and chairman 
of I. G.’s Commercial Committee. 
 
“In 1934 the Wehrmacht became important and with increased tempo after 1936 the Wehrmacht became the prominent 
factor in the whole picture. Since 1934 a strong movement for investments in our plants for commodities of decisive 
military importance became more and more pronounced with the main objective of increasing the military potential of 
Germany. At first autarchic principles to make Germany independent of importation from abroad was one of the leading 
objectives. Since 1936, the movement took an entirely military character and military reasons stood in the foreground. 
Hand in hand with this, the relations between I. G. and the Wehrmacht became more and more intimate and a continuous 
union between I. G. officials on the one side and the Wehrmacht representatives on the other side was the consequence of 
it.” (3) 
 
Such intimate cooperation necessary to the joint planning of the German rearmament could not exist without adequate 
organization. As is pointed out elsewhere in this report, I. G. was divided into three technical divisions (Sparten). (4) Each 
division had a central office responsible for handling matters pertaining to production control, investment for new plants, 
costs and other similar problems. At first these central offices each dealt directly with the military authorities in matters 
concerning their respective divisions. By 1935, however, such discussions had become so frequent, and transactions with 
the Wehrmacht had become so numerous, that I. G. established within the firm a permanent military liaison agency. This 
was the so-called Vermittlungsstelle W which was to “take charge of and maintain the current relations between the three 
divisions and the military authorities” (5) and which “occupied itself principally with problems in connection with a 
possible war.” (6) Professor Carl Krauch, a member of I. G.’s Managing Board since 1936, whose career typifies better 
than anything else the close union between I. G. and the military authorities, was placed in charge of the new organization. 
 
The functions of the Vermittlungsstelle W were clearly described in a report dated December 31, 1935. 
 
 “The aim of this work is the building up of a tight organization for armament in the I. G. which could be inserted without 
difficulty in the existing organization of the I. G. and the individual plants. In the case of war, I. G. will be treated by the 
authorities concerned with armament questions as one big plant which in its task from the armament, as far as it is possible 
to do so from the technical point of view will regulate itself without any organizational influence from outside [the work in 
this direction was in principle agreed upon with the Office of Strategic Economy (Wehrwartschaftsamt” and from this 
office with the Ministry of Economy]. . . . To the field of the work of Vermittlungsstelle W belongs besides the 
organizational set-up and long range planning, the continuous collaboration with regard to the armament and technical 
questions with the authorities of the Reich and with the plants of the I. G.” (7) 
 
In fact, however, the Vermittlungsstelle W never attained the significance expected of it in this regard. This was not 
because the tasks of cooperation with the military authorities diminished--in fact they greatly increased in significance--but 
because relationships became more and more direct after the appointment of Dr. Krauch to the office of the Four Year Plan. 
Thereafter, most collaboration in scientific and technical matters was either channeled through Krauch’s office or was 
carried on directly between military representatives and individual plant managers. 
 
According to Dr. Struss, who as head of I. G.’s Technical Bureau (Tea Büro) and top assistant to Dr. ter Meer, was 
responsible for “serving gentlemen of Group II of the Vermittlungsstelle W.” I. G. officials destroyed the files dealing with 
Vermittlungsstelle W matters.(8) 
 
The military liaison office did, however, retain considerable importance. 



 
One of its early tasks was to act as intermediary between I. G. and the Ministries of War and Economics in regard to the 
preparation of mobilization plans for I. G.’s plants. These so-called “Mob” plans were to set out in detail the production 
programs which each factory would undertake in case of war. The order to prepare them came from Wirthschaftsgruppe 
Chemie, a quasi-governmental instrumentality which was responsible for all chemical production and distribution in 
Germany and in which body I. G. officials held important positions. Dr. Georg von Schnitzler was its deputy chairman. 
Moreover, according to Dr. Struss, the preparation of these “Mob” plans was personally supervised by representatives of 
the Ministries of War and Economics. I know” said Dr. Struss, “that a representative of the Ministry of Economics, Dr. 
Lenz, and a representative of the Ministry of War, Dr. Mureck, assisted in the making of these plans. I remember that Dr. 
Mureck often told us that the Ministry of War wants the plans drawn up in such and such a way.” (9) 
 
Pursuant to these instructions, every I. G. plant began to prepare its production plans and turned them over to the 
Vermittlungsstelle W which submitted them to the Ministries of War and Economics. In the following years the plans were 
no doubt repeatedly revised in consultation with the authorities, and early in 1939, the factories received their plans back as 
approved by the Wirtschaftsgruppe Chemie, ready for immediate execution in case of war. (10) 
 
Thus before the Nazi army attacked Poland I. G. was mobilized and ready after long years of preparation. 
 
 “All the German industries were mobilized in summer 1939 and in the summer 1939 the Wirtschaftsgruppe Chemie issued 
an order that the plans for war were in action. In June or July 1939 I. G. and all heavy industries as well knew that Hitler 
had decided to invade Poland if Poland would not accept his demands. Of this we were absolutely certain and in June or 
July 1939 German industry was completely mobilized for the invasion of Poland.” (11) 
 
As early as 1934 I. G. had become preoccupied with war and all of its plants engaged in war games and “maneuvers (in) the 
technical problems which may come up” in the event of war. (12) According to Dr. Struss these plans or “Kriegspiele” 
were undertaken under the supervision of Wehrmacht officials. Dr. Struss has described these activities in detail. 
 
“It is true that since 1934 or 1935, soon after the establishment of the Vermittlungsstelle W in the different works, 
theoretical “war plant games” had been arranged to examine how the effect of bombing on certain factories would 
materialize. It was particularly taken into consideration what would happen if 100 or 500 kgs. bombs would fall on a 
certain factory and what would be the result of it. It is also right that the word “Kriegspiele” was used for it. The 
“Kriegspiele” were prepared by Mr. Ritter and Dr. Eckell later on partly by Dr. von Brunning by personal order of Dr. 
Krauch’s own initiative or by order of the Air Force, it is not known to me. The tasks were partly given by the 
Vermittlungsstelle W and partly by officers of the Air Force. A number of officers of all groups of the Wehrmacht (Navy, 
Air Force and Army) participated in these “Kriegspiele”. The places which were hit by bombs were marked in a map of the 
plant so that it could be ascertained which parts of the plant were damaged, for example a gas meter or an important 
pipeline. As soon as the raid finished, the management of the plant ascertained the damages and reported which part of the 
plant had to stop working; they further reported what time would be required in order to repair the damages. In a following 
meeting the consequences of the “Kriegspiele” were described and it was ascertained that in the case of Leuna [plant] the 
damages involved were considerably high; especially it was found out that alterations of the pipelines were to be made at 
considerable cost.” (13) 
 
In 1936 Hitler announced the Four Year Plan. In four years Germany was to be made independent of imported raw 
materials. The role of I. G. and the chemical industry in this tremendous task was all important. I. G. was to provide 
magnesium and thus give Germany abundant supplies of a light metal of which she had domestic ore supplies. I. G. was to 
supply the synthetic gasoline, lubricating oils and rubber which were to make it possible for the Nazi war machine to 
attack. I. G. was to take a prominent part in developing the synthetic fibers which took the place of imported wool and 
cotton. I. G. was to manufacture the plastics which replaced imported metals in many uses. These were some of its major 
achievements. There were many others. For example, I. G. was to build a sulfuric acid plant which used German gypsum 
instead of imported pyrites. The synthetic tanning agents which took the place of Argentinian Quebracho, and the synthetic 
fats which replaced imported vegetable oils were developed in I. G. laboratories. 
 
Great numbers of I. G. scientists and technicians aided in increasing German economic self-sufficiency. But one name 
stands out above all the rest, Professor Carl Krauch, member of the Managing Board of Directors, Chief of Division 1 and 
head of the Vermittlungsstelle W. The circumstances of Krauch’s appointment are rather significant. 
 
According to Dr. Max Ilgner, Member of the Board and Chief of the Berlin office of I. G., it was Dr. Bosch, former 
president of the I. G., who took the initiative in placing Professor Krauch, of I. G.’s Supervisory Board of Directors, at the 



disposal of Hermann Goering and his Four Year Plan. In his statement Dr. Ilgner emphasized the leadership of I. G. in the 
chemical industry and asserted that I. G. wanted to direct the armament program for the chemical industries. He continued: 
 
“Bosch consequently introduced Krauch to the Four Year Plan where he became chief of ‘Reichsamt Fur 
Wirtschaftsausbau’ and the Generalbevellmächtigte fur Sonderfragen der Chemischen Erzeugung; this concerned nitrogen, 
gasoline, buna and magnesium, all these being fields where I. G. was both in respect to scientific work (patents and know 
how) as well as from the industrial point of view, the real deciding enterprise and in which field I. G. would have got in 
every case the order to enlarge her capacities. For this same reason--in my opinion--it was the idea of Bosch to present just 
a man like Krauch when he was asked to nominate some one because he wanted to have a leading and energetic chemical 
expert who was able to direct and watch the whole planning in these special chemical fields so [that] it was done in an 
intelligent way form the economic point of view and that no measures were taken which were directed against I. G.” (14) 
 
During this period of governmental employment, Krauch retained his position in I. G. first as Chief of Division I, and after 
1940 chairman of the Supervisory Board, remained on the Farben payroll and continued to exercise his supervision over the 
technical work of his Division as before. His actions in this dual capacity were completely understood and appreciated by 
Goering. 
 
“Q. So that you can say that Goering recognized that you had a dual responsibility, one to him in the Four Year Plan, and 
one to I. G. Farben, as a private business man? 
 
“A. He always recognized that fact.” (15) 
 
The placing of the leading technical man of I. G. in the Four Year Plan, to have a hand in the direction of the expansion of 
the chemical industry was considered good insurance by the I. G. Board to guarantee its share of the government business 
and subsidies. The dual role played by Krauch is indicated by the following: 
 
“Q. Did Goering consider you as essentially an employee of the government or did he consider you in terms of your I. G. 
relationship? 
 
“A. In terms of my I. G. Farben relationship. That is quite an interesting question. After I had been in the Four Year Plan 
for a few months, they were asking me to leave I. G. Farbenindustrie.... And they asked Goering to put some pressure on 
me and Goering declined to do this. He said: ‘Let this man do what he likes. He is a man of the laboratory, and he is not an 
administrative man.’” (16) 
 
Krauch continued his duties in the Four Year Plan until 1938, always keeping his colleagues in I. G. informed of his 
activities, while still performing his Farben duties as Chief of Division I. As the result of an unusual incident in June 1938, 
Goering appointed Krauch chief of all chemical expansion and construction under the Four Year Plan. A report on certain 
technical processes was submitted to Krauch’s office for examination and approval. Contained therein, and not intended for 
Krauch’s approval, was a list of production quotas which the German chemical industry would meet in the years 1938-
1939. Krauch realized that these were “wrong figures” and could not possibly be realized by the chemical industry. He 
immediately went to Goering and informed him thereof. (17) 
 
Goering, although impressed with Krauch’s knowledge, consulted with Lieut. General Keitel, Chief of the German General 
Staff. Keitel insisted that his figures on explosives were correct and with this information, Goering confronted Krauch once 
again. This time Krauch, on the basis of his knowledge of the I. G. production of nitrogen and intermediates necessary to 
the production of explosives, convinced Goering that Keitel was wrong. At that point, Goering appointed Krauch chief for 
the chemical industry. (18) 
 
 In this manner, Professor Krauch took charge of the chemical industry’s expansion program, a position which he held 
during the armament period and throughout the war. In reward for his services, Adolf Hitler bestowed upon him the Knight 
of the Iron Cross (Kriegeverdienst-Kreuz) “which designs him as one of the men who won marvelous victories on the 
battlefield of the German work.” (19) 
 
Under Professor Krauch, assisted by I. G.’s leading technicians and chemists, all of whom were paid by the I. G., the 
German chemical industry concentrated on military supply, on building and enlarging plants for productions of oil, 
magnesium and synthetic rubber. Dr. von Schnitzler and Ilgner freely admitted that I. G. officials planned Germany’s 
armament program for the chemical industry. They stated: 
 



“Since 1936, I. G. officials paid by I. G. and assisted by a large staff of technicians all paid by I. G. planned for the Nazi 
Government the rearmament phase in the chemical section with concentration on the building up of such war industries as 
magnesium, synthetic rubber, oils, etc. This was handled by the Reichsamt Für Wirtschaftsausbau and the 
Generalbevellmächtigte fur Sonderfragen der Chemischen Erzeugung under Dr. Krauch.” (20) 
 
According to von Schnitzler, I. G. was a “loyal and compliant partner of the Wehrmacht” and engaged in the 
aforementioned activities (21) for its own profit and “without regard for the consequences.” (22) I. G. did more than 
comply with orders and requests of the Wehrmacht and other Nazi agencies. It initiated projects for and stimulated the 
interests of the Wehrmacht in its war productions. (23) I. G. also developed many projects on its own for the Wehrmacht: 
 
“A whole range of problems had been worked at by the I. G. for its own account and only later, after certain results of the 
experiments could already be seen, the offices of the Army were interested in these problems.” (24) 
 
Then I. G. “sold” the projects to the Wehrmacht. 
 
“The I. G. offices have taken up primarily these problems often out of their own initiative and then approached the Army. . 
. . The cases were respectively rare where the Army for its part approached the I. G. . . . .” (25) 

 
III. Expansion for War 

 
With the advent to power of the Nazi regime, I. G. entered upon a period of enormous plant expansion. Between 1933 and 
1943 the company, exclusive of its subsidiaries, invested over RM 4.25 billion or $1.7 billion (at the exchange rate of RM 
1:40 cents) in new plants, and in extensions to existing installations. (26) This was, however, no normal economic growth. 
As the years passed, it took on the character of intensive economic preparation for total war. Dr. von Schnitzler himself has 
described it as “the close teamwork with Government and Wehrmacht in the joint endeavor to make Germany to a large 
extent autarchic and to rearm her. . . .” (27) 
 
While it has often been maintained that the policy of increasing economic self-sufficiency was brought about by Germany’s 
acute shortage of foreign exchange and assumed military significance only much later, documents found in Farben files 
show quite clearly that the firm recognized the strategic significance of economic self-sufficiency at least as early as the 
spring of 1935, even before the inauguration of the Four Year Plan. (28) 
 
The history of I. G.’s investments in the light metal field affords one of the earliest and therefore most striking examples of 
the company’s tremendous expansion for war purposes. I. G. was by far the most important German producer of 
magnesium metal and alloys, which were used chiefly in aircraft construction and in the manufacture of incendiary bombs. 
On January 1, 1933, the firm’s capital investment in light metal plants was RM 8.6 million ($3.44 million). Nine years later 
it had risen by 1600 per cent to RM 136.4 million ($54.56 million).(29) Between 1934 and 1935 alone total investment in 
the field almost tripled from RM 15.105 million ($6.042 million) to RM 42.575 million ($17.03 million). (30) It was no 
secret to I. G. officials that large quantities of magnesium metal were being made into incendiary bomb casings and stored 
in I. G. plants. Dr. Ernest A. Struss, Chief of the Office of the Technical Committee, admitted in interrogation: 
 
“In Bitterfeld and in Aken, a large part of the production, probably the largest part, was fabricated into tubes. These tubes 
were packed in boxes and designated ‘Textilhülsen’. There was no doubt that these tubes were parts of incendiary bombs.” 
(31) 
 
In certain other cases, such as stabilizers, phosphorus and cyanides, I. G. also accumulated stocks for the Wehrmacht. (See 
Exhibit No. 23, Statement of Dr. Struss dated September 3, 1945, and Exhibit No. 24, Interrogation of Herr von Heider 
dated August 13, 1945.) 
 
The expansion described above is not immediately apparent from the company’s books. Between 1933 and 1943 when $1.7 
billions had been spent on new plants and on plant extensions, the listed value of plant and equipment rose from RM 425 
million ($160.8 million) only to RM 625 million ($250 million). (32) The explanation is to be found in the lavish credits 
and contributions given by agencies of the Government, and in the generous depreciation charges allowed on the 
investment. This was an important aspect of the part played by the Nazi Government and the Wehrmacht in the “close 
teamwork” described by Dr. von Schnitzler. To illustrate the point, we may again take the example of light metals. In an 
analysis of the financial requirements and earnings of the light metals sector for the six years from the beginning of 1935, 
Director Ziegler stated: 
 



“On January 1, 1935 we owned plants for the production of aluminum and magnesium and for the fabrication of alloys, 
which had an investment cost of RM 15 million [$6 million] and a book value of RM 5 million [$2 million]. The 
development of the following years--already clearly influenced by the armament program especially as regards the air 
force--necessitated enlargements of the plants on which RM 72 million [$28.8 million] were spent. The investment cost as 
of January 1, 1941 was therefore RM 87 million [$34.8 million] while the book value was RM 20 million [$8 million]. This 
favorable result obviously could not be achieved through normal depreciation but was influenced significantly by 
investment contributions from the Reich Air Ministry for the plants at Aken, Teutschenthal and Stassfurt. The normal 
depreciation in this period amounts to RM 21 million [$8.4 million], the contribution of the Reich Air Ministry to RM 46 
million [$18.4 million]. The preferential treatment has been granted mainly for these parts of the plants which produce 
magnesium.” (33) 
      
    Concurrently with the large increases in plant capacity, I. G. light metal sales and profits rose correspondingly: (34) 
     Sales for 1935--49.321; Profit in Thousand RM, 9.015; Profit % on Sales, 18.3. 
     Sales for 1936--55.381; Profit in Thousand RM, 8.457; Profit % on Sales, 15.3. 
     Sales for 1937--65.769; Profit in Thousand RM, 8.725; Profit % on Sales, 13.3. 
     Sales for 1938--77.099; Profit in Thousand RM, 9.410; Profit % on Sales, 12.2. 
     Sales for 1939--109.088; Profit in Thousand RM, 17.127; Profit % on Sales, 15.7. 
     Sales for 1940--126.248; Profit in Thousand RM, 21.943; Profit % on Sales, 17.4. 
     Sales for 1941 (first half)--71.430; Profit in Thousand RM, 13.603; Profit % on Sales, 19.0. 
 
This was the immediate reward which I. G. received for its inventiveness and resourcefulness. Its sales increased from a 
little over 1 billion marks to 3 billions in 1943 as “a 100% result of the rearmament and war policy of the Germany 
Government.” (35) 
 
Many of its sales were from the beginning guaranteed by the Wehrmacht. As a result of its agreements with the 
Wehrmacht, I. G.’s great new factories became I. G.’s unburdened property. In the case of light metals, the Reich 
guaranteed the amortization; for oils and buna, protective duties were imposed; and in the case of I. G.’s tremendous 
investments for the Wehrmacht in the conquered eastern countries, the equipment was amortized within a year of the 
investment. (36) 

 
IV. Production for War 

 
As is graphically demonstrated by the chart attached hereto, I. G. was responsible for a very large percentage of the 
production of many of the critical war materials without which the Wehrmacht could not have functioned. Twenty-eight of 
the forty-three main products or product-groups produced by I. G. in 1943 were of primary concern to the Wehrmacht. This 
is proved convincingly by the following percentages of Germany’s total production of highest priority materials for 1943 
which Farben accounted for: 
 
“Synthetic rubber, 100; methanol, 100; sera, 100; lubricating oil, 100; poisonous gases, 95, nickel, 95; plasticizers, 92; 
organic intermediates, 90; plastics, 90; magnesium, 88; explosives, 84; nitrogen, 75; solvents, 75; gunpowder, 70; calcium 
carbide, 61; X-ray film, 50-60; pharmaceuticals, 55; insecticides and fungicides, 55; synthetic resins, 53; chlorine, 46; high-
octane gasoline, 46; compressed gases, 45; sulphuric acid, 35; synthetic gasoline, 33.” 
 
These figures do not pretend, however, to tell the entire story. For example, the importance of I. G.’s contribution so far as 
rubber is concerned is better seen by reference to Chart No. 15, which shows the consumption of natural rubber, 
regenerated rubber, and synthetic rubber in Germany, by years, from 1938 to 1943. Although I. G. had carried on research 
in synthetic rubber at various times since 1910, commercial production did not begin until 1937. In 1938, only five 
thousand tons of synthetic rubber and ninety-seven thousand tons of imported natural rubber were consumed in Germany. 
In 1943, the position was completely reversed and only four thousand tons of natural rubber and one hundred and forty-four 
thousand tons of synthetic rubber were consumed. In that year I. G.’s production of synthetic rubber had reached such 
proportions that twenty-five thousand tons were exported. (37) 
 
Not only did I. G. achieve the production of this vast percentage of finished products, but all other German chemical 
companies and numerous strategic German industries were almost totally dependent upon I. G. for raw materials, 
intermediate products, and technical assistance; and particularly were they dependent on I. G. for the know-how. By far the 
majority of new inventions in the chemical field were made in the laboratories of I. G. To illustrate, although I. G. itself 
produced only 33 per cent of Germany’s synthetic gasoline, its processes were responsible for approximately 90 per cent. 
 



 I. G. also operated for the Wehrmacht many plants leased from Montan-gesellschaft, the German Defense Plants 
Corporation. Most of these produced explosives. 
 
A compelling example of the special services performed by I. G. for the German armed forces in the production of weapons 
of war is the case of poison gases. (38) In 1938 the German Government dissatisfied with the progress made in the 
development and production of poison gases, called upon Farben to handle the problem. New I. G. plants for the production 
of these gases swung into operation and eventually, as indicated above, I. G. achieved 95 per cent of the total production of 
poison gases. (39) By order of the German Government many of these plants were completely destroyed before the 
occupation by the Russians; and all “fore and end products” were destroyed. But at least one of these terrible secrets which 
the Germans hoped to save for the next was has been uncovered. 
 
The present investigation has disclosed that an I. G. Farben official at Wuppertal-Elberfeld developed the deadliest poison 
gas in the world. This gas, unknown to the military authorities of the Allied Nations, could have penetrated any gas mask in 
existence. In its connection, Dr. von Schnitzler said: 
 
“This fabrication, of course, was kept so secret, that only in the beginning of the year 1945 (January to February) I heard 
for the first time of it, when Dr. Ambros in strictest confidence told me what I have given as my personal knowledge to 
Major Tilley [Edmund Tilley, Major, E.P.E.S., F.I.A.T.] at the end of April and what consisted of the fact that such gases 
based upon an intermediate of Ludwigshafen “Metaphenylendiamine” had been made in a special equipment (all in glass) 
but that the whole production owing to the Russian advance had been shipped to the interior of Germany. Dr. Ambros at the 
time spoke of the great danger if ever smallest quantities of this product evaded.” (40) 
 
I. G. originally carried out its poison gas experiments on monkeys; later on human beings. For the latter purpose, inmates of 
concentration camps were selected, and I. G. Farben officials, concerned only with creating weapons capable of assuring 
German world conquest, were unmoved by this use of human guinea pigs. Dr. ter Meer justified the experiment not only on 
the grounds that the inmates of concentration camps would have been killed anyway by the Nazis, but also on the ground 
that the experiments had a humanitarian aspect in that the lives of countless workers were saved thereby. Needless to say, 
these gases were not only used on helpless people during the stage of experimentation, but were later used to exterminate 
whole groups in concentration camps such as Auschwitz. Dr. von Schnitzler said: 
 
“At that time [April 1945] I was still under the impression that I. G. as a firm was only indirectly connected with the 
fabrication of that gas in so far as we had put chemists at the disposition of the Reich and supplied the intermediates. Later 
on by Major Tilly I heard that Anorgana which ran the plant was 100% I. G. and that the whole fabrication practically was 
an affair of I. G. He told me furthermore that these gases had been used by the Nazi authorities as a tentative in Auschwitz 
concentration camp. 
 
“In the last quarter of 1944 I should say, it was at the end of November or in the beginning of December, an allusion was 
made to me confidentially by Dr. Müller-Cunradi that terrible things had happened in the concentration camps of 
Auschwitz, that gases had been used there to kill people and that I. G. products were of something in it--of course it was 
only an allusion. Not knowing anything of Dyhrenfurt at the time, I could not bring this allusion in connection with the new 
gas, but I was so horrified by it that I only reacted “but do other people know that to,” which he confirmed, yes, Ambros 
and the other men in Auschwitz know of these things. To Schmitz I made a remark about terrible things being connected 
with Auschwitz and Dyhrenfurt but without going into details. How far he was informed about it, I can’t say, for my 
opinion he should have heard about the general happenings regarding Anorgana a.s.o. as financial interests of great 
importance were connected therewith and Ambros and Müller-Cunradi must have reported to him about the situation under 
all its aspects.--But that, of course, can only be heard from the three men themselves. 
 
“I myself had never seen the agreement regarding ‘Anorgana’ which was concluded before I took over my activity with the 
Chemikalien-business. I was of the opinion that the Reich owned plant and equipment of the so-called ‘Reichsbetriebe’ at 
100% and that Anorgana was a 50:50 position of Reich and I. G. for the handling of those products which were sold to 
manufacturers. 
 
 “How secret all these matters had to be held by the men immediately concerned with them might become evident by the 
fact that Dr. ter Meer notwithstanding that we always worked together in the dyestuff domain in the closest cooperation 
never mentioned them to me and I was greatly surprised when I heard by Dr. Loehr only a few days before I was taken in 
custody (May 7th) that under ter Meer’s papers confidential material of this kind had been found.” (41) 
 
 More specifically, Dr. von Schnitzler testified as follows: 
 



“Q. During the last quarter 1944 (you said yesterday that a Mr. Muller-Cunradi ‘alluded’ to you that the poisonous gases 
and the chemicals manufactured by I. G. were being used for the murder of human beings held in concentration camps? 
 
“A. So I understood him. 
 
“Q. Didn’t you question those employees of yours further in regard to the use of these gases? 
 
“A. They said they knew it was being used for this purpose. 
 
“Q. What did you do when he told you that I. G. chemicals were being used to kill, to murder people held in concentration 
camps? 
 
“A. I was horrified. 
 
“Q. Did you do anything about it? 
 
“A. I kept it for me because it was too terrible. I was always under the impression that these gases were not manufactured 
by us. I asked Müller-Cunradi is it known to you and Ambros and other directors in Auschwitz that the gases and chemicals 
are being used to murder people? 
 
“Q. What did he say? 
 
“A. Yes it is known to all I. G. directors in Auschwitz.” (41a) 
 

V. I. G.’s Knowledge of Germany’s Intent to Wage Aggressive War. 
 
The fact that leading officials of I. G. Farben assisted in the formulation and execution of the internal and external policies 
of the Nazi regime, and the facts disclosed above concerning the activities of the company, would, standing alone, prove 
that Farben knew for many years of the German Government’s intention to wage aggressive war. There follow specific 
statements and admissions of I. G. officials to that effect. 
 
According to Dr. von Schnitzler the war was “only the last step of a long prepared evolution” of the Nazi policies. Said Dr. 
Schnitzler: 
 
“Even without being directly informed that the government intended to wage war, it was impossible for officials of I. G. or 
any other industrialists to believe that the enormous production of armaments and preparation for war starting from the 
coming into power of Hitler accelerated in 1936 and reaching unbelievable proportions in 1938 could have any other 
meaning but that Hitler and the Nazi Government intended to wage war come what may. In view of the enormous 
concentration on military production and of the intensive military preparation, no person of I. G. or any other industrial 
leader could believe that this was being done for defensive purposes. We of I.G. were well aware of this fact as were all 
German industrialists and on a commercial side, shortly after the Anschluss in 1938, I. G. took measures to protect its 
foreign assets in France and the British Empire.” (42) 
 
A striking illustration of Farben “state of mind” is revealed in the report of its development of fuels and lubricants. 
Explaining the absolute necessity to Germany of these products, the I. G. report emphasized the political significance of 
petroleum. The report continued to relate an example of that “political significance” and selected the experience of Italy in 
its rape of Ethiopia as its warning precedent. The report stated: 
 
“Italy won the Abyssinian war by modern weapons and by building special highways. In modern wars the consumption of 
gasoline for motorized troops, tanks, aeroplanes, is immense. As the troops advanced into the country the military roads 
became immensely long, as was the case in Abyssinia--all reinforcements, provisions for the fighting troop, etc. had to be 
transported by car--and the consumption of gasoline increased still further. In addition, an extensive motor park had to be 
kept in order to supply the motorized units of the fighting forces and the air-bases built in Inner- 
Abyssinia. Although provisions had been made before hand, it was impossible to store these enormous amounts of gasoline 
needed in the Italian territories on the coast before the war, they had to be filled up continually the same as men, weapons 
and ammunition. As Italy has no petroleum of her own she was relying on the continual import from abroad. Nearly all the 
petroleum in the world is controlled by USA and the countries that are members of the League of Nations. If, therefore, 
gasoline had also been included in the sanctions, as proposed by England and France, the war would have come to an end 



very soon. Italy could win the Abyssinian war and build her empire only because England and France could not carry into 
effect their intentions.” (43) 
 
I. G. officials served notice that Germany would avoid the experience of Italy in its invasion of Ethiopia. They said: 
 
 “This example will make it clear to you, that it is quite out of question, that Germany will run the risk of a similar 
situation, and for this reason also the German demand of fuel has to be covered by Germany herself before long.” (44) 
 
A rather dramatic incident occurring in 1938 and related by Dr. Carl Krauch reveals not only I. G.’s knowledge of the 
impending aggression but that Dr. Krauch with his great ability made a great contribution to the war effort. In 1938 Dr. 
Krauch, then an assistant to General Loeb, was shown certain documents which contained production estimates in 
explosives for the years 1938-1940. Immediately, Dr. Krauch who said he had been informed of German plans to wage war 
by Farben’s former president, Dr. Bosch, realized that if Germany went to war on the basis of those over-optimistic figures, 
defeat was inevitable. Accordingly, he informed Goering of the falsity of the figures. In the words of Krauch: 
 
“I had the feeling that they were going to war, as Dr. Bosch told me in June 1938, and that was when I went with the wrong 
figures of Loeb to Goering and said to him ‘we can’t go to war because the figures are all wrong. We will lose the war on 
this basis.’” (45) 
 
Krauch convinced Goering that the figures were wrong despite Field Marshall Keitel’s insistence that they were correct. 
Goering immediately took steps to rectify the errors. He appointed Krauch as his advisor in the place of General Loeb. 
Krauch’s new job was to assure that German production in explosives would meet the false estimates and make it possible 
for Germany to go through with its plan for waging aggressive war. How closely Krauch’s achievements came to making a 
German victory possible is, now of course, past history. 
 
This awareness of impending aggression is admitted in a report by I. G. to the German Ministry of Economics in 1940 in 
which I. G. describes its attempt to completely cloak its holdings in preparation for war. The report states in part as follows: 
 
“. . . Only in the last years, about 1937, as the danger of a new conflict was appearing more and more, we endeavored to 
improve the measures of camouflage made by us, especially in the endangered countries, so that at least an immediate 
confiscation could be avoided. Even the delay of the confiscation for some months means for us, particulars about this 
matter will be made, an extraordinary advantage. According to our experiences hitherto, our measures for camouflage have 
proved to be very good during the war, and have even surpassed our expectation in numerous cases....” (46) 
 
Not only did I. G. have knowledge of Germany’s intention to wage aggressive warfare but it was officially informed almost 
with exactitude of the time table of the attack of Poland. 
 
Months before the attack, I. G. was officially informed by Goering’s office that the Nazi war machine would invade Poland 
in September 1939. Before Hitler’s moves against Czechoslovakia, I. G. took steps to take over its leading competitor in 
that country. At its instigation, I. G. officials acted as Commissars of firms in the conquered countries. I. G. officials 
assisted in the formulation of Nazi policy for the conquered countries. 
 
That I. G. knew the timing of Hitler’s impending aggressions against Poland, etc., is borne out by a statement of Dr. von 
Schnitzler who said: 
 
“I would say that in my capacity as Deputy Chairman of the Wirtschaftgruppe Chemie, I had occasion to meet with Mr. 
Ungewitter at least once a month in Berlin. There we discussed official business regarding the different matters concerning 
the chemical industry. It was in July 1939 at one of these meetings in the presence of Mr. Ehrmann, Deputy to Ungewitter, 
that Mr. Ungewitter told us that Hitler was determined to invade Poland and that in view of the assurance given by England 
and France to Poland, we must be prepared for an attack on our western front. There would be no doubt in my mind from 
the manner in which Mr. Ungewitter spoke that the attack would take place as soon as the harvest was collected which 
meant some time in September. Ungewitter told me also that the Ministry of War and the Ministry of Economics had 
informed him that our ‘Kriegswichtigen,’ that is the Ludwigshaven and Oppau Works must be moved from the western 
frontier because they were too close. We feared also that they might have guns which could shoot over the 80 km. Distance 
between our factory and the French frontier. I said at once to Mr. Ungewitter that this idea of moving the works seemed 
quite impossible to me. When I spoke to Dr. ter Meer one of the next days he told me that he was well aware of the plan 
and he confirmed that it was impossible to move the works and I am certain that Mr. Ungewitter has talked over those 
questions much more strongly with Dr. Wurster and Dr. Ambros than he did it with me who was not responsible for the 



Ludwigshaven-Oppau Works. It is incontestible that Mr. Ungewitter acted on behalf of the government that means the 
‘Vier Jahres’ [Four Year] Plan when he informed me in the before mentioned way.” (47) 
 
That I. G. fully approved these aggressions is indicated, among other things by the following confession signed by the head 
of I. G.’s legal department: 
 
“To my knowledge I. G. Farben, its directors and officers fully approved the Nazi aggression against Poland, 
Czechoslovakia and France. I. G. profited considerably from these conquests.” 
 

* * * 
 
“I. G. Farben, its directors and officers are therefore responsible and it is my belief that the Allied Powers must take 
adequate measures to so control Germany that these acts can not be repeated again.” (48) 
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1. Actually, he greatly increased it. 
2. See Exhibit No. 1. Correspondence relating to this transaction. 
3. Exhibit No. 2. Interrogation of Georg von Schmitzler and Max Ilgner dated August 4, 1945. 
4. See p. 6. supra. 
5. Exhibit No. 3, History of the Vermittlungsstelle W “Discussions with the various military offices and authorities 

which since about 1934 have become more and more frequent and urgent resulted in the resolutions passed in the 
meeting of the Zentralausschuss (Central Committee of the Board) in Ludwigshafen on September 2, 1935 to 
establish, beginning October 1, 1935, a Vermittlungsstelle W (W-Wehrmacht) which was to take over and maintain 
the current relations between the three divisions (Sparten) and the military authorities.” According to Geheimrat 
Schmitz, President of I. G., it was Dr von Knieriem, Chief Legal Officer of the company, who, at the instance of the 
German military authorities, suggested the establishment of the Vermittlungsstelle W. See Exhibit No. 4, Statement 
of Hermann Schmitz dated September 18, 1945. 

6. Exhibit No. 5, Statement of Dr. Struss dated August 7, 1945. 
7. Exhibit No. 6, Development of the Work of the Vermittlungsstelle W, dated December 31, 1935. 
8. Exhibit No. 7, Interrogation of Dr. Struss dated July 21, 1945: 

 “Q. Did you destroy them (Vermittlungsstelle W files)? 
A. My office did on Dr. ter Meer’s orders.” 

9. Exhibit No. 9, Statement of Dr. Struss dated August 13, 1945. Dr. von Schnitzler described these plans as follows: 
(a) “The Wirtschaftsgruppe or its different affiliations had the function to control the entire production in the 

chemical field and to prepare the distribution of the available and the needed commodities. This was done for 
every important product of the chemical industry. I remember that the most important commodities figured on 
a special list which was particularly supervised by Dr. Ungewitter personally. The production plan of the 
different branches of the chemical industries could only be made up in accordance with the prescription of Dr. 
Ungewitter. Dr. Ungewitter in his person united different functions.” . . . “From the very beginning of the Nazi 
regime, the Wirtschaftsgruppe was charged with semi-official functions in order to prepare an eventual German 
mobilization for war. In this connection they made an analysis of every chemical firm in Germany, what their 
producing capacity was and what they had in stock, etc. For the so-called great commodities a production plan 
has been made up and the distribution of the needs for an eventual war was prepared. Representatives of the 
Wirtschaftsgruppe, that means officials, acted in close collaboration with the Ministry of Economics and 
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individual firms.”--Exhibit No. 10, Interrogation of von Schnitzler dated August 18, 1945. 
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electrodes for aluminum chlorine and alkalies, his plant received the approved “MOB” plan for its products in 
March or April 1939 with the understanding that it was to be put into operation on the outbreak of war. The 
following is an extract from an interrogation of Dr. Englebertz: 

Q. When was the next step in regard to the “MOB” plans? 



A. I remember that the “MOB” plan which was approved by the signature of Dr. Ungewitter was returned in 
the beginning of 1939. 
Q. Whom did you submit those “MOB” plans to? 
A. They were all submitted to Vermittlungsstelle W and I assume they submitted them to the Ministry of 
Economics and the Ministry of War. 
 Q. What significance did it have to you that the plans came back in the beginning of 1939 approved by Dr. 
Ungewitter? 
A. The significance that in case of war the productions contained in the “MOB” plans were compulsory. 
Q. Can you fix the date you received the “MOB” plan back approved by Dr. Ungewitter? 
A. I think it was March or April 1939 but I don’t know for certain.” These plans were destroyed before the 
American occupation. See Exhibits Nos. 7 and 12. 
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Q. Is it a fair statement that I. G. benefitted tremendously insofar as its capital investments were concerned from 
the rearmament program of the Nazi Government? 
A. I would say that is right and even more. Many of our chemists believed that this new investment was of 
continuous use even for peace time because they thought that the enlargement of buna, oil and nitrogen would 
also serve for peace purposes in filling out the market. We distinguished the purely war plants mostly financed 
by the Reich and which were under Montana and Anorgana, etc. from those developments which we considered 
as being of a perpetual and peacetime use. Our technical people wanted them built by I. G. because they thought 
they would be more independent in ruling those factories. Of course after a certain time even the war potential 
became unburdened property because the amortization rates were very favorable. We spoke of Aken yesterday 
which was started about 1935 and also of the beginning of 1944 when Haefliger, von Heider and I paid our first 
visit to Bitterfeld we saw that the investment in Aken was almost completely written off. And I might also say 
that side by side with the development of the rearmament program, Germany became more and more autarchic, 
more corporate, more fascist.” 
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Dr. Struss dated April 26 and 27, 1945, respectively; minutes of meeting held February 23, 1939 with Army 
officials. 
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Chapter 4--I. G. Farben’s Role in Economic and Political Warfare 

1. Introduction 
 
I. G.’s external activities dovetailed completely with the foreign policy of the Nazi government. In the words of Dr. von 
Schnitzler “the development of I. G. during the last 12 years can’t be separated from the government’s foreign policy.” (1) 
It was the foreign economic policy of the German government to build up the Wehrmacht and to weaken the military 
strength of all other countries including the U. S. A. Leading German industrialists including I. G. officials assisted in the 
formulation and execution of that policy. This is succinctly expressed in the interrogation of Dr. Kugler, chief assistant to 
Dr. von Schnitzler, whose testimony follows: 
 
“Q. What was the Nazi Government’s foreign trade policy in its control of the relations of German industry with the rest of 
the world? 
 
“A. The German government aimed to weaken the military strength of the other countries and to keep the Wehrmacht 
supreme. 
 
 “Q. How did this work out? 
 
“A. Every time the German industry and finance entered into economic relations with other countries the German 
government exercised rigid control and at all times wanted to keep the Wehrmacht supreme vis-a-vis all other countries. 
German industry was used by the Nazi government as an instrument to accomplish this purpose. 
 
“Q. Did this apply to the United States of America? 
 



“A. To all countries. 
 
“Q. What was the agency of the government which handled these matters? 
 
“A. The agency was the Reichswirtschaftsministerium. 
 

* * 
 

 “Q. Were there any I. G. representatives in this body? 
 
 “A. This organization was subdivided into Fachgruppen. Mr. von Schnitzler represented I.G. in the dyestuffs field and I 
was his assistant. The I. G. representative for sulphuric acid was Dr. Wurster. For buna, it was Dr. Ambros of I. G.’s 
Ludwigshafen branch. 
 
“Q. And was the purpose of the chemical industry the same as that for the other industrialists and financiers? 
 
“A. Yes. The foremost purpose of the Nazi Government and I. G. and all other industrialists was to keep the Wehrmacht all 
powerful vis-a-vis all other countries including the U. S. A. 

 
2. Economic Warfare through Cartel Connections. 

 
An outstanding example of the manner in which Farben executed this policy of keeping “the Wehrmacht all powerful vis-a-
vis all other countries including the U.S.A.” was its successful effort, by means of cartel agreements with Standard Oil, to 
delay the development and use of buna rubber in the United States until at least 1940 while at the same time producing 
sufficient buna in Germany to make the German army and German industry independent of rubber imports. This 
investigation has fully confirmed the detailed description, heretofore made public by the Department of Justice, of this 
transaction which so seriously imperiled the war preparations of the United States. The story in short is that under the so-
called Jasco agreement, synthetic rubber was to come under Farben’s “sphere of influence.” (3) Standard was determined, 
however, to have an absolute monopoly of synthetic rubber developments in the United States, if and when Farben released 
the American rights to the process to Standard in accordance with the Jasco agreement. Accordingly, Standard fully 
accomplished I. G.’s purpose of preventing United States production by dissuading American rubber companies from 
undertaking independent research in developing synthetic rubber processes. This Standard accomplished by falsely creating 
the impression that it had already received the buna process from Farben and was attempting to work out a scheme for 
licensing the process to the American rubber companies. As a matter of fact Farben had no intention of divulging the 
process. Dr. Loehr testified as follows: 
 
“Q. The Goodyear was under the impression that it was not technically feasible and therefore I. G. refused to give them 
licenses and the know-how? 
 
“A. I would say so. 
 
“Q. But, in fact, I. G. according to you would not have given them the know-how even if it were technically feasible? 
 
A. Irrespective of whether or not it was feasible and profitable for us to license the Goodyear and give them the know-how, 
we would not have done it because the Wehrmacht forbade us to and we did not tell Goodyear of that.” (4) 
 
 Standard Oil, however, according to Dr. Loehr, was completely informed of the situation.(5) One conclusion which can be 
drawn from its “stringing along” of other companies is that it did not want them to proceed with independent research thus 
preventing Standard from ever having a monopoly in the field. Thus, Dr. Loehr indicated that, pursuant to conversations 
between Mr. Howard of Standard and I. G., Standard had agreed to keep American firms out of the synthetic rubber field 
and would let them enter it only if compelled to do so by forces beyond its control. By 1939, however, synthetic rubber 
development had reached a stage where Mr. Howard of Standard stated that it would no longer be possible for him to keep 
the information in regard to the buna processes from the American companies. (7) Nevertheless, he assured I. G. that 
Standard would manage to stay “on top of the whole scheme.” (8) As time dragged on and the licenses were not 
forthcoming, the clamor of the American rubber companies became so intense that Standard, not wanting to reveal the true 
situation, turned in desperation to Farben for an excuse to give the rubber companies. An official of Standard, in October 
1939, at a meeting with I. G. representatives in Basle, stated that he had to be provided with an excuse for not getting the 
know-how. I. G. obligingly cabled Standard Oil to the effect that the authorities would not permit the information to be 



given to the American firm. (9) “These are the conclusions,” said Dr. Loehr, “which seem to disclose that I. G. impaired the 
military strength of the United States.” (10) 
 
While I. G. gave little it managed to procure a great deal from its cartel cohorts abroad. From America, I. G. obtained the 
newly-discovered method for the production of Iso-octane and its utilization for motor fuels. This process, according to one 
of I. G.’s leading scientists, originated “in fact entirely with the Americans and has become known to us in detail in its 
separate stages through our agreements with them (Standard Oil, New Jersey) and is being used very extensively by us. 
 
The process for producing tetraethyl lead, essential for the manufacture of aviation gasoline, was obtained for the Nazis by 
I. G. Farben in exactly the same way. Of this important acquisition, an I. G. official stated: 
 
“It need not be especially mentioned that, without lead-tetraethyl the present method of warfare would be unthinkable. The 
fact that since the beginning of the war we could produce lead-tetraethyl is entirely due to the circumstances that shortly 
before, the Americans had presented us with the production plants complete with experimental knowledge, thus the 
difficult work of development (one need only recall the poisonous property of lead-tetraethyl which caused many deaths in 
the U.S.A.) was spared us, since we could take up the manufacture of this product together with all the experience that the 
Americans had gathered over long years. 
 
“It was, moreover, the first time that the Americans decided to give a license on this process in a foreign country (besides 
communication of unprotected secret experimental knowledge) and this only on our urgent requests to Standard Oil to fulfil 
our wish. Contractually we could not demand it, and we found out later that the War Department in Washington gave its 
permission only after long deliberation.” (11) 
 
I. G. exploited its cartel connections with American firms not only to obtain these important processes, but also to obtain 
certain critical materials themselves. Because of its relations with Standard Oil of New Jersey, I. G. acted as agent of the 
German Government in contracting for 20 million dollars worth of high-grade aviation gasoline and lubricants. (Actually, 
14 million dollars worth was delivered.) This fuel was transported to Germany and stored there; and the foreign exchange 
necessary for payment was supplied by the German Government. (12) And, in 1938, when Germany had not yet begun to 
produce tetraethyl lead, essential to aviation gasoline, Farben, at the request of the Air Ministry, arranged to borrow 500 
tons of the lead from the Ethyl Export Corporation of the United States. The loan was guaranteed by Greutert & Cie., one 
of Farben’s Swiss subsidiaries, with the deposit in America of $1,000,000. Farben, of course, did not return the borrowed 
lead to the American company and willingly forfeited the security. (13) Farben also purchased large stocks of magnesium 
from the Dow Chemical Company of America to build up the Luftwaffe’s reserves, large amounts of nickel from the 
International Nickel Co. (Canada), (14) and so far as the stockpiling of chemicals was concerned, the Wehrmacht actually 
ordered Farben to accumulate as large stocks of phosphorous and cyanide as they could possibly obtain. (15) 

 
3. Intelligence Services and Espionage. 

 
N.W.7 Berlin, under the direction of Dr. Max Ilgner, was the liaison office of I. G. with the various governmental agencies 
in Berlin. A brief analysis of the expansion of this office between 1932 and 1943 will throw considerable light on the 
relative importance of its various functions. (16) The total expenses of N.W.7 in 1943 were RM 7,000,000 ($2,800,000) as 
against only RM 997,000 ($398,000) in 1932. This figure becomes increasingly significant when it is realized that the 
greater part of these expenditures went into channels which, from a purely business viewpoint, were wholly non-
productive. The expenses of N.W.7's statistical department (VOWI) and the political economics department (WIPO) were 
approximately 5 and 7 times greater respectively in 1943 than in 1932. In 1943 the expenses of the Bureau of the 
Commercial Committee (B.d.K.A.), formed only in 1939, accounted for almost one-sixth of the total expenses of N.W.7. 
 
Dr. Ilgner maintained the position of a dictator in this office and delegated responsibility and authority in such a manner 
that his subordinates never gained any appreciable knowledge into the overall picture of N.W.7, and consequently were 
never in a position to threaten his status. His three deputies were Dr. Frank-Fahle, Dr. Gattineau (17) and Dr. Reithinger. 
(18) 
 
 Dr. Frank-Fahle was one of the younger directors in I. G. Farben. He received his training and acquired his expert 
knowledge of foreign currency regulations in the United States with Hallgarten Company in New York and also the 
American I. G. Chemical Corporation. Dr. Frank-Fahle was in charge of the Central Finance Administration (ZEFI) which 
dealt with many overall financial matters and with problems of foreign currency, foreign exchange, and foreign exchange 
credits. Dr. Frank-Fahle also had under his supervision the Bureau of the Commercial Committee (B.d.K.A.) (19) which, 
by title, might be an integral part of any aggressive business organization but which, in the care of I. G. Farben, was little 



more than a collecting, analysis and distribution point for the reports of the I. G. Verbindungsmanner, who will be 
described in detail below. 
 
The largest and most sinister department of N.W.7 was the so-called statistical department (VOWI) which was formed by 
Dr. Ilgner in 1929. The purpose and nature of its research and market inquiries were evidently mystifying to some of the 
commercial employees of I. G. who were not in on the secret, since the work was obviously unjustified from a business 
point of view. (20) Dr. Ilgner received the strong support of top I. G. officials and the government, particularly Professor 
Ernest Wagemann, President of the Statistisches Reichsamt (Statistical Office of the Reich), and soon his brain-child was 
flourishing under the expert direction of one Dr. Reithinger. Reithinger was particularly well qualified for his job. 
 
Prior to his employment by Farben, he had been an important figure in the Statistisches Reichsamt. In addition to his 
outstanding ability as a statistician, economist and analyst, he traveled extensively in many foreign countries, including the 
United States, England, France, and Russia. During his travels Reithinger had carefully cultivated the friendship of persons 
and institutions influential and important in the fields of economics and statistics, and “had arranged an intense exchange of 
statistical work with the various statistical organizations in Germany and abroad.” (21) 
 
Reithinger’s department was staffed with men of recognized ability. They immediately began to compile statistics on 
population, unemployment, production and consumption of agricultural and industrial capacities, monetary circulation, 
taxes and duties, deposits and capital of banks, increase of capital of important companies and other information most of 
which could not conceivably have any value to I. G. as a manufacturer of chemicals and dyestuffs. However, little 
imagination is necessary in weighing the potential value of such information a country preparing for an aggressive war on 
the world. 
 
Through the boundless energy of Dr. Ilgner, in 1937-38, meetings of prominent economists were arranged to discuss 
various international economic problems. As a result of these meetings valuable information was obtained. Moreover, the 
already close relationship between N.W.7 and the Statistisches Reichsamt, the Reichsbank, the Ministry of Economics, the 
Foreign Office, and the Ministry of Agriculture and the Ministry of Finance, became ever closer. 
 
With the outbreak of war N.W.7 became the focal point of requests for economic intelligence from many Nazi agencies and 
became, formally, a quasi-governmental agency. Many of the VOWI employees were called to military service with the 
Wirtschaftsstab (Economic staff) of the Wehrwirstschafts-und Rüstungsant (office of war economics and armament) but 
actually performed their duties within Dr. Ilgner’s office. (22) The vast fund of information gathered by Dr. Reithinger and 
his staff proved invaluable to the OKW (Army Supreme Command). In fact, so highly was VOWI regarded by the OKW 
that at the outbreak of war it considered taking over both the records and the employees and making the agency a part of the 
army. Other government agencies the Economic Department of the Foreign Office, the Ministry of Economics, (Foreign 
Department), and the Ministry of Agriculture, were also desirous of absorbing VOWI. That office, however, was able to 
service the requests of the OKW and other agencies with such rapidity and so completely that it remained part of the N.W.7 
office. (23) It must be remembered, however, that even before 1933, Reithinger’s agency had been closely associated with 
the economics department of the OKW under General Thomas. 
 
VOWI’s specific assignments are pretty well summarized by Dr. Kurt Krüger who at the outbreak of war became an officer 
on the economic staff of the Wehrmacht with headquarters at N.W.7. 
 
“Such tasks and work were to prepare out of the archives of Berlin N.W.7 all records, files, reports, maps and figures, that 
were appointed by the officers of the OKW, to be of interest and use for the OKW; to complete them out of other archives 
at the disposal of the OKW by news and reports entering I. G. Berlin N.W.7; to assist in digesting this material; to prepare 
reports and maps about industries and agricultural production abroad, considering specially the “Engpässe” (bottle necks) 
in capacities and raw materials. To make inquiries about production, stocks, consumption, prices of special raw materials, 
agricultural and industrial goods, to prepare reports about the economical situation of foreign countries specially 
considering their dependence on other countries, their stocks, production, capacities in agriculture, and industries of various 
products needed by Germany.” (23a) 
 
Even though the personnel of Dr. Ilgner’s espionage agency were working full time for the Wehrmacht, they were paid by 
I. G. 
     From 1937 on, according to Dr. Struss, Dr. Reithinger and his entire staff concentrated on the preparation of surveys of 
factories in foreign countries. These surveys were prepared under direct supervision of the Wehrmacht and were used by 
the Luftwaffe in selecting bombing targets. Dr. von Schnitzler testified that: 
 
“For all European countries they made up plans. Every plant of chemical interest was indicated in a complete map.” (24) 



 
“According to Dr. von Schnitzler, the VOWI took the initiative in preparing the bombing surveys and stimulated the 
interest of the Wehrmacht in them. He further stated that Dr. Reithinger was sworn in by the Wehrmacht because of the 
importance of the work, and that “the VOWI after the war had begun, was practically working more for the General Staff of 
the Wehrmacht than for I.G.” (25) 
 
Another department of N.W.7 was the WIPO (political economics department). (26) The first chief of the WIPO was Dr. 
Gattineau who was one of the early and active Nazis in I. G. Farben. However, after the advent of Hitler, Gattineau joined 
with Ernst Röhm and when Röhm was purged in 1934, Gattineau was imprisoned. Through the intercession of Ilgner with 
Goebbels, he was released and resumed his position as chief of the WIPO. 
 
Little is known of the activities of the WIPO but it is known that Dr. Gattineau’s main function was to keep informed on 
the latest political developments. He imparted his knowledge of these developments to the Commercial Committee but 
never kept any record of his activities. Dr. Gattineau was not available for questioning during the course of the 
investigation. In 1934, Dr. Terhaar, who subsequently became the chief of WIPO, was added to its staff. Terhaar had 
excellent connections through his activities as a journalist and later as a member of the German staff with the League of 
Nations. 
 
N.W.7 had contact men all over the world, the so-called I. G. Verbindungsmänner, who also were a brain child of Dr. 
Ilgner. The Verbindungsmänner were usually leading officials of the principal I. G. firms in a particular country. One of the 
principal duties of these Verbindungsmänner was to submit monthly reports pertaining to economic, political and military 
matters. With respect to politics, the reports included such subjects as internal political developments, the composition of 
new governments, the effects of the Proclaimed List and the British Black List, inter-American security, labor, 
immigration, political reactions within the respective countries to current events, pro-Axis and anti-Axis propaganda and 
the purposes of special diplomatic missions. Matters of vital military interest contained in the Latin American reports, for 
example, included a discussion of additions to the merchant navies in various countries, a reporting of ship movements 
(including convoys), statistics concerning tonnage in ports, port facilities, construction of new highways and bridges, the 
condition of rail transportation between the Latin American countries, the operations of Pan American Grace Air Lines, 
shipments of war materials to the United States and Great Britain, the Argentine military mission to the United States, 
rearmament in Chile, and the acquisition of air and naval bases by the United States. 
 
These reports were submitted to the office of the commercial committee (B.d.K.A.) which in turn furnished the information 
contained therein to the interested departments of the German government. I. G. was, therefore, operating a world-wide 
intelligence service both for its own use and as a supplement to the intelligence facilities open to the German government 
through diplomatic and other channels. 
 
 Ilgner stated upon his return from Latin America in 1936: 
 
“. . . It is quite natural that a concern like the I.G. with such a comprehensive and extensive world organization has gained 
experience and knowledge which can never be secured by Governmental agencies . . . just as it is the duty of our leading 
men outside of Germany to convey their general knowledge to all Governmental establishments, which concern themselves 
with economic matters (commercial attaches, economic experts of the Nazi Party and officials of the Chambers of 
Commerce), so it is also the duty of the I. G. organization at Berlin to keep the Government and party organizations in 
Germany as well as the Economic Unions well posted on the basis of all information received from foreign countries. In the 
past we have repeatedly had the opportunity to observe that such cooperation is of mutual advantage.” (27) 
     The close working relationship that existed between the representatives of N.W.7 and the Auslands Organization 
(Foreign Organization of the Nazi Party) is clearly defined in a report made by Max Ilgner upon his return from Latin 
America in 1936. 
 
 “. . . it is pleasing to know that the cooperation with the German authorities during the last years (I have continuously been 
able to make these observations during all my travels) has improved and been intensified, and also in particular the 
cooperation with the Foreign Organization of the Nazi Party is continually developing in a more and more positive 
direction. It is known that in this respect the attitudes on both sides were not always the same during the first few years, and 
it is for this reason all the more gratifying, as I could ascertain during my travels through Latin America, that this state of 
affairs is a thing of the past.” (28) 
 
In order to render even greater assistance, I. G. Farben also arranged for the financing of a dummy corporation, 
“Gesellschaft fur Verkaufsförderung” whose principal purpose was to act as a commercial cloak for services performed for 



the O.K.W., with which I. G. did not wish to be openly identified. Its first president, Georg von Schnitzler, member of the 
Central Committee of I. G., described its activities in the following manner: 
 
“I recently had occasion in Berlin to discuss with Major Block of the O.K.W. another matter pertaining to this subject, i.e., 
whether and to what extent the O. K. W. wants to use the services of the ‘Gesellschaft fur Verkaufsforderung’ (Association 
for Sales Promotion) which is under the management of Messrs. Kunzler and von Puttkamer. This company is particularly 
well suited for the intended camouflaging maneuvers, since the failure of one of its emissaries will never lead to a 
catastrophe; if worst comes to worst this company might have to confine its activities to the other neutral countries.” (29) 
 
For economic espionage in the United States I. G. Farben used a different but no less effective approach. Chemnyco Inc., 
an ostensibly American owned and controlled company, was set up in 1931 by Dr. Max Ilgner, as an economic intelligence 
agency. When Dr. Ilgner returned to Germany, his brother Rudolf acted as deputy. Chemnyco was in a perfect position to 
carry out its mission, since all the officials except two were American citizens, and the stock registered in the names of 
American cloaks. The primary function of Chemnyco was to transmit to Germany all scientific periodicals, photographs, 
blueprints and even detailed descriptions of industrial developments. In short, vital American industrial statistics were 
available to the German military machine. 
 
So far as the principals of Chemnyco are concerned, Rudolf Ilgner, in addition to being the brother of Dr. Max Ilgner, was 
the nephew of Geheimrat Schmitz, chairman of the I. G. Managing Board. Dietrich A. Schmitz, the nominal owner of a 
majority of Chemnyco’s stock from 1935 to 1939, was the brother of Hermann Schmitz, uncle of both Max and Rudolf 
Ilgner, and brother-in-law of Albert Gadow, I. G. Farben’s representative in Switzerland and chief figure in I. G. Chemie. 
Walther Duisberg, a director and officer of Chemnyco and its guiding personality after Wilfred Greif stepped down in 
1934, was the son of Carl Duisberg, the organizer and first chairman of the board of directors of I. G. Farben. Wilhelm von 
Rath, a stock-holder and a powerful figure in many of I.G. Farben’s American enterprises, was the son of Walther von 
Rath, vice chairman of I. G. Farben’s board of directors from 1925 until his death in 1940. 
 
In the course of an anti-trust investigation it was discovered that Rudolf Ilgner, the company’s vice-president, had ordered 
the destruction of a considerable part of the files, as a result of which action he was indicted for obstruction of justice, 
pleaded guilty and was convicted. There is no evidence of the type of information Chemnyco was seeking to withhold 
when it destroyed its papers. When questioned on this point by investigators, Dr. Max Ilgner stated that the only 
explanation he could offer for the destruction of the files was the Chemnyco officials were afraid that the information 
which they had transmitted to I. G. “might” violate the United States security statutes. 

 
4. Propaganda 

 
I. G. worked directly with the “Aufklärungs Ausschuss”, the overseas propaganda department of the German Government, 
in disseminating anti-American propaganda in Argentina and pro-Nazi propaganda throughout the world. As has been 
shown, the I. G. confidential agents (Verbindungsmänner) were an important source of economic intelligence for the 
German Reich. In every case they worked hand in glove with the Auslands-Organization of the Party. It was a clear-cut I. 
G. policy that men going to foreign countries be imbued with the Nazi philosophy. This policy was formulated as follows at 
a meeting of the Commercial Committee held on September 10, 1937: 
 
“It is hereby understood that in no case will men be sent to our foreign companies who do not belong to the German Labor 
Front and who do not possess a positive attitude towards the New Order. The men who are to be sent should make it their 
special duty to represent National Socialistic Germanhood. Especially are they to be instructed that upon entering our 
companies they are to make contact with the Ortsgruppe of the respective Landesgruppen (organizations of the Nazi Party 
within the various countries) and regularly participate in their meetings as well as in the Labor-Front. The sales departments 
should also see to it that an appropriate amount of National Socialistic Literature is given to them. The cooperation with the 
A. O. must become more organic. It appears practical, together with the A. O., to work out a uniform plan for the purpose 
of detecting defects still existing in our foreign companies to the end that they can be eliminated.” (30) For years I. G. had 
been interested in the dissemination of pro-German propaganda in Latin America through the schools, the press, and 
libraries. (31) One of the most effective devices for obtaining publication of propaganda was the club of its advertising 
policy: 
 
“Advertising in journals hostile to Germany . . . shall on all terms be avoided. Commercial and advertising considerations 
have to be put in the background as compared with the more important political point of view.” (32) 
 



Upon Germany’s entrance into the war I. G. contributions for press propaganda in Latin America became far greater. For 
example, a telegram dated September 2, 1939 from I. G. to the Cia. General de Anilinas, S. A., Mexico City, stated: 
 
“In case of war Legation asks firms Mexico to let them have moneys on a loan basis. Amounts shall be refunded by 
German Government stop. Please authorize monthly payments pesos ten thousand on behalf of all I. G. agencies stop. 
Propose monthly amount all I. G. agencies pesos two hundred. Please wire.” 
 
This telegraph bears the handwritten notation: “Board agreeable--Dr. Overhoff informed.”(33)     . 
 
An indication of the use made of the funds contributed to the “Press Committees” by I. G. and other German firms in Latin 
America is provided by the “Aufklärungs-Ausschuss”, the overseas propaganda department maintained by the German 
Government referred to above. The function of this department was to obtain coverage for propaganda articles in 
newspapers throughout Latin America. A series of articles placed in the Argentine press during the period from February 1, 
1938 to March 31, 1939 had as their theme “Struggle Against the United States in Latin America.” Three hundred eighty-
one of these articles, together with the papers in which they appeared and the dates of their publication, were sent by the 
“Aufklärungs-Ausschuss” to I. G. in August, 1939. 
 
In the covering letter to this list I. G. was informed: 
 
“The large list presents in the first part a glance of the published articles against the United States in the newspapers of 
Buenos Aires, while the second part includes similar articles in the Argentine provinces.” (34) 
 
Farben reviewed this entire series of articles and suggested additional newspapers in Buenos Aires which could be used 
effectively for the dissemination of articles, and suggested that Heinrich Homann, I. G. Verbindungsmann for Argentina, 
might be of assistance in spreading the propaganda.(35) 
 
These are but a few examples of I. G.’s propaganda activities. Their significance is perfectly clear. The activities described 
here are not those of a national passively submitting to the wishes of a government preparing for war but rather the efforts 
of a free agent actively engaging in a movement to subjugate the world. 
 
The worldwide sales agencies maintained by Bayer were used as a source of foreign funds for establishments of the 
German Government and the Foreign Organization of the NSDAP in neutral countries. A compilation of such payments 
since 1940 shows that the equivalent of RM 9,600,000 in local currencies was paid into the coffers of German Embassies 
and the A. O., principally in Brazil and Spain. The local agencies received credits for these payments in the Bayer books of 
account, and the counter amount in RM was paid to I. G.’s Central Finance Administration, Berlin, by the German Foreign 
Office and NSDAP. These payments abroad, whether voluntary or compulsory, were of tremendous importance to the 
German Government, in the acquisition of critical war materials and the furtherance of Nazi propaganda. They will be 
discussed in more detail in the section following. 
 

5. Foreign Exchange. 
 
As was indicated in Chapter I, I. G. accounted for approximately 50% of Germany’s total exports of chemicals and allied 
products; and was generally a dominant factor in Germany’s export trade. These transactions made I. G. Germany’s largest 
single earner of free foreign exchange, providing on an average a minimum of 10 per cent of the country’s total supply. 
(36) Without this foreign exchange, Germany could not have purchased the strategic materials, still unavailable in 
Germany, and essential to Germany’s rearmament. Nor could the German Government have financed its espionage, 
propaganda, and other military and political activities abroad in the preparation for and prosecution of the war. 
 
As the years passed, the need for foreign exchange increased and the shortage became more and more serious. Government 
pressure on German industry to increase its procurements of foreign exchange was always strong. With the beginning of the 
Four Year Plan this pressure became acute.(37) 
 
 I. G. Farben cooperated fully with the government in making available all possible foreign exchange for government 
purposes. For example, in order to secure foreign exchange in Central and South America, I. G. “Had to reduce . . . prices 
by a total of RM 1 million a year.” (38) In Mexico “in case of war,” I. G. gave pesos to the German Embassy because “the 
German press must be influenced.” (39) In Brazil during 1940 and through January 1942, the I. G. Bayer agencies paid a 
total of Ctos. 22,200, the equivalent of RM 3,639,343, to the German Embassy and to representatives of the NSDAP for 
reasons unknown.(40) In Spain, when the German Embassy wanted Spanish pesetas, the company raised credits from the 



Spanish banks so as to comply with the demands of the German government, and paid back these credits by later peseta 
receipts. (41) Finally, when the foreign exchange situation became absolutely desperate, I. G. even sold some of its 
investments abroad. (42) 
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Chapter 5--Acquisition by Conquest 
 

1. Introduction 
 
In arming the Wehrmacht for the coming war, I. G. Farben amassed great profits and extended its domain in Germany 
considerably. As the Nazi territorial expansion proceeded first by “peaceful” means and then by actual war, I. G., as a co-
conspirator in this war of aggression, reaped the fruits of conquest. Despite its already over-expanded state, despite the 
monopoly position it already held, I. G. proceeded to annex an industrial empire, eliminate its competitors and secure 
control over virtually the whole chemical industry in the conquered countries. 
 
Throughout the period of Nazi aggression, I. G.’s activity in the conquered countries of Europe paralleled the policy of the 
Nazi government. (1) That policy was war and plunder. Each conquest was the stepping stone to further conquest as each 
country was in turn converted into an armed camp fore the Nazi war machine. And concurrently, the German war machine 
was used to achieve an industrial empire for the Nazi chiefs and industrialists who marched into the conquered countries in 
the wake of the Wehrmacht. To quote Dr. von Schnitzler: 
 
“Side by side with Germany’s tremendous utilization of the industries of the conquered countries for the German war 
machine, there came to be a great German penetration of the economy of the conquered countries.” (2) 
 
The extent to which the Nazi industrialists penetrated the economy of Czechoslovakia, for example, looting properties, 
seizing valuable patents and techniques is well known. As Dr. von Schnitzler himself has said: 
 
“The way by which the different Nazi governmental instrumentalities like the Goering Werke and the S. S. entered 
Czechoslovakia’s industrial economy was highly to be blamed, as it was practically a looting of private interests. 
 
“I. G. did not participate in this whole domain and remained solely on its 50 per cent participations in Chemische Werke 
Aussig-Falkenau. Goering took everything over for himself so that there was no opportunity of the I. G. technicians to 
develop anything in Czechoslovakia.” (3) 
 
I. G. played an outstanding role in exploiting the conquered countries for the Nazi war machine. Dr. Max Ilgner, who 
played a vital part in the subversion of the economy of Southeastern Europe to the purposes of I. G. and Germany, has 
stated: 
 
“In regard to the chemical and related industries of the conquered countries, I. G. played an important role in adapting the 
industries of those countries to the purposes of the Nazi war machine. Of all German chemical firms, I. G.’s part in 
adapting the chemical industries to the purposes of the Nazi war machine was by far the most important.” (4) 
 
 The I. G. methods of acquisition by conquest were varied. Sometimes the acquisitions were cloaked with legality, and, in 
general, it may be said that I. G. preferred “legal” forms of accumulation. For example, in the case of Francolor, the newly 
founded German-French dyestuffs corporation, I. G. exchanged shares with the French firms. As a result, it received a 51 
per cent or a controlling interest in Francolor while the French firms received in exchange a totally insignificant percentage 
of the I. G. shares. 
 
 In the case of Norsk Hydro Elektrisk Knaelstofaktieselskab, Norway’s largest enterprise and only nitrogen producer, a 
somewhat similar method was used. French shareholders, through the Banque de Paris et des Pays-Bas, controlled 60 per 
cent of the shares of Norsk Hydro before the war. After the Nazi occupation of Norway and France, I. G. and the Luftfahrt 
Bank acquired the controlling interest, and the French shareholders were reduced to a minority. (5) 
 
Following the lead of the Nazi authorities, I. G. did not hesitate to participate in “outstanding examples of loot”. For 
example, it took the initiative in acquiring “Boruta”, the largest dyestuffs plant in Poland, from the Nazi government with 
the full knowledge that the Polish owners would receive nothing for their property. Again, in the case of Austria, I. G. took 
over the strategically situated Skoda Wetzler Works from the Creditanstalt, knowing well that the transaction was made 
possible by the Nazi government’s confiscation of the Rothschild group’s controlling interest in the bank. 
 
These acquisitions formed the foundations of vast new industrial developments, all contributing to the strength of the Nazi 
war machine; for example, through Donau-Chemic, a company organized in Austria, new works for the German war 



machine adding up to an investment of 192 million Reichsmarks were projected. A new gasoline plant was erected which 
processed the crude Austrian and Rumanian oil into gasoline for the Luftwaffe. A new sulphuric acid plant was built 
alongside the Danube River, and an enlargement of the plant was begun. Another gasoline plant was enlarged. A huge 
magnesium plant was built and a chlorine plant was erected to supply the chlorine for the magnesium plant. In addition, 
numerous smaller works were absorbed by Donau-Chemic. (6) 
 
The extent of I.G.’s profits from aggression can be measured by the fact that the value of its acquisitions and new 
investments in the conquered countries is estimated at more than one billion Reichsmarks. (7) I. G. increased its holdings in 
almost every field, including high octane gasoline, light metals, lubricating oil, chemicals, pharmaceuticals, sera and 
vaccines, rayon, plastics, mines, nitrogen, synthetic rubber, oxygen and dyestuffs. Furthermore, it systematically increased 
the technical dependence of the occupied countries on I. G. by installing new techniques or processes, but maintaining the 
research headquarters in Germany. 
 
It must be emphasized that this intensive industrialization of Austria and Czechoslovakia as well as the other conquered 
countries did not result in a better standard of living in the occupied areas. On the contrary, the Nazi occupation was 
disastrous for the well-being of the conquered peoples who suffered in proportion to the mounting Nazi military and 
economic gains and who were given into bondage to the men who supplied the tools for the German war machine. (8) 
 
 I. G. Farben’s participation in the looting of Europe was commented upon by a Farben director as follows: 
     “To my knowledge, I. G. Farben, its directors and officers fully approved the Nazi aggression against Poland, 
Czechoslovakia and France. I. G. profited considerably from these conquests.” (9) 
2. Austria 
 
For years prior to the Anschluss, I. G. had tried to acquire the Pulverfabrik Skoda Werke Wetzler, a large chemical factory 
in Austria, from the Creditanstalt, one of the leading banks in Vienna, which was controlled by the Rothschild group. As 
soon as the Nazi troops moved in, the interests of the Rothschilds were confiscated, and the Deutsche Bank, Berlin, secured 
control of the Creditanstalt. (10) By virtue of this Nazi plundering and in the full knowledge of what had happened, I. G. 
was able to obtain the long sought-after Skoda Werke Wetzler. 
 
On March 13, 1938, with the Nazi troops in Vienna, Max Ilgner, a leading figure in the negotiations for the acquisition of 
Skoda Werke Wetzler from the Creditanstalt, (11) reported to the I.G. Board: 
 
“The management of the Creditanstalt and the Skoda Wetzler Werke with whom we have negotiated on the acquisition of 
the shares has changed. We are facing a new situation.” (12) 
 
So radically had the situation changed that Ilgner himself became a member of the new board of directors of the 
Creditanstalt. He has stated that he did so, on the approval of Hermann Schmitz, president of I. G. (13) 
 
In the minutes of the meeting of I. G.’s Commercial Committee on March 23, 1938, the following appears: 
 
“No obstacle now stands in the way of the first step of the fusion planned before. Thus, I. G. can go ahead and acquire the 
majority of the Skoda Wetzler Works shares at once. Decide to contact the German authorities in Austria.” 
 
And a few weeks later: 
 
“Reports from Haefliger, Haajer and Schiller say that neither the party and the administration in the old Reich and German 
Austria have anything against the plan which I. G. has had for a long time for unifying the Austrian chemical industry, i.e., 
Dynamit A. G., Deutsch-Matrei, and Skoda Wetzler Works, and recognize that it is a logical development for us to take 
over the management....” (14) 
 
On June 2, 1938, the Nazi State Commissioner for Private Economy in Vienna approved the acquisition by I. G. of the 
Skoda Werke Wetzler shares. (15) 
 
Besides Skoda Werke Wetzler, there was another large chemical firm in Austria, Dynamit Nobel A.G., Pressburg, 51.1 per 
cent of the stock of which was owned by Dynamit A.G., Troisdorf, in which I. G. held a controlling interest. (16) To build a 
completely integrated firm, I. G. wished to combine at least one important plant of Dynamit (Pressburg), the Carbidwerke 
Deutsch-Matrei A. G., manufacturing chlorine products and alkalies, and its subsidiary, the Österreichische Kunstdünger, 
Schwefelsaure-und Chemische Fabrik A. G., producing mainly sulphuric acid and super-phosphates. 
 



On April 9, 1938, when I. G. submitted an application to Nazi Secretary of State Keppler for the acquisition of the Skoda 
Werke Wetzler, it also asked for permission to merge the latter with the Carbidwerke Deutsch Matrei. (17) The latter 
pointed out that as a result of the reorganization, a valuable contribution could be made to the Four Year Plan. Naturally, 
such permission was granted. Then in a series of transactions I. G. acquired the shares of the Creditanstalt and other small 
shareholders in the Pulverfabrik Skoda Werke Wetzler A.G., merged the Wagenmann Seybel Col., a subsidiary of Skoda 
Werke Wetzler with the latter; purchased the Carbidwerke Deutsch-Matrei A.G. and the Oesterreichische Dynamit Nobel, 
an explosives plant, from the Dynamit Nobel, Pressburg; fused the Gesellschaft für Angewandte Elektrizität and the 
Oesterreichische Kunstdünger, Schwefelsäure und Chemische Fabrik A. G. with the Carbidwerke Deutsch-Matrei, and 
finally amalgamated the Skoda Werke Wetzler A. G. and the Carbidwerke Deutsch-Matrei into the 100% I. G. owned 
Donau-Chemie A. G. (18) 
 
The nature of the merger was quite clear to those who carried it through. Of the acquisition of Skoda Werke Wetzler on 
which the whole composite structure of Donau-Chemie was based, Dr. von Schnitzler himself has said: 
 
“I. G. acquired the Skoda Wetzler Works form the Deutsche Bank which had acquired the Skoda Wetzler Works by 
participating with the Nazi Government in a theft of the property.” (19) 
 
The acquisition of the Skoda Werke Wetzler and the foundation of Donau-Chemie gave I.G. virtual control of the entire 
Austrian chemical industry, and paved the way for further penetration into the industry of southeastern Europe. This, 
however, was but a fraction of the benefit which I.G. gained from the occupation of Austria. Not only was the company 
able to produce large quantities of materials for the German war machine in the existing plants of the new company; I. G. 
also expanded the production facilities of the latter tremendously. In the words of Dr. von Schnitzler: 
 
“I.G. took the newly founded Donau-Chemie A.G. as an ‘overcoat’ to buy huge land property in the so-called Tullin field 
which was a small city about 20/30 km up the Donau from Vienna and was excellently situated for industrial 
development.” 
 
“In general one always wanted in Austria to have Austrian companies on the spot and that was the reason too that I.G. took 
Donau-Chemie as an overcoat, but under that overcoat the big manufacturing plants in Moosbierbaum should be run 
directly and were run directly by I.G., so for instance the hydrogenation plant and the projected plant for Moosbierbaum.” 
(20) 
 
With the assistance of the Wehrmacht, I.G. projected a program of new investments in Austria totaling 192 million 
Reichsmarks. Of this sum the Luftwaffe agreed to lend 65 million Reichsmarks to I.G. and also granted it a subsidy of 30 
million Reichsmarks. New works were built by I.G. at Moosbierbaum for the production of high octane gasoline I and II, 
lubricating oil, sulphuric acid I and II, “nebel” acid, magnesium, and chlorine. In addition, two power stations with six 
boilers, quay, railways, etc. were erected. (21) Had the huge Moosbierbaum plant ever reached full production it would 
have been one of the Wehrmacht’s most important suppliers. 
 

3. Czechoslovakia 
 
Having absorbed virtually the entire chemical industry of Austria, I.G. looked with anticipation of further gains to the Nazi 
occupation of the Sudetenland. Its objective was the Verein für Chemische und Metallurgische Produktion (Aussiger 
Verein) of Prague, the fourth largest chemical company in Europe and the only major chemical company in 
Czechoslovakia. 
 
The increasing Nazi agitation in the Sudetenland in the Spring of 1938 (22) and the growing possibility of a conflict 
between Germany and Czechoslovakia was of particular interest to I.G. The company, in anticipation of the annexation of 
the Sudetenland, became very much concerned over the future Nazi disposition of the Aussig and Falkenau plants of 
Aussiger Verein, the only important dyestuffs plants in Czechoslovakia. (23) I.G. was determined to see to it that the 
dyestuffs industry of Czechoslovakia would not fall “. . . into the hands of some third party thereby impairing the position 
of Farben.” (23a) 
 
In the summer of 1938, over three months before the annexation of the Sudetenland, I.G. Farben prepared to take action. A 
meeting called for this purpose was held between I.G.’s Berlin personnel and managers of I.G.’s Czech agencies. A 
monograph dated July 28, 1938, on the structure of Aussiger Verein was prepared. (24) 
     By September 23, 1938, I.G. officials had concluded successful negotiations with the Nazi government for the 
appointment of its directors, Dr. Wurster and Dr. Kugler, as commissars of the Aussig and Falkenau factories. (25) On 



September 29 von Schnitzler reported to his fellow directors that he had laid claim to the acquisition of the Aussig-
Falkenau by I. G. He was forced to compromise on the question of commissars, however, and agreed that along with Dr. 
Kugler, Mr. Brunner, manager of the works in Falkenau should be appointed. (26) 
 
Before the Wehrmacht marched in, the Nazi Ministry of Economics approved the appointment of Kugler and Brunner as 
commissars of the Aussig and Falkenau factories. An I.G. report describes subsequent events as follows: 
 
“On 1st October the marching in of the German troops began, on 3rd October Falkenau was occupied, and on 9th October 
Aussig [was occupied]. All Sudenten works of the Prager Verein were entrusted to a commissarial manager, Director Dr. 
Kugler (I.G.).” (27) 
 
The management of the Aussiger Verein objected strongly to the installation of the I.G. commissars in the factories. The 
company also strenuously objected to any negotiations for the purchase of the Aussig and Falkenau plants with the 
management of those plants. (28) The controlling interest of the Aussiger Verein was held by the Zivnostenka Bank and the 
Solvay group of Belgium, which together held about 55 per cent of the shares of the company. 
 
 In November 1938 I. G. and another German firm, Chemische Fabrik von Heyden, A.G.(28a) began negotiations for the 
purchase of Aussig-Falkenau from the Aussiger Verein. Commenting on the speed of the negotiations, von Schnitzler 
stated: 
 
“Seldom had a great international economic agreement containing so many clauses and covering so many domains been 
concluded so speedily as this. In one day the agreement in principle was reached and the lump sum was fixed. In the thirty 
days following, all clauses were prepared and in another two days negotiations in Berlin about December 7th, the agreement 
and all its by-laws were signed.” (29) 
 
The following interrogation of von Schnitzler casts further light on the nature of the acquisition: 
 
“Q. How were negotiations for the purchase of the Aussig-Falkenau factories from the Prague Verein begun? 
 
“A. The negotiations were made through the Dresdner Bank represented by Rasche and Zinser. 
 
“Q. Was the Prague informed that it would have to sell the property? 
 
“A. Yes, the Dresdner Bank insisted that the Zivnostenka Bank exercise its controlling influence in the Prague Verein to get 
the Prague Verein to sell the Aussig-Falkenau. 
 
“Q. If Zivnostenka Bank had refused to do what the Dresdner Bank ordered, what measures would have been taken? 
 
“A. It would be difficult for me to say, but no doubt the German government would have sequestered the property and 
installed commissars to manage it on a permanent basis.” (30) 
 
The final agreement of sale was signed on December 7, 1938. I. G. and the Chemische Werke von Heyden organized a new 
company, the Chemische Werke Aussig-Falkenau G.m.b.H., in which each had an equal participation of 50 per cent. The 
purchase price was fixed at a sum equal to the annual turnover of Aussig and Falkenau. The new I.G.-von Heyden 
company, was founded with a capital of 10 million reichsmarks, of which 5 million were fully paid in. Later the capital was 
increased to 14 million reichsmarks, and finally to 16 million. 
 
The Chemische Werke Aussig-Falkenau, G.m.b.H. absorbed the two plants situated at Aussig and Falkenau and their 
lignite mines, the “Albert” and “Maria Antonia” (situated near Aussig) and the “Georg-Schact” (near Falkenau) (31) 
together with all stocks, patent rights, and good will. 
 
Subsequently I.G. purchased the dyestuffs and intermediates plants of Aussig including stocks, patents, and trademarks, 
from Chemische Werke von Heyden for RM 6,000,000 and organized the Terfarbenwerke Aussig G.m.b.H., a new wholly-
owned subsidiary, with a capital of RM 500,000 to manage it. Thus, I.G. absorbed the entire dyestuffs industry of 
Czechoslovakia. 
 

4. Poland 
 



When Poland was invaded I.G. Farben moved quickly to acquire the three largest dyestuffs companies in that country. They 
were the Przernyel Chemicny “Boruta”, S.A., Chem. Farbrik Wola-Krzysztoporska (Wola), Zaklady Chemiczne w Winnicy 
(Winnica). The reason for this action was quite clear. 
 
First and most important, unless forced by circumstances, I.G. would brook no competition in the dyestuffs market, its 
oldest domain. On no account, therefore, would it allow the Polish factories to fall into the hands of third parties. Second, 
I.G.’s western plants were relatively vulnerable to an attack, and it was, therefore, interested in acquiring the Polish plants 
as insurance against the effects of any such misfortune. (32) 
 
On September 7, 1939, one week after the invasion started, von Schnitzler, chief of dyestuffs commercial matters, wired 
Dr. Krüger of I.G.’s Berlin office to begin negotiations with the Nazi Economic Ministry with a view to gaining control of 
the Polish dyestuffs plants: 
 
“The plants (Boruta, Wola, Winnica, Pabjanice) have considerable and valuable stocks of raw materials, intermediates, and 
finished products nearly all destined for the manufacture of dyestuffs and affiliated auxiliary products stop. Leaving open 
for the instant the questions of carrying on the plants, in our opinion and on any condition the said stocks should be utilized 
by experts in the interest of the German economy stop. I. G. only is in a position to provide such experts stop. We would be 
prepared to delegate for this business Mr. Schwab, the leading director of our East European dyestuffs sales department 
stop. Assistants, also on the technical side, are, of course, available if required stop. We intend to present ourselves in the 
middle of next week to the competent authorities in Berlin for further deliberation and beg to arrange a meeting for that 
purpose stop. Our (Polish) representatives, . . . are in the meantime of course at the disposal of the military and 
governmental authorities for information and advice.” (33) 
 
Following this communication a meeting was held between I. G. and government officials at the Reich Economic Ministry. 
The government declared that for the time being they saw no need for the appointment either of commercial controllers or 
technical experts. Undaunted and obviously dissatisfied, the I. G. representatives, Haefliger and Prentzel, informed the 
government officials that Dr. von Schnitzler himself would reopen discussions with the Reich Economic Ministry within 
the next few days. (34) 
 
Almost at once von Schnitzler petitioned the Nazi Ministry of Economics for the appointment of I. G. as trustee of the 
Reich for the administration of the three dyestuff factories in question, Boruta, Wola and Winnica, asking for authority 
either “to continue the works or close them and make use of the stocks of raw materials, intermediates, and finished 
products.” In his letter, von Schnitzler also emphasized the importance of Boruta’s production to the Nazi war machine: 
 
“The importance of Boruta to the German strategic economy must be valued at present higher as 85 per cent of the 
production of coal tar dyes and intermediates by I. G. are located in works in Western Germany, and of this production, a 
very important part is at Ludwigshafen, where the production of dyestuffs must be reduced to a minimum.” (35) 
 
 On September 29, 1940, the Ministry of Economics appointed Schwab and Schoner, both I. G. officials, as commissars of 
the three dyestuffs companies. (36) 
 
When the Ministry of Economics and the Haupt-Treuhandstelle Ost (HTO), trustee of the property, continued willing to sell 
Boruta, the largest of the three dyestuffs companies. I.G. asked permission to lease it and on November 30, 1939, the HTO 
agreed. While negotiations for the lease were pending, however, the HTO on June 20, 1940, informed I. G. that it would 
consider the sale of Boruta to I. G. On July 10, 1940, I. G. replied: 
 
“With best thanks we acknowledge receipt of your letter with enclosed information of HTO of 20.6 from which we were 
glad to learn that instead of the originally provided lease now the purchase of Boruta by I. G. may be considered. As you 
know, we much appreciate this settlement, as it eliminates especially the various technical difficulties which would have 
cropped up with a mere lease of the enterprise during war-time. We, therefore, ask you to inform the HTO that we are quite 
prepared to enter into purchase negotiations at once.”(37) 
 
On February 10, 1942, the contract of sale of the Boruta by the Haupt-Treuhandstelle Ost to the I. G. was ratified. It must 
be emphasized that I. G. purchased Boruta from the HTO with full knowledge that the Polish owners of Boruta were being 
confiscated of their property. (38) 
 
The channels which I. G. used in pressing its suit for the acquisition of Boruta are revealed by the following extract of a 
letter from von Schnitzler. 
 



“Enclosed are copies of my exchange of letters with Dr. J. C. Eichenauer, one of the leading officials of the nitrogen 
syndicate. As you know, Dr. Eichenauer was considerably instrumental in SS Gruppenfuhrer Greifelt agreeing to the 
acquisition of “Boruta” for the I. G., and I, therefore, request that a very cordial invitation be sent to Dr. Eichenauer.” (39) 

 
Winnica 

 
The second dyestuffs factory which I. G. Farben acquired in Poland was Winnica. On the surface this company was 
wholly-owned by the French firm Etablissements Kuhlmann. Secretly I.G. Farben had a fifty per cent interest in the 
company. The circumstances surrounding this cloaked participation are rather interesting. In Poland German firms had no 
right of settlement (Niederlassungsrecht), while French companies did. Both Kuhlmann and I. G. were anxious to build a 
dyestuffs plant in Poland. Accordingly, after negotiations between I. G. and Kuhlmann (40) the French company bought a 
soap factory in Poland and on that site a dyestuffs plant was built. By arrangement with the French, I.G., through one of its 
camouflaged subsidiaries, secretly acquired fifty per cent of the stock of the new company, paying partly in money and 
partly in goods mainly intermediates. Actual control of the shares remained with I. G. (41) 
      
With the Nazi invasion of Poland the cloak was thrown off, and I. G. appeared as the real owner. Two years later, when the 
Francolor agreement was signed, the remaining 50% of Winnica stock also came under I. G. control. Then on May 20, 
1942, when insufficient fuel supplies had made it impossible to continue the operation of Winnica, I. G. liquidated it, 
selling the machinery and equipment to Boruta, by that time, of course, also a 100% I. G. subsidiary. 

 
Wola 

 
Wola was a somewhat smaller dyestuffs company than Boruta. (42) In its case a simple and more ruthless method of 
settlement was available. In his letter of September 14, 1939, to the Ministry of Economics, von Schnitzler pointed out that 
Wola was a non-Aryan family property and recommended that it be closed down. When this was done, and the machinery, 
equipment, and stocks of the Wola were sold, I. G. itself purchased the battery installation. The Polish owners of the 
property received nothing. 
 

Other Firms 
 
Four small independent Polish dyestuffs firms which together handled about 5% of the Polish business were also eliminated  
on the demand of I. G. 
 
There was only one other dyestuffs producer in Poland, Pabjanice, a subsidiary of the neutral Swiss-Ciba, Geigy and 
Sandoz. A few days before his letter of September 14, 1939 to the Ministry of Economics, von Schnitzler sent the following 
wire to the Swiss owners: 
 
 “In the middle of the next week shall have an opportunity to contract the German authorities about safeguarding of Polish 
dyestuffs factories, utilization of the stocks. Suggest you inform us by telegram if possible wishes regarding Pabjanice. 
 
Von Schnitzler” (43) 
 
The Swiss replied firmly that Pabjanice was Swiss property and that they expected that it would be respected as such. (44) 
It was the only independent dyestuffs plant to survive. 
 
In so far as these plants remained in operation, the production almost all went to the German army. (45) But this was not 
the most important assistance that I. G. gave to the army as a result of the Polish conquest. Like others before it, a process 
of forced industrialization for German war needs took place in the Polish economy. I G. undertook the huge projects at 
Auschwitz and Heydebreck, for the production of synthetic gasoline, buna and methanol. (46) 

 
5. France 

 
Early in June 1940, looking to the imminent defeat of France, I. G. began discussions with the Nazi Ministry of Economics 
regarding terms to be imposed upon the French chemical industry. Etablissements Kuhlmann, the only large chemical 
company in France, was second only to I. G. Farben on the Continent. 
 
According to von Schnitzler, Chief of I. G.’s dyestuffs department and leading I. G. representative in the negotiations with 
the French industrialists, the original plan was to force French industry to work for the Nazi war machine. (47) It soon 



became apparent to the Nazis, however, that this was unnecessary, and that the French industrialists were willing to join 
forces with the Germans against the Allies rather than lose their property. Indeed, French chemical leaders, notably, Joseph 
Frossard, the head of Etablissements Kuhlmann, whom von Schnitzler has described as “the man who is still the spirit of 
the French dyestuffs industry as well as its creator,” were extremely anxious to open negotiations with the Germans. Von 
Schnitzler, kept well informed by I. G. agents in Paris of the state of mind of leaders in the French chemical industry, 
preferred, however to “let the French simmer in their own juice.” In a statement regarding the attitude of the French 
dyestuff group after the defeat of France, he has written: 
 
“Frossard consequently started nearly at once--I think it was in August--with his endeavors to come on speaking terms with 
us, he not only addressed Dr. Kramer in Paris, but he let me know through Mr. Koechlin of I. R. Geigy in Basle that he was 
desirous of a conversation with us. We saw Mr. Koechlin in October 1940, in Zurich. Notwithstanding the applications 
made by I. G. to the German Government, I was not in a hurry to react on their suggestions.--As we were not prepared to 
renew our relations with the French group on the basis of the old cartel agreement but aspired to a much deeper rooted 
agreement. I thought it advisable to let them simmer in their own juice and to wait till they asked for such private 
negotiations through the official channel of the armistice commission.” (48) 
 
Thus, months before the meetings of Hitler with Petain and Laval placed German-French collaboration on an official basis, 
the French chemical industry was pressing for an understanding with I. G. Farben. The nature of the understanding desired 
by Frossard is crystallized in a report from the I. G. agent in Paris. (49) 
 
This states in part: 
 
“One sees absolutely clear at Kuhlmann’s that Germany will win the war and that the organization of the European 
economy will be made under the leadership of Germany. Frossard offers to put his whole industry into the services of 
Germany to strengthen the chemical potential for the continuance of the war against England. 
 
“Kuhlmann would be prepared to produce all preliminary and auxiliary products for the I.G. which would be desired from 
the German side. He, Frossard, wants a confidential collaboration--closer connection by marriage in the dyestuffs and 
chemical field, enclosure of the French industry in the European economy under German leadership.” 
 
Not only was Frossard himself anxious to work for the Nazis; he also offered to secure the collaboration of other French 
industrialists. (50) 
 

Armistice Negotiations 
 
 On November 21, 1940, the first armistice meeting between I. G. officials and representatives of the French chemical 
industry was held in Wiesbaden, Ambassador Hemmen, head of the German delegation charged with settling the economic 
terms of the armistice, was in the chair. Von Schnitzler, ter Meer, Waibel, Kugler and Terhaar represented I.G. and 
Duchemin, Thesmar and Castes, the French. 
 
At the meeting of a memorandum prepared by von Schnitzler and determining the basis for Franco-German relations in the 
dyestuffs industry was read and handed over the French delegation. The memorandum stated that before the war I.G. 
controlled more than half the world’s export market and fixed the world’s prices in dyestuffs. (51) But even this far-
reaching control was not enough. Citing the damages done to the German dyestuffs industry by the Treaty of Versailles, 
I.G. demanded rectification in the form of complete domination of the French dyestuffs industry. (52) 
 
The contents of the memorandum were in line with the official policy of the Nazi Government; and the I.G. and French 
representatives were authorized to negotiate on a private basis on condition that they reported results of their respective 
government representatives. Under von Schnitzlers’ leadership, the I.G. delegation never deviated from its stand that the 
German company must obtain a controlling interest, at least 51%, in the entire French dyestuffs industry. (53) 
 
On behalf of the French, Duchemin pointed out that the 1927 cartel agreement between I.G. and the French had been 
beneficial to both parties. He cited von Schnitzler’s praise of that agreement in 1937, when its tenth anniversary was 
observed. (54) Now, however, von Schnitzler and Ambassador Hemmon refused to consider the French proposals on the 
ground that they were not “in consonance with either the legal position or with the political and economic facts.” “After all 
that has happened”, said von Schnitzler, “the French standpoint regarding the validity of the cartel must be considered an 
imputation and insult.” (55) 
 



The negotiations between I. G. and the French companies were, therefore, restricted to a discussion of I.G.’s “claim to 
leadership” (Führungsanspruch) in the industry. The French representatives, notably Duchemin, continued to protest that 
I.G.’s demand for a 51% participation was unfair, but the I.G. representatives were adamant. (56) The Vichy French 
government also feared the effects on French public opinion of granting I.G. a 51% participation in the French dyestuffs 
industry.(57) Frossard of the French delegation, however, urged acceptance of the I.G. terms, and promised to exert 
pressure on Duchemin and the others. (58) 
      
I. G. agent wrote: 
 
“Mr. Frossard mentioned at this occasion that Mr. Duchemin already regrets very much to have made the remark ‘that he 
would rather have his hand cut off’ than grant I.G. a 51% participation.” (59) Finally on March 14, 1941, the French 
Ministry for Production consented to a 51% participation by I.G. in the French dyestuffs industry. After protracted 
negotiations the French industrialists accepted I.G.’s demands, and on November 18, 1941, the constitution of the new 
German-French dyestuffs company, Societe Anonyme de Matieress Colorantes et Produits Chimiques, Francolor was 
approved and signed in Paris. (60) 
 

The Organization of Francolor 
 
The parties to the agreement were, on the German side, I. G. Farbenindustrie Aktiengesellschaft, and on the French side, 
Compagnie Nationale de Matieres Colorantes et Manufactures de Produits Chimiques du Nord reunies Etablissements 
Kuhlmann, Societe Anonyme des Matieres Colorantes et Manufactures de Produits Chimiques de St. Denis, and 
Compagnie Francais de Produits Chimiques et Matieres Colorantes de Saint-Clair-du-Rhone. Von Schnitzler and ter Meer 
signed on behalf of I.G., Duchemin for Kuhlmann, Thesmar for St. Denis, and Frossard for St. Clair-du-Rhone. 
 
By the Francolor agreement, I.G. obtained control of virtually the entire French dyestuffs industry. (61) The French 
companies surrendered their dyestuffs and intermediate plants including land and other real property, patents, licenses, 
foreign particpations, manufacturing processes and know-how, stocks, etc., to the I. G. controlled Francolor S.A. No 
additional capital was paid in, so that this represented the entire assets of the new company. Its capital value was set at 800 
million francs, consisting of 80,000 shares each having a pr value of 10,000 francs. 
 
In return for the surrender of their assets, Kuhlmann, St. Denis and St. Clair-du-Rhone received the entire 80,000 shares, of 
which they then transferred 40,800 or 51% to I.G. In payments for the Francolor shares, I.G. gave the French companies 
12,750 I.G. shares having a nominal value of 1000 Reichmarks each. Of these Kuhlmann received 7,700 shares, St. Denis 
3,442 and St. Clair-du-Rhone, 1,530. Thus, in return for giving I.G. a 51% interest in Francolor, the French companies 
received less than 1% of the I.G. shares. In addition, they agreed not to dispose of the I.G. shares in any form whatsoever 
except among themselves. 
 
The Council of Administration of Francolor was composed of eight members, four of whom represented I.G. and four the 
French companies. The I.G. representatives were von Schnitzler, ter Meer, Waibel and Ambros, while the French members 
were Frossard, Duchemin, Thesmar and Despret. On the recommendations of the Germans, Mr. Frossard, the most ardent 
collaborationist among the French, was named President of the Council of Administration. (62) 
 
Four plants were surrendered by the French companies. Kuhlmann gave up its factories at Oissel and Villers--St. Paul; St. 
Denis gave up its plant at St. Denis; and St. Clair-du-Rhone gave up its St. Clair factory. Emphasizing the importance of the 
factories surrendered by the French companies, Dr. Loehr stated: 
 
“By taking over the four large factories Francolor obtained almost all plants producing dyestuffs and a very large 
proportion of the productive capacity for organic intermediates in France. Excepting intermediate plants owned and 
operated by Rhone-Poulenc (salicylic acid, phenyl methyl pyrazolene, resorcinol, etc.), only two intermediate plants of 
importance remained with Kuhlmann, one beta-naphtol plant at La Madeleine (Nord) and a benzidine plant at Brignoud 
(Grenoble district). Both plants were connected with large inorganic production of Kuhlmann. Kuhlmann was obligated to 
continue these productions for the requirements of Francolor, but had to close them down if Francolor gave one year’s 
notice (Article 24 of the agreement).” (63) 
 
Francolor S.A. also took over from the French companies all raw materials, auxiliaries, fuel, materials, intermediates, 
packing materials and final products, (64) whether in France, her colonies and protectorates or in non-French territories, or 
in transit. Such real property as the French companies owned in France and Belgium in addition to the plants, factories, etc., 
was also absorbed by Francolor. (65) All foreign participations and sales agencies belonging to the French companies were 



likewise to be surrendered to Francolor. The two foreign subsidiaries of the French firms, Francolor Belge S.A., in 
Brussels, and S. A. Nacuma in Barcelona were absorbed, and action was immediately taken by the French companies to 
transfer or to close their sales agencies in foreign countries in accordance with the demands of IG. Agency agreements of 
the French companies in China, Iraq, Egypt, Turkey, Palestine, Bulgaria, and Greece were abrogated. In regard to Latin 
America, it was agreed that the French companies would instruct the company Mario Costa, Porto not to make new 
contracts with agencies or employees in Latin America. It was further agreed that the employees would not be informed 
that stocks in Latin America belonging to the French companies would be taken over by Francolor on December 31, 1941. 
Terms for the dissolution of existing agency contracts were to be agreed upon by I.G. and Francolor at a later date. 
 
 I.G. obtained control not only of the physical properties of the French dyestuffs industry but also of its intangible assets. 
Under Article 17 of the constitution of Francolor, I.G. could demand and use free of charge all dyestuff inventions, 
processes, experiences, installation plans, etc., of Francolor not protected by patents. Where patent protection did exist, I.G. 
could demand exclusive licenses to use the patents in Germany at reduced fees. If Francolor owned patents in the dyestuffs 
field outside France and Germany, I.G. could demand an exclusive license under these in return for adequate fees. Pursuant 
to this article of the agreement, I.G. received exclusive licenses on 276 foreign patents and 82 patent applications. (66) On 
patents and patent applications outside the dyestuffs field, I.G. received an option on an exclusive license to the German 
rights against payment of an adequate royalty. According to Loehr, however, “I.G. did not make use of any license or 
option.” In fact, I.G. was far superior to the French companies in technical knowledge. In the words of Loehr: 
 
“As regards the relative importance of the know-how possessed by the Francolor works, it is to be recalled that part of the 
know-how of Villers-St. Paul and Oissel in the dyestuff field originated from former I.G. firms. In the years 1921-1923 the 
Compagnie Nationale de Matieres Colorantes (predecessor of the dyestuff plants of Kuhlmann) received a great number of 
detailed processes for dyestuffs and intermediates from the Farbenfabriken vorm, Friedrich Bayer and Company, 
Leverkusen, and other I.G. firms. Since the, an appreciable number of new dyestuffs had been taken up by the Francolor 
works--partly under licenses granted by I.G.--but, on the whole, the state of technique in the dyestuff field was in 1941 
rather far behind that of I.G.” (67) 
 
Only a few small dyestuffs plants remained, those of Mabboux et Camell at Lyons and of the Societe des Matieres 
Colorantes de Croix Wasquehal (Burel) Roubaix and Rieme-Ertvelde belonging to the French group, and the independent 
producer Steiner at Vernon. Even before the signing of the Francolor agreement, the fate of these was being settled. (68) In 
Article 22 of the constitution of Francolor, it was provided that: 
 
 “The factories of Mabboux and Camell at Lyons and of the Ste des Matieres Colorantes de Croix-Wasquehal (Burel) 
Roubaix and Rieme-Ertvelde, belonging to the companies of the French group, will be purely and simply closed, so far as 
the production of the dyestuff field is concerned. The factories Steiner at Vernon will have to stop the manufacture of 
products of the dyestuff field, all charges of these arrangements will be supported, after previous agreement, by Francolor.” 
 
This was subsequently carried out. 
 
Restrictions were also placed upon exports by Francolor. The new company was allowed to export dyestuffs and auxiliary 
products for dyeing and processing to Belgium, Spain, and Portugal only. Exports to other countries could not take place 
without the prior consent of the parties to the Francolor agreement or, in other words, without the permission of I.G. Export 
of intermediates by Francolor was prohibited. 
 
 In addition, there were, among other provisions as to the value of production allowed to Francolor and as to the regulation 
of its sales and restrictive covenants against competition. And finally, at the insistence of I.G. officials, the Francolor S.A. 
was to be completely “aryanized.” 
 

War Years 
 
The complete story of the Nazi exploitation of France during the period of occupation cannot of course be gathered from an 
examination of the files of I. G. However, sufficient material does exist there and in the testimony of key I. G. officials to 
illustrate the part played by I. G. in assisting the Nazi government, and in subverting the economy of France to the Nazi 
program “. . . Francolor,” von Schnitzler has stated, “preferably (sic) had to supply the French consuming industry with 
dyestuffs and auxiliary products, but a substantial part of the articles for which they were used did go to the Wehrmacht, the 
intermediates which were made, to a large extent, did go directly to the Wehramcht as they were sent to I. G. in order to 
complete I. G.’s deliveries for Wehrmacht purposes. The most important ones among the latter were phenol and stabilizers 
for powder.” (69) 



 
Production of Francolor, especially in Villers and St. Denis shifted to products outside the dyestuffs field which were more 
useful to the German war economy. (70) To an increasing extent these were shipped to Germany. (71) 
 
 In the field of pharmaceutical products, I. G. received assurances from Lt. Col. Neef, Chief of the Germany Economy and 
Armament Board in Paris, as early as the beginning of September, 1940, that its interests vis-a-vis the leading French 
pharmaceutical firm, Rhone-Poulenc, would be protected. (72) In subsequent discussions with Dr. Michel, Chief of the 
German War Administration, I. G. received complete consent to its suggestions in regard to the French industry. (73) 
 
I. G. also participated in the transfer of French labor to Germany. In this action, they were actively assisted by the French 
collaborationist, Frossard, who offered to transport French labor to German factories even before this was officially agreed 
to by the Vichy Government. (74) 
 
On August 21, 1942, Krauch, head of the chemical industry under Germany’s Four Year Plan and Chairman of the 
Supervisory Board of I. G. wrote to von Schnitzler requesting French labor for German armament factories, indicating that 
the manpower of French factories which had been closed down should be sent to Germany and that Frossard was in 
agreement with this proposal. (75) 
 
Von Schnitzler replied, on August 26, 1942, that Frossard was doing his utmost to send French workers to Germany but 
that the size of such transfers would be limited, as Francolor was producing in France for the Wehrmacht. 
 
 “You can be convinced,” he wrote, “that General-Director Frossard handles the question of sending workmen in closed 
units to works of the I. G. with just as much understanding as good will and one cannot doubt that there would be another 
company in France which is in the same way willing to solve the problem of sending workmen as the Francolor. In this 
sense Mr. Frossard expressed his readiness for collaboration opposite myself, Dr. ter Meer and Dr. Ambros. . . . Dr. 
Ambros will handle this question directly. . . . Those labour units are limited, which already arises from the fact that the 
Francolor plants--as far as they are situated in the occupied zone--are working to a large extent directly for the armament on 
the field of organic intermediates and that the production of dyestuffs, which exists today to a limited extent, serves more or 
less also for the armament.” (76) 
 
 France has been liberated. The danger remains, however, that the French chemical industry will again become dependent 
upon I. G. for technical assistances. “I am certain,” wrote von Schnitzler, “that the French industry would be only too glad 
to resume cartel relations with I. g.” (77) 
 
Thus he expressed his confidence in the ability of I. G. to restore in the postwar period its powerful hold over the French 
chemical industry. His assertion was not predicated upon the “collaboration” of French chemical leaders--although this 
would help materially; it was based principally upon his knowledge of the history of international relations in the dyestuffs 
field and of the technical superiority of I. G. For after Germany’s defeat in the first World War, the French were very soon 
forced to come to the Germans for assistance, and the weapon of German technical superiority was powerful enough even 
to change the terms of the Versailles Treaty. (78) Today the French dyestuffs industry is much larger in terms of productive 
capacity than it was after World War I. Technically, however, it is still dependent on I. G. whose activities in the years of 
occupation have further increased that dependence. In that technical superiority, I. G. still has the wherewithal to restore its 
dominant position. (79) 
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1. Exhibit No. 1, Statement by von Schnitzler, Member of the Board, dated August 15, 1945: 
2. Beginning with the ‘peaceful’ conquest of Austria and Czechoslovakia and continuing with the military conquest of Poland, 

Norway, Holland, Belgium and France, (with the ‘peaceful’ conquest of Denmark falling in between), and also in regard to 
the southeastern Poland, Norway, Holland, Belgium and France, (with the ‘peaceful’ conquest of Denmark falling in 
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must work for the German war machine.” See also Exhibit No. 2A, Speech by Dr. Van Schnitzler in “Von Werk Zu Work”. 
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5. Exhibit No. 2, Statement of Ilgner dated August 15, 1945. 
6. Exhibit No. 3. Ilgner stated in interrogation: 

 “Q. What consideration did the Bank of Paris receive for giving up the rights of the French shareholders in the corporation 
(Norsk Hydro)? 



 “A. Of course the Bank of Paris did not deal fairly with the French shareholders, but you must understand that the Bank of 
Paris acted under pressure from the Nazi government and that it was compelled to enter into this arrangement whereby the 
French shareholders it represented who formerly exercised a 60 per cent interest in the corporation, were reduced to about 
35 per cent. In this arrangement I. G. had to participate with the Nazi government.” 

7. Exhibit No. 1, Statement of Dr. von Schnitzler dated August 15, 1945: 
“The rapid accommodation of the Austrian industry to Goering’s 4-year plan was amazing. Based on the water power of 
Austria . . . a substantial industry of manufacturing products in the metallurgical field was at once started. There were at 
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in the metallurgical field and I. G. itself was planning in the summer, in connection with the Moosbierbaum plant of 
magnesium, to become interested in one of them. 12,000 tons of magnesium being projected for Moosbierbaum that should 
mostly be converted in finished goods in Austria itself. 
 “Furthermore, the oil production in Austria was developed and at a certain time one had hopes that the oil fields in the 
north of Vienna could become a second Pennsylvania with the yield of 6-7 million tons of oil. I. G. took certain interest in 
that field too in the form of participations on which Dr. Bütefisch at once reported in the Vorstand. He can give every detail 
about it. Later on, the excessive hopes did not materialize, and I think the Austrian production remained somewhat 1 
million tons. I. G. in Moosbierbaum did erect a hydrogenation plant which was destined to transform this Austrian oil and 
eventual oil coming from the southeast up the Danube into high octane gas for aviation purposes. 
 “In the nitrogen field, a plant of 50,000 tons of nitrogen was built up in Linz which financed in the form of a “Umlage”, 
taken from the producers in accordance with their participations in the turnover of nitrogen. . . . 
 “The contribution of Austria to the war machine was very substantial.” 
See also Exhibit No. 4, Statement of von Schnitzler dated August 21, 1945. 

8. Exhibit No. 5 (list of new works erected by I. G. and manufacturing firms in foreign countries in which participation was 
acquired or increased after 1937) and Exhibit No. 6 (participations of I. G. in occupied territories). 

9. Exhibit No. 7, Statement of von Schnitzler dated August 21, 1945; also Chapter I, Exhibit No. 22, where details are given on 
the slave labor employed by I. G. 

10. Exhibit No. 8, Statement of Küpper, chief of the dyestuffs legal department, dated June 12, 1945. 
11. Exhibit No. 9, Interrogation of Mr. Puhl, Vice President of the Reichsbank, dated August 6, 1945: 

“Q. Prior to the Anschluss, who owned the Creditanstalt Bank? 
“A. Prior to the Anschluss the Rothschild Group exercised the predominant influence. 
“Q. After the Anschluss who owned the Creditanstalt? 
“A. The Deutsche Bank, without any doubt. That could be seen from Berlin. 
“Q. How were the Rothschilds divested of their interest in the Creditanstalt? 
“A. The German Government confiscated the property of the Rothschilds, including their shareholdings. 
“Q. And how did the Deutsche Bank get it from the German Government? 
“A. I suppose that the Deutsche Bank bought it from the German Government. 
“Q. Was it published or public knowledge prior to the Anschluss that the Rothschild Group exercised the predominant 

influence in the Creditanstalt? 
“A. Yes. 
 “Q. Was it public knowledge that the Rothschild holdings and properties were confiscated by the Nazi Government? 
 “A. Yes, I’m sure it appeared in the newspapers. 
The above was confirmed by von Schnitzler. See Exhibit No. 11. 

12. In a letter to Ilgner, von Schnitzler wrote: “It was you who formerly took the first step with regard to the acquisition of 
Donau-Chemie.” 

13. Exhibit No. 10, Report of Max Ilgner dated October 21, 1938. 
14. Exhibit No. 11, Interrogation of Max Ilgner dated July 30, 1945: “I think I was asked to enter the board of the Creditanstalt 

and I think I said then that they must ask the permission of Dr. Schmitz as nobody was allowed to enter the Board of another 
company without the consent of the President, Mr. Schmitz, and I got the information that Mr. Schmitz had agreed.” 

15. Minutes of the Commercial Committee, April 1938. 
16. Exhibit No. 11A: “I hereby authorize you to acquire the shares of Skoda Werke Wetzler A. G. deposited with Creditanstalt 

Wiener Bankverein of Vienna. Furthermore I grant permission to transfer Carbid-Wereke Deutsch-Matrei A. G., Skoda-
Wetzler Werke A. G., and Dynamit Noble A. G. in to the newly established Donau-Chemie A. G. Finally, I grant you 
permission to establish the Donau-Chemikalien-Handel-gesellschaft. I also approve of the liquidation of the Anilin Chemie 
A. G. Heil Hitler.” 

17. The subsidiaries of Skoda Werke and Dynamit (Pressburg) are set forth in Exhibit No. 12. 
18. Exhibit No. 13. 
19. Exhibit No. 14. 
20. Exhibit No. 15, Interrogation of Dr. von Schnitzler dated August 8, 1945. 
21. Exhibit No. 16, Statement of Dr. von Schnitzler dated August 15, 1945. 
22. Exhibit No. 17, A diagram of the new Moosbierbaum works. 

I. G. may have contributed at least indirectly, to that agitation. In the minutes of the Commercial Committee 
meeting of April 22, 1938 there is the cryptic note: “Dr. Ilgner suggests that use be made of the Sudeten 
German press for publicity.” 

23. Exhibit No. 18, Statement of Kugler dated August 18, 1945. 
23a. Exhibit No. 18A. 
24. Exhibit No. 18. 



25. Exhibit No. 19, Letter dated September 23, 1938, from Dr. Kühne, member of the I. G. Board, to von Schnitzler and ter 
Meer, the latter, one of I. G.’s leading technical men. 

26. Exhibit No. 20, Letter of Dr. von Schnitzler dated September 29, 1938. 
27. Exhibit No. 21, Survey of Prager Verein. 
27a. Exhibit No. 1, Chapter III. 
28. Exhibit No. 22, Letter of Aussiger Verein. 
28a. In accordance with a decision of the Nazi Ministry of Economics, I. G. had to share the acquisition of the Aussig-Falkenau 

works with this firm. 
29. Exhibit No. 23, Statement of von Schnitzler, dated July 5, 1945. 
30. Exhibit No. 24, Interrogation of von Schnitzler, dated August 8, 1945. 
31. Exhibit No. 25, Statement of Dr. Loehr dated September 1, 1945, gives fairly complete data on the nature and importance of 

Aussig and Falkenau. It also includes information on the Teerfarbenwerke Aussig G.m.b.H., the company organized by I. G. 
to manage the dyestuffs and intermediates plants of Aussig subsequently purchased from von Heyden. 

32. Exhibit No. 26, Statement of Dr. von Schnitzler dated July 4, 1945: 
“It was only too natural that I. G. had a strong interest to acquire the works of Boruta (the largest dyestuffs producer in 
Poland). On the one hand they wanted to make use of the installations of Boruta which altogether not being very 
important in volume still represented an interesting addition mostly in the domain of intermediates which Boruta in the 
last years had considerably developed and as the main plant of I. G. for these products, Leverkusen (Ludwigshafen?) 
was considered as highly endangered by air attacks. Secondly, so long as the question of property was not solved, 
practically nothing could be done in the technical improvement of Boruta because I. G. could not foster an eventual 
new competitor inside their own territory in the dyestuff field which was I. G.’s oldest and strongest domain.” 

33. Exhibit No. 27, Telegram from von Schnitzler dated September 7, 1939. 
34. Exhibit No. 28, Letter from I. G.’s Berlin office to Dr. von Schnitzler dated September 10, 1939. 
35. Exhibit No. 29, Letter dated 14 September 1939, signed von Schnitzler and Kugler. 
36. Exhibit No. 30, Interrogation of Dr. Kugler dated July 18, 1945. According to Kugler, Chief Assistant to von Schnitzler, 
Boruta manufactured approximately 40-50% of the dyestuffs in Poland. 
37. Exhibit No. 31. 
38. Exhibit No. 30, Interrogation of Dr. Kugler dated July 18, 1945. The following is a record of the interrogation of Kugler: 

     “Q. Did I. G. negotiate with the Nazi Government for purchase of Boruta between 1939 and 1941? 
     “A. Yes. 
     “Q. And the Polish owners of this property were never considered in these negotiations? 
     “A. No, the whole Polish property was under sequester, also the property of the bank, the main owner of the shares. 
     “Q. Did the Nazis or I. G. have a claim of leadership in regard to the Polish dyestuff industry? 
     “A. No. 
     “Q. What legal right did the I. G. have to the Polish property? 
     “A. No legal right, only the question of the practical working. 
     “Q. Then I. G. made proposals to the Nazi government that I. G. buy the Polish dyestuff from the Nazi Government? 
     “A. Yes. 
     “Q. And I. G. had full knowledge that the Polish owner would receive nothing for it? 
     “A. Yes. 
     “Q. And with that knowledge I. G. voluntarily proposed to buy the property and eventually did buy the property 

from the Nazi Government? 
     “A. Yes, forced by the circumstances. 
     “Q. This was in regard to Boruta? 
     “A. Yes.” 

I. G. formed the Teerfarbenwerke Litzmannstadt G.m.b.H., capitalized at RM 500,000 to manage the Boruta works. 
40. Exhibit No. 32, Letter of Dr. von Schnitzler dated April 22, 1942. 
41. Frossard, the leading actor in the Francolor transaction, was also the principal French representative in these negotiations. 
42. In interrogation Dr. von Schnitzler said, “We controlled practically the other half of Winnica from the business standpoint”. 

See Exhibit No. 32A, Interrogation of Dr. von Schnitzler dated July 19, 1945. 
43. In 1938 it produced 290,000 kg. of dyestuffs. 
44. Exhibit No. 33. 
45. Ibid. The reply from Switzerland was: “Thank you for information regarding Polish dyestuff factories stop. As to Pabjanice I 

beg you to take notice also for information of your Government that Pabjanice already on account of its share capital is to be 
considered as a Swiss undertaking stop. Expect therefore that compulsory measures of any kind will not be taken against our 
enterprise stop. Have approached our Federal Government. 

                                   “Schmid-Respinger.” 
46. Cf. Exhibit No. 34, Statement of Dr. von Schnitzler dated August 21, 1945: “The same applies t the ‘Boruta’ in Poland, 

where, of course, during the whole war the production remained restricted, but the dyestuffs produced there did practically all 
go to the Wehrmacht. . . .” 

47. Some details on the Auschwitz and Heydebreck developments are included in Exhibit No. 35. 
48. See Exhibit No. 15 of Ch. III, Statement of von Schnitzler dated August 8, 1945: “In the first phase after the Armistice, we 

thought it necessary that the Government should sequester the whole (French) chemical industry in order to make it work for 
the German war potential”. 



49. Exhibit No. 36, Statement of von Schnitzler dated August 30, 1945. Cf. Also the attached letter from Carl Koechlinato von 
Schnitzler dated Oct. 24, 1940. 

50. Exhibit No. 37, Report of Dr. Kramer dated October 12, 1940, concerning his conference with Mr. Frossard at the Hotel 
Claridge on October 10, 1940. 

50. See Exhibit No. 37 supra: 
“If other leading men of the Kuhlmann concern should not be agreeable to the I. G., for negotiations”, the report 
continues, “he, Frossard, would be prepared to see to it that the eventually named persons would be dismissed by 
Kuhlmann.” 
Dr. von Schnitzler has testified that very important French industrialists in the chemical field collaborated with the 
Nazis. See Exhibit No. 37A, Statement of von Schnitzler dated August 30, 1945. 

51. Exhibit No. 38. 
52. Ibid. “There will be a complete accommodation of the French dyestuffs industries to the German dyestuffs industries.” 
53. Exhibit No. 39, Interrogation of von Schnitzler dated July 17 1945: 

     “Q. Did you ask for a percentage of the French dyestuff industry? 
     “Q. I asked for the Führungsanspruch. I can’t tell you whether in this first memorandum we asked for the 

percentage. 
     “Q. What was the theory on which the memorandum was based? 
     “A. I have never asked the French any other figure than 51%. 
     “Q. You asked for 51% of the French dyestuff industry and never asked for less? 
     “A. Never less than 51%. Führungsanspruch means “claim for leadership!” 

54. Exhibit No. 40, Speech by von Schnitzler on occasion of 10th anniversary, German-French dyestuffs cartel: 
 “In this month of November, 1937, it is 10 years since an agreement was signed between the French and German 
chemical industry, aiming at reciprocally delimiting the interests of both parties in the field of coal tar dyestuffs. This date 
is especially noteworthy because it refers to the jubilee of an industrial understanding arisen in connection with the 
Franco-German economic negotiations from 1925 to 1927 and in a sense was comprehended as an extract of the treaty of 
commerce of August 1927. This understanding could exist independently, survive all vicissitudes of the Franco-German 
trade policy and become, moreover, the germ for a number of other important agreements with third parties which span 
today the largest part of the world . . . the dyestuffs agreement for good reasons was regarded as one of the nuclei of 
fundamental questions of Franco-German understanding in the field of economy . . . both parties are of the opinion that 
they have proved in these past 10 years how successfully Germans and Frenchmen understand cooperating for their 
mutual benefit, and both are convinced to have done, apart from furthering the direct interests of chemical industry, 
useful work for their home countries in joining themselves togther after long years of keen competition, and thus 
equalizing the economic contrasts at least in the chemical field.” 

55. Exhibit No. 41, conference between I. G. and French delegates on November 22, 1940 at Wiesbaden. 
56. Exhibit No. 42, Report concerning a conference attended by Dr. Kramer, an I. G. agent, Dr. Kolb and Duchemin on 

December 14, 1940: Duchemin said that the French Government, too, was of the opinion that the Wiesbaden memorandum 
did not show much of the spirit of collaboration and that the I. G. was asking much and granting little. The demand of the I. 
G. went too far and he “would rather have his hand cut off than sign a similar arrangement. . . .” Duchemin mentioned here 
again that a participation of 51% in the production could on no conditions be considered by the French on a private 
commercial basis, and that if the majority should be obtained by force by the Germans, this would only be possible by a 
respective demand in the peace treaty. . . . It was mentioned that “it could not be in the interest of the French that the 
negotiations would be broken off.” 

57. Exhibit No. 43, Report concerning a Conference in the French Ministry of Production attended by Pucheu, Bichelonne, 
Barnaud and Duchemin on March 6, 1941: 

 “. . . Mr. Pucheu as the responsible leader of the Ministry of Production could not make the proposal to Marshal Petain to 
give permission for a 51% participation by a foreign group in such an important key industry as dyestuffs, although he 
personally is in favor of an intensive Franco-German collaboration. The French Government therefore cannot consent to a 
participation of 51% without having to fear that great reproaches and difficulties will be made by public opinion to the 
Ministry of Production. 

58. Exhibit No. 44, Report of Dr. Kramer, dated January 31, 1941: 
 “Mr. Frossard visited me today and told me that he is traveling tonight into the unoccupied zone to have a personal 
interview with Mr. Duchemin at Vichy. . . . Mr. Frossard declared that he will use all his power at the conference at 
Vichy to obtain acceptance of the 51%, “ 

59. See Exhibit No. 42. 
60. Exhibit No. 45, Constitution of Francolor. 
61. See Exhibit No. 39, Interrogation of von Schnitzler dated July 17, 1945: 

     “Q. Was the entire French dyestuff industry absorbed by the newly organized German-French Company, S. A. 
Francolor? 

     “A. Yes, except two small factories. They did us no harm. 
     “Q. Did you have them closed? 
     “A. Partly having them closed and partly giving the products of Francolor to sell. 
     “Q. Did you control them? 
     “A. Indirectly we controlled them. 
     “Q. What happened to all the stocks, properties, etc.” 
     “A. All was absorbed. 



     “Q. What happened to the foreign properties of the company? What happened to the stocks in South America? Were 
they absorbed by the new Francolor? 

     “A. In principle, the Francolor took over everything concerning the dyestuff domain including the foreign holdings but 
only if they could be reached.” 

62. See Exhibit No. 39, Interrogation of von Schnitzler dealing with the Frossard appointment: 
     “Q. Who was the first President of the Francolor? 
     “A. Frossard. I know him for 20 years. 
     “Q. Was Mr. Frossard an exponent of Vichy-Nazi collaboration? 
     “A. Yes. He might be a Vichy man, had the picture of General Petain over his desk. 
     “Q. You recommended that Mr. Frossard be president of the Francolor because he was an exponent of I. G.-Vichy-

Nazi collaboration? 
     “A. We, of course. 
     “Q. You? 
     “A. Yes, I.” 

63. Exhibit No. 46, Statement by Loehr, Technical Staff of I. G., and maps of various plants. 
64. Exhibit No. 46a By-Laws of Francolor. 
65. See Exhibit No. 46. The property taken over consisted of apartment houses in or near the communities where factories are 

located; office buildings and warehouses in Toulouse, Pessac (Gironde) Floirac (Gironde) Tourcoing (Nord) and Brussels-
Schaarbeck; a laboratory building at Suresnes (Seine), mainly used for pharmaceutical research; and an industrial property at 
Nogent (Oise), leased to a subsidiary company manufacturing barrels. 

66. Ibid. These were distributed as follows: 
     France--Patents, 141; Applications, 12; Total, 153. 
     Germany--Patents, 17; Applications, 29; Total, 46. 
     U. S. A.--Patents, 47, Applications, 12; Total, 59. 
     Other countries--Patents, 71; Applications, 29; Total, 100. 
     Totals--Patents, 276; Applications, 82; Total, 358. 

67. See Exhibit No. 46. 
68. Exhibit No. 47, Report of Dr. Kramer, the I. G. agent in France, dated May 29, 1941: 

 “Croix Wasquehal is going to be absorbed by Kuhlmann: the preliminary negotiations have already started. During 
his last journey, Mr. Frossard came to an agreement with Mabboux and Camell to put the works out of action. Mr. 
Kap Herr will be in Lyon in the next days to transact the formalities necessary to absorb the plant by St. Denis.” In 
regard to Etabs. Steiner, Vernon, it was agreed: “Mr. Frossard will take up negotiations with Steiner, Vernon with the 
aim to induce Steiner to give up their manufacture of dyestuffs, intermediates and auxiliary products against a 
compensation still to be fixed. The respective contract should be made for 100 years, thus being valid not only for the 
present proprietors but also for their legal successors. Steiner, Vernon would therefore remain outside the German-
French dyestuff convention, and its action would be confined in future to the production of sweets, such as apple jam, 
etc. 

69. Exhibit No. 48, Statement by von Schnitzler dated August 21, 1945. 
70. The development of production by Francolor up to June 30, 1944 is shown on Exhibit No. 46. 
71. A breakdown as to products, quantities and proceeds of sales to Germany appears in Exhibit No. 46. 
72. Exhibit No. 49, Report of conferences at German Military Command in Paris: 

 “Neef was informed by Consul-German Mann with regard to the pharmaceutical interests, and the projects of 
Leverkusen were approved of by Neef. However, he expressly mentioned the fact that the influence on the production 
of Rhone-Poulenc in the unoccupied zone might meet with some difficulties. Neef hopes, however, to be able to 
overcome these difficulties for our I. G. interests by introducing the obligation to procure a permit for resuming the 
production.” 

73. Ibid. “He (Michel) himself was ready, when deliberating continually with the state secretary of the French production 
ministry in Paris, to point out particularly that the German pharmaceutical industry had been treated wrongly as regards 
patents and that the French industry will be changed accordingly, in future, in order to assist us in this way to influence the 
production of Rhode-Poulenc which lies in the unoccupied territory. 

74. Exhibit No. 50, Letter from Ambros to Krauch dated September 1, 1942: 
 “Already before the official agreement between Germany and France was made, General-Director J. Frossard made a 
proposal to send a certain number of his workmen as volunteer workers to Ludwigshafen. Of the 100 workmen that 
were provided for this job, 45 specialists have arrived meanwhile, who are led by a chemist and work as a closed unit. 
Another 50-60 men will arrive in the near future. Those 100 men are specialists which we have employed in the 
respective fabrication, thus forming an assistance in executing the PSV and Buna project.” 

75. Exhibit No. 51, Letter from Krauch’s office to von Schnitzler dated September 5, 1945: 
 “With reference to the contract closed between I. G. plant Ludwigshafen and Francolor, by which the Francolor took 
over the obligation to send 100 workmen in a closed unit to Ludwigshafen, I would like to ask you to use your 
influence on Francolor that the French company decides to send a larger number of labourers for employment in one 
group (Gruppeneinsatz) to Germany. 
“. . . One has tried to raise the figure of French workmen, who should work in Germany, to 350,000, but up to now only 
36,000 were sent to Germany. For this reason the proposal was made by German offices to form closed units of 
workmen which should be taken over by the different German works. The workmen would remain employees of the 
French mother company and return to France after their work is completed. . . . Out of the negotiations which took 



place up to now I have learned that Mr. Frossard is entirely of the opinion of the Germany offices concerned that the 
use of closed units is the right way to bring the employment of French workmen in the German works on a broad basis. 
Mr. Frossard has, therefore, used his own initiative for the conclusion of the first unit work contract with the I. G. 
Ludwigshafen. I hope therefore that further workmen of Francolor will be sent to Germany. . . . The German Military 
Government Paris is of the opinion that out of the workmen of Francolor companies, about 700-1000 workmen could 
be sent as units to Germany.” 

76. Ibid., Letter of von Schnitzler to Krauch’s office, dated August 26, 1942. 
77. Exhibit No. 52, Statement of von Schnitzler, dated September 5, 1945. 
78. Exhibit No. 53, Statement of von Schnitzler, dated August 31, 1945. 
79. Of the French industry, von Schnitzler said, “This technical inferiority in comparison with I. G. can up to now be considered 

as a motive for the French industry to renew commitments with I. G.” See Exhibit No. 53. 
 

Chapter 6--I. G. Farben’s New Order 
 
In June 1940 with half of Europe already under the Nazi heel, with the fall of France imminent and with seemingly 
limitless horizons ahead, Hitler’s “New Order” seemed capable of early fruition. On June 24, 1940 the Farben Commercial 
Committee received an important confidential message: 
 
“The Reich Government has given definite orders to prepare in the shortest time possible a program containing our 
suggestions as to a new order comprising all European interests in the field of chemical products, which is to be 
incorporated into future peace treaties. 
 
This message went on to emphasize that: 
 
“The problem should be considered not only in regard to those countries with which Germany is at war, but also in regard 
to those countries which are allied with Germany or which have been neutral up to now.” (1) 
 
These orders did not find I. G. unprepared. For Farben too had dreams of World Empire, dreams which it translated with 
painstaking clarity into a document which was also significantly titled “Neuordnung” (New Order). This document was 
submitted on August 3, 1940 to the Reich Ministry of Economics. It was accompanied by a letter of transmittal which 
recited, “We have to start with the idea that in the course of carrying through the formation of a great European economic 
sphere, a plan will also become necessary for the chemical field.” (2) 
 
The short range objective of these plans was immediate and substantial production for the Wehrmacht. The second more 
important objective envisaged the ultimate incorporation of the chemical industry of Europe, including the British Empire, 
within the framework of Hitler’s New Order, and the resulting exclusion of the U. S. A. from European trade. The third 
objective of the plan was to utilize the power of the resulting combination to combat and conquer the competition which 
might be expected from the U. S. A. elsewhere. Finally, Farben was preparing to utilize again its vaunted economic warfare 
weapons, cartels, capital investments and know-how, in anticipation of a possible conflict between Germany and the U. S.  
 
 Just as the Nazis used the Versailles Treaty as a justification for their aggressions, so Farben rationalized its activities on 
the grounds that its position of supremacy in the world’s chemical and dyestuff industry had been deliberately undermined 
by the allies, and that a conspiracy was directed against I. G. which 
 
 “. . . The German chemical industry ranked readily first with respect to both the volume of absolute quantities and values 
of production and its position in the chemical foreign trade of the world. . . . The end of the World War with all its 
economic consequences suddenly interrupted this clear-cut development . . . measures which were intentionally taken by 
the enemy countries against the German chemical industry, entailed shiftings of unusually great scope to the detriment of 
Germany. . . . 
 

* * * 
 
 “Today’s extent of non-German production, however, is distinctly the result of the political and politico-economic forces 
which have been directed against Germany for the last 20 years.”(3) 
 
The “Neuordnung” Document is a truly amazing production, and represents for Farben not a program prepared at the behest 
of the Government, but a complete exposition of the plans which Farben and other cartels had developed since World War 
I, plans which they had hoped to accomplish through the vehicle of Nazi expansion. The Neuordnung runs to several 
hundred pages which are introduced by a general section outlining the justice of the Farben claim rationalized in the 



manner described above. Then follow, in the greatest detail, specific plans for each country including France, Holland 
Belgium, Norway and Denmark. Plans for Poland, the rest of Europe and Great Britain were only partially completed. 
These plans describe the chemical industries of the countries as they existed before World War II, and the manner in which 
they will be organized after World War II pursuant to Farben’s dictates through specific clauses in the peace treaties. As the 
charts set forth in Exhibit No. 8 reveal, each important chemical is listed indicating its prewar production in the country, 
and indicating to what its postwar production, if any, will be limited. Thus Farben planned in many instances to wipe out 
completely chemical production in some countries, making them wholly dependent upon the Reich and thereby assuring the 
Reich’s military superiority. 
 
I. G. concerned itself with every subject which could affect its control of the chemical industry of Europe including “duties, 
quotas, licenses, export regulations, certifications of origin,” “foreign exchanges and currencies,” “tax policy,” “patents and 
trademarks,” “directing of industrialization: (a) enlargement of factories, (b) erection of new industries,” and “supplies of 
raw materials.” 
 
Throughout its Neuordnung, I. G. expounded the “Führer” thesis. Thus the document runs: 
 
“It will, however, appear all the more justifiable in planning a major European special economy, again to reserve a leading 
position for German chemical industry with its technical, economic and scientific commensurate rank.”(4) 
 
 I. G. proposed to accomplish the subversion of the European chemical industry by absorbing companies, eliminating 
plants, and controlling production through the medium of German-dominated cartels. 
 
For Holland, Farben’s Neuordnung envisioned the complete elimination of the photographic industry since, “In our future 
business with Holland in photographic materials, it would be desirable if. . . the requirements of the Dutch market can 
entirely be satisfied by the German photographic industry.” (5) 
 
With regard to the French pharmaceutical industry, I. G. proposed: 
 
“On the French side, this New Order established in our mutual relations would have to be supplemented by a decree 
forbidding the construction of plants producing pharmaceutical products. In addition, a number of small and unimportant 
laboratories most of which are of local importance only should be closed.” (6) 
 
 In regard to cartels, I. G. proposed the formation of a large chemical syndicate in France, integrated with I. G., the 
leadership of which “should lie in German hands and should halve its seat in Germany.” (7) 
 
Furthermore, according to von Heider, head of I. G.’s chemical department, I. G. proposed to control completely the French 
chemical industry: 
 
“Q. Germany would have a complete control over the French chemical industry? 
 
“A. Yes. I. G. and the German Chemical Industry.” 
 
In regard to trade relations between Europe and other countries, I. G.’s plan would have excluded the free nations of the 
world from the European markets. Furthermore, imports by the conquered countries in the chemical field would have to be 
completely reserved to I. G. and Germany. I. G. planned to accomplish this by use of quotas, import restrictions, duties, etc.  
(8) 
 
 For example, in regard to the exclusion of all other countries from the French domestic market, I. G. proposed: 
 
“Enforcement of a French quota and licensing system in favor of Germany which will have as its purpose that French 
demands for imports will be supplied by Germany only.” (9) 
 
In regard to England, I. G. proposed that Great Britain must guarantee Germany at least a 30% participation in the British 
dyestuffs turnover and that products not produced by the British industry should be imported from Germany only. 
Furthermore, I. G. proposed that British dyestuffs companies be prohibited from exporting directly or indirectly to Europe 
(including Asiatic Russia), the American continent (except Canada), China, Japan, Dutch East Indies. 
 
 Farben’s economic blitzkrieg of the United States was specially planned. Farben urged, and the Economic Ministry agreed, 
that: 



 
“It is necessary to remove the Americans from French production scene with every means at our disposal.” (10) 
 
Commenting upon the Economic Ministry’s views, I. G. stated: 
 
“The determination with which he Schlotterer expounded this thesis leaves no doubt that we ought not to be too much 
concerned as to the means we are to be allowed to use.” (11) 
 
Farben linked the entire success of its Neuordnung to the outcome of its struggle with the U.S. 
 
“The principal weight of the discussion bearing on a new arrangement of the world market will rest on the relationship with 
the North American concerns.” 
 
With covetous eyes, Farben emphasized the Pan-Americanism had been strengthened by the war and that this would 
hamper the Neuordnung program. 
 
“The strengthening of Pan-Americanism will coincide with the effects of the fact that England will now completely lose her 
role as financier of the Latin American countries . . . and that the United States of America will take her place. . . . It will, 
therefore, depend on the degree of order or disorder of the European economic sphere and on the creation of a determined 
commercial policy, in how far and at what pace Europe, and more particularly Germany, will be able to rebuild, maintain 
and develop its position as a regular ‘trade partner’ in the Latin American Continent.” (12) 
 
To achieve this, Farben relied upon the cloaked establishments it had established throughout Latin America which have 
been described elsewhere in this report as well as upon those U. S. firms which were prepared to do business with a 
Hitlerite concern parading under some other name. 
 
 I. G. also laid special emphasis on driving the United States from the European market. For example, in regard to nitrogen 
products it proposed: 
 
“For the future it is desired that--in a manner similar to that proposed for other market--Germany be given priority for [the 
supply of] all additional requirements of nitrogen of any kind. This step shall be designed, in particular, to exclude or 
control North American imports. . . .” (13) 
 
With respect to dental products a large part of which France had received form the U.S.A., German supplies were to be 
substituted. (14) Not only did I. G. intend to drive the U. S. A. and other free countries from the European markets, it also 
expected and prepared to compete strongly with the American industry for the remaining free markets of the world. 
 
“Forced away from European business for reasons which were effective already prior to the war and which will become 
increasingly effective after the war, the Americans will do everything within their power to maintain and promote the 
development of their exports of chemicals. . . .” (15) 
 
Farben saw in its Neuordnung the opportunity to maintain a strong Germany, thereby protecting the I. G. economic empire. 
According to von Schnitzler, I. G. aimed at: 
 
“A strict control over the whole chemical industry of Europe that no new plants for military chemicals should be created 
and that the production of such chemicals in the existing factories should be supervised.” (16) 
 
In anticipation of further Nazi aggressions, I. G. intended to keep the Wehrmacht supreme in chemical warfare weapons, 
therefore in its proposals for reorganization of the chemical facilities of Greater Europe and for its dealings with other 
countries I. G.’s foremost consideration was to satisfy the military requirements of the Nazi war machine. To achieve these 
purposes, I. G. would employ among other devices its well developed techniques of “cartels, capital participations and 
exchange of experiences.” It is expressed in the “New Order” plan as follows: 
 
“This great economic sphere (Grossrauwirtschaft) has to consider at the same time the military requirements of Greater 
Germany. These requirements are to be considered not only with a view to supplying important goods for the armed forces 
but also to shaping existing and future combinations of interest between German dominated Europe and non-European 
countries which might affect the military potential of such countries in the chemical field in such a manner that the needs of 
Greater Germany are duly taken into consideration at all times: 
 



“It is intended to use cartels, capital participations and exchange of experience.” 
 
Von Schnitzler pointed out the complete awareness of I. G. of the policies of the Nazi government and I. G. activities in 
accordance therewith. These policies were primarily aimed at the U. S. A. He states: 
 
“It must be remembered that in preparing the ‘Neuordnung’ we were following the lines of the so-called ‘Gross-Raum-
Politik’ laid down by the government. We were looking to the overwhelming downfall of France and eventual capitulation 
of England when we prepared the document. It must be remembered that we knew well the aims and policies of the 
government and we know that it was the intention of the government to improve its strength in relation to the countries 
outside of the European sphere. This meant, of course, the United States because outside of Europe the United States was 
the only strong country with which Germany had to reckon. Therefore, we wrote in the ‘Neurodnung’ that we intended to 
keep Germany as strong as possible militaristically in relation to the United States. We could accomplish this only by 
limiting the production of armaments in Latin America. We did not want in the event of an eventual conflict with the 
United States to permit Latin America to supply the USA with war materials. It should be remembered that I. G. had to 
follow the lines of the Nazi government.” (17) 
 
Partially explaining the methods I. G. would use von Schnitzler wrote: 
 
“It is obvious that the government’s first interest was a militaristic one. Therefore the main points in the “Neue Plan’ will 
have been: no licenses or know-how for such chemicals should be given to the chemical industry outside of Europe without 
before having asked I. G. of their opinion. This measure of course can be understood as being directed against the U. S. 
because U. S. remained apart from Russia the only country with a great economic potential in the outside world.” (18) 
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Chapter 7--I. G.’s Military Potential at the Close of Hostilities 
 
At least until the last months of fighting, material war damage to I. G. plants taken as a whole was comparatively light. The 
Tea-Büro, which had more information on the status of all I. G. installations than any other single office, calculated that as 
of the end of January 1945, damage to I. G. plants, altogether, was about 15 percent of their construction cost. (1) After 
three months of repair work the I. G. technicians estimated that production could reach 90 percent of capacity if adequate 
supplies of labor, fuel, power and new materials were available. For plants in which I. G. had a substantial financial 
interest, and those with which close technical cooperation existed, percentage of destruction was calculated at 25 percent 
and the possible production at 75 percent of capacity. Works of the second category represented a considerably smaller 
capital value than those of the first, so that the over-all percentage of plant destruction was 17 percent. It is estimated that I. 
G.’s production capacity after three month’s repair work would reach 87 percent. 
 
 I. G. officials also attempted to assess the damage to productive capacity by product, and the results of this calculation are 
interesting. Of the twenty-eight products of primary importance to German military power, only the greatly expanded 
wartime capacity of nitrogen, synthetic gasoline, lubricating oil, methanol and synthetic resins, had been reduced to any 
appreciable extent.(2) Productive capacity of magnesium was unaffected, while that of synthetic rubber was reduced by 
only 16 percent. There was no shortage either of research chemists or of chemical engineers, who have always been the 
foundation of I. G.’s strength. The only shortage was of skilled repair workers. 
 
At the end of the war, therefore, I. G.’s facilities and its resources were substantially intact, and I. G. was in a position to 
produce at practically wartime capacity. 
 

Footnotes 
 

     1. See Exhibit No. 1. 
     2. See Exhibit No. 2, Decrease of Productive Capacity by Air Damage for various Large Productions of I. G., dated September 10 

and 12, 1945. In Chart 16 these figures have been superimposed on the earlier chart in Chapter 3 “The Wehrmacht’s 
Dependence on I. G.” 

 



Appendix A 
 
This appendix contains a primary, but not all-inclusive working list of external assets owned or controlled directly or 
indirectly by I. G. Farben. 
 
While the term “assets” must be given a reasonably broad interpretation, since otherwise Farben would calculatedly escape 
adequate scrutiny, the term has not been so liberally construed as to cause confusion. It should also be noted that “assets” 
have been limited to interests in companies. What Farben considered the most important of its external assets--e.g., its 
international agreements with respect to patents, know-how, and exclusive markets--have not, for obvious reasons, been 
included. It should also be noted that Farben’s “participations register”, which is in the possession of this Government, 
contains numerous additional companies. These were not included in this appendix because the companies concerned have 
not been investigated. 
 
 In connection with its declarations of foreign participations under Military Law, Farben’s Central Bookkeeping officials, 
Frankfurt, stated that interests in foreign companies were also booked in the “securities ledgers” of the Central Finance 
Administration, Berlin; and further stated that “several” of the hundreds of Farben’s internal (German) companies, or 
participations, held external participations of which “no permanent records were kept.” The statement continued “Since 
these companies are under the obligation to make their own declarations and since they have their own administration, it is 
impossible to declare their foreign participations for them, especially as there is no possibility to get in touch with them or 
examine their records, if they exist.” It will be seen that the comprehensive ascertainment of Farben’s external assets is not 
the investigation of one company in Frankfurt, Germany, but the investigation of hundreds of companies throughout 
Germany--and the world. 
 
The list set forth below is geographically alphabetized into the major subdivisions of Africa, Asia, Australia, Europe, Latin 
America, and the Pacific Islands. Some 93 countries are listed. Under the individual countries are listed the names and 
locations of the firms in question. 
 
The sources employed in compilation are (1) the Central Accounting Records of I. G. Farben in Frankfurt; (2) Farben’s 
Foreign Participations Report under Military Government Law No. 53 as of July 1945; (3) Records of the former German 
Government Tax and Foreign Exchange Control Offices; (4) Records in the possession of this Government; and (5) all of 
the documentary intelligence discovered during the investigation reported on herein. 
 
I. Africa: 1. Abyssinia; 2. Algeria; 3. Angela; 4. Egypt; 5. Gold Coast; 6. Kenya, Uganda, Zanzibar; 7. Liberia; 8. French 
Morocco; 9. Mozambique; 10. Nigeria; 11. Nyassalend; 12. Rhodesia; 13. Sierra Leone; 14. Tanganyika; 15. Tunisia; 16. 
Union of South Africa. 

I. Africa 
 
     1. Abyssinia--1. N.V. Handelsmaatschappij v./h., J. F. Sick & Co.; Addis Abeda. 
     2. Algeria--1. D. Note; Rochereau, Algeria. 
     3. Angela--1. Zuid-Afrikaansch Handelshuis (N.V.), Prod. Farm. Bayer; Luanda. 
     4. Egypt--1. Societe de Matieres Colorantes, Waibel & Co., Cairo; 2. Bayer Pharma Langener & Co., Cairo; 3. Sabet 

Sabet & Co., Cairo; 4. Grum Brothers, Pharm. Prod. Bayer, Alexandria. 
     5. Gold Coast--1. Woermann & Co., Pharm. Prod. Bayer, Accra. 
     6. Kenya, Uganda, Zanzibar--1. Hansing & Co., Pharm. Prod. Bayer, Mombrasa. 
     7. Liberia--1. A. Woermann Pharm. Prap. “Bayer”, Monrovia. 
     8. French Morocco--1. Maurice Lebeau, Prod, pharm. “Bayer”, Casablanca. 
     9. Mozambique--1. Georg Schroeder e Leidenberg, Lourenco Marques. 
     10. Nigeria--1. N. V. Handelsmaatschappij v./h., J. F. Sick & Co. Pharm. Prep. “Bayer”, Lagos. 
     11. Nyassalend--1. J. Abegg Pharm. Prep. “Bayer”, Blantyre. 
     12. Rhodesio--1. Taeuber & Corssen Ltd., Salisbury; 2. Taeuber & Corssen Ltd., Bulawaye. 
     13. Sierra Leone--a. Woermann & Co., Pharm. Prod. “Bayer”, Freetown. 
     14. Tanganyika--a. Usagara Co. Ltd., Pharm. Proc. “Bayer”, Dar es Salaam. 
     15. Tunisia--1. Etablissement J. Bessis, Prod. Pharm. “Bayer”, Tunis. 
     16. Union of South Africa--1. Bayer Pharma Pty, Ltd., Johannesburg & Kapstadt & Cape Town; 2. Taeuber & Corssen 

Pty, Ltd., Johannesburg & Kepstadt. 
 
II. Asia: 17. Arabia; 18. Ceylon; 19. China; 20. French Indochina; 21. India; 22. Iran (Persia); 23. Iraq (Mesopotamia); 24. 
Japan; 25. Korea; 26. Manchukuo; 27. Palestine; 28. Siam; 29. Straits; 30. Syria; 31. Turkey. 



 
II. Asia 

 
     17. Arabia--1. A Besse Ltd., Pharm. Prod. “Bayer”, Aden. 
     18. Ceylon--1. Hanseatic Trading Co., Ltd., Colombo. 
     19. China--1. Deutsche Farbenhandelsges Waibel & Co., Shanghai; 2. Bayer Pharma Co., Shanghai; 3. Agfa China Co., 

Otto & Co., Shanghai; 4. Deutsche Stickstoff Handelsges Krauch & Co., Shanghai; 5. Jebsen & Co., Shanghai; 6. 
Siemssen & Co., Shanghai; 7. China Export, Import and Bank Co. A. G., Hongkong. 

     20. French Indochina--1. Pharmacie Principale Solirene Prod. Pharm. “Bayer”, Saigon. 
     21. India--1. Indanthren Co., Ltd., Bombay; 2. Agfa-Photo Co., Bombay & Calcutta; 3. Havero Trading Co., Ltd., 

Rangoon, Bombay Calcutta & Madras; 4. Finley, Fleming & Co., Ltd, Rangoon; 5. Chemdyes, Ltd., Bombay. 
     22. Iran (Persia)--1. Ed. Schluter, Bazar Prod. Pharm. “Bayer”, Teheran. 
     23. Iraq (Mesopotamia)--1. Fritz Puttman, Pharm. Prod. “Bayer”, Bagdad. 
     24. Japan--1. Asahi Bemberg Kenshi Kabushiki Kaisha, Osaka; 2. Nippon Tokushu Seizo k. k., Tokyo; 2. Bayer 

Yakuhin Gomei Kaisha, Sakaemachi Dori, Kobe & Brandes; 4. Doitsu Senryo Gomei Kaisha, Kobe & Tokyo; 5. H. 
Ahrens & Co., NACHF, Tokyo; 6. Agfa Gomei Kaisha, Tokyo & Asaka; 8. Cassella Gomei Kaisha, Kobe; 9. 
Delacamp, Piper & Co., Kobe; 10. Titan Kogyo Kabushiki Kaisha; 11. Edogawa Kogyosho Kabushiki Kaisha, 
Tokyo. 

     25. Korea--1. Carl Wolter & Co. Gomei Kaisha, Chemulpo-Korea. 
     26. Manchukuo--1. China Export-Import-und Bank Co., A.G., Harbin-Pristan; 2. A. van Ess & Co., Jingkou 

(Newchwang). 
     27. Palestine--a. Paul Aberle, Jaffa; 2. Green Bros. Pharm. Prod. “Bayer”, Jaffa; 2. Green Bros. Pharm. Prod. “Bayer”, 

Haifa & Tel-Aviv. 
     28. Siam (Thailand)--1. Bayer Distributors Mentyel & Co., Bangkok; 2. B. Grimm & Co. Pharm. Prag. “Bayer”, 

Bangkok; 3. Hamburg Siam Co., Bangkok; 4. Windsor & Co., Bangkok. 
     29. Straits Settlements--1. N. V. Straits Java Trading Co., Singapore. 
     30. Syria--1. Cheik Jamil el-Khazen Prod. Pharm. (“Bayer”, Beyrouth; 2. Yordan Obegi, Damascus. 
     31. Turkey--1. Hochstrasser & Co., Samsoun & Trabzon; 2. Bayer Leverkusen Widmann ve Seriki, Istanbul & Izmir; 3. 

Turkamil, Sabri Atayolu ve Sirketi, Gelata, Istanbul; 4. Max Unz, Gelata, Istanbul; 
     III. Australia: 32. Australia; 33. New Guinea; 34. New Zealand. 

 
III. Australia 

 
     32. Australia--1. Bayer Pharma, Ltd., Sydney; 2. Dychem Trading Co. (Pty), Ltd., Melbourne, Sydney. 
     33. New Guinea--1. G. Furter Pharm. Prod. “Bayer”, Rabaul. 
     34. New Zealand--1. Dyes & Chemicals, Ltd., New Zealand. 
 
IV. Europe: 35. Albania; 36. Austria; 37. Belgium; 38. Bulgaria; 39. Czechoslovakia; 40. City of Danzig; 41. Cyprus; 42. 
Denmark; 43. England; 44. Esthonia; 45. Finland; 46. France; 47. Greece; 48. Holland; 49. Hungary; 50. Italy; 51. Latvia; 
52. Lithuania; 53. Luxembourg; 54. Malta; 55. Norway; 56. Poland; 57. Portugal; 58. Rumania; 59. Scotland Ireland; 60. 
Spain; 61. Sweden; 62. Switzerland; 63. Yugoslavia. 

 
IV. Europe 

 
     35. Albania--1. “Assim” Depot de Produits Pharmacuetiques et veterinaires, Tirana. 
     36. Austria--1. Donau Chemie A. G., Vienna; 2. Stickstoffwerke Ostmark A. G., Linz; 3. Agfa Photo G.m.b.H., Vienna; 

4. Chemikalien Verkaufsgesellschaft Donau G.m.b.H., Vienna; 5. Seraterapheutisches Institut Wien G.m.b.H., 
Vienna; 6. Indanthrenhaus, Vienna; 7. A. Schmidt G.m.b.H., Vienna; 8. Chemosan-Union A. G., Vienna; 9. 
Oesterriche Chem. Werke G.m.b.H., Vienna; 10. Ostmark Phanzenschutz G.m.b.H., Vienna; 11. “Detag” Deutsche 
Teerfarben-u. Chemikalien Handels A. G., Vienna; 12. Elektrizitatswerke der Oesterreichischen Chemischen Werke 
G.m.b.H., Vienna; 13. “Vedepha” Vertrieb deutscher Pharm. Produkte, Vienna; 14. Donau-Oel G.m.b.H., Vienna; 
15. Gewerkschaft Austrogasco, Vienna; 16. Niederdonau Erdoel G.m.b.H., Prinzendorf; 17.Steinberg-Naphta A. G., 
Veinna;18. Anilin Chemie A.G., Vienna; 19. Carbidwerke Deutsch-Matrei A.G., Vienna; 20. Pulverfabrik 
Skoda0Werke-Wetzler A.G., Vienna; 21. Chemische Fabrik Wagenman Seybel & Co., A.G., Vienna; 22. Deutsche 
Magnesit A.G., Salzburg; 24. A. G. Dynamit Wien, St. Lamprec; 25. Kalle & Co., Vienna. 

     37. Belgium--1. Agfa Photo S.A., Brussels; 2. Belgo Pharma Produits Pharmaceutique, Brussels; 3. La Generale des 
Matieres Colorantes Produits Chimiques et Pharmaceutique Soc. Corp., Brussels; 4. Comptoir Chimique et 
Industriel A. Bogserts, Societe de Personnes a Responsibilite Limitee, Brussels. 



     38. Bulgaria--1. Bayer Pharma A.G. fur Chemische und Pharmazeutische Produkte, Sofia; 2. Behring Institut fur Sero-
Bakteriologie und Biologie G.m.b.H., Sofia; 3. “Soja” Bulgarische Aktiengesellschaft f.d. Anbau u. Export 
Oelsaaten, Sofia; 4. Verkaufsgesellschaft Deutscher Anilin-farben “veda”, Sofia; 5. Coloriska A. G., Sofia. 

     39. Czechoslovakia--1. A.G. Dynamit Nobel, Pressburg; 2. Agfa Photo G.m.b.H., Pressburg; 3. Bazer Pharma 
Martineck & Co., Pressburg; 4. Pharma Bauer Grobel & Co., Prague; 5. Apollo Naptha Handels A.G., Prague; 6. 
Acetat Kunstseide Vertriebe G.m.b.H., Prague; 7. “Tefa” Teerfarben u. Chemikal Handels A.G., Prague; 8. Apollo 
Mineralol Raffinerie, A.G., Pressburg; 9. Terrfarbenwerke Aussig G.m.b.H., Aussig; 10. Chem. Werke Aussig 
Falkenau G.m.b.H., Aussig; 11. Kreditanstalt der Deutschen e G.m.b.H., Reichenberg; 12. Getalgschaftshilfe der 
Chem. u Teerfarbenwerke Aussig G.m.b.H., Aussig; 13. Hellco A.G., Troppan; 14. Chemische Industrie, A.G., 
Pressburg; 15. Olea A.G., Pressburg; 16. Nobel-Bickford A.G., Pressburg. 

     40. City of Danzig--1. Chemische Fabrik Milch A.G.; 2. Chemische Industrie A.G.; 3. G. Pohl, Chemische 
Pharmazeutische Fabrik. 

     41. Cyprus--1. P.M. Tserioti, Nicosia; 2. Costas Christodonlon Pharm. Prod. “Bayer”, Nicosia. 
     42. Denmark--1. Agfa Foto A.S., Copenhagen; 2. Danigefa A.S., Copenhagen; 3. Vepro A.S., Copenhagen; 4. 

Norgesalpeter, Copenhagen; 5. Norsk-Hydros Salgkontor for Denmark A/S, Copenhagen; 6. Dansk Ilt & Drintfabrik 
A/S, Copenhagen. 

     43. England--1. Continental Photographic Importers, Ltd., London; 2. British Breda Silk, Ltd., London; 3. Magnesium 
Elektron, Ltd., London; 4. Trafford Chemical Co., Ltd., Manchester; 5. Agfa Photo Ltd., London; 6. British Carbo 
Norit Union, Ltd., London; 7. I. G. Dyestuffs, Ltd., Manchester; 8. Bayer Products, Ltd., London; 9. Axe Trading 
Co., Ltd., London; 10. Dyes & Chemicals, Ltd., Wellington; 11. Explosives Industries, Ltd.; 12. Fine Dyestuffs & 
Chemicals, Manchester; 13. J. M. Steel & Co., London; 14. International Nitrogen Association (INA), London. 

     44. Esthonia--1. Baltische Oel G.m.b.H.; 2. Agentur “Estanil” Kursell und Randsep; 3. S. Frankel, Tallinn. 
     45. Finland--1. Finnish Chemicals O.Y., Aetsa; 2. O.Y. Anilin A.B., Helsingfors; 3. O.Y. Igefa Fennica A.B., 

Helsingfors; 4. Soren Berner & Co. Dungerstickstoff, Helsingfors; 5. A. B. Mercantile, Helsingfors. 
     46. France--1. Agfa Photo S. R. L., Paris; 2. Bayer Agro Chemie S.A.R.L., Paris; 3. Produits Bayer S. A. R. L., Paris; 4. 

Societe Anonyme de Matieres Colorantes et de Produits Chimiques Francolor, Paris; 5. Societe Generale de 
applications Therapeutiques Theraplix, Paris; 6. Societe pouru l’Importation de Matieres Colorantes et de Produits 
Chimiques, Paris; 7. Chemische Werke Dornach G.m.b.H., Mulhauser; 8. Mulhauser Chemische Werke, Mulhauser; 
9. Nitrolac A.A., Paris; 10. Edmond Rigal & Cie., Paris; 11. Establissements Kuhlmann & its subsidiaries and 
affiliates throughout France; 12. Rhone Poulenc. 

     47. Greece--1. Agfa Photo A.G., Athens; 2. Phatina Handels U. Pharma Ges. A.G., Athens; 3. Farben-und-Chemikalien-
Handels-Aktien-gesellschaft “Athanil” A.G., Athens; 4. Alexander Zacharion & Co., Athens; 5. Jenny & Vock, 
Saloniki. 

     48. Holland--1. N.V. Handelsmaatschappy Het Indanthren Huis, Amsterdam; 2. Steen Kohlen Handels Vereeniging, 
Utrecht; 3. N.V. Maatschappy Algemeen Beheer, Utrecht; 4. N. V. Handels Scheepvaart Maatschappy “Wega”, 
Rotterdam; 5. N.V. “Defa” Maatschappy voor Verfstoffenhandel, Arnheim; 6. N.V. Handelsmaatschappy 
Nedigepha, Amsterdam; 7. Chehamy (N.V. Chemikalien-Handel Maatschappy), Amsterdam; 8. N. V. Maatschappy 
voor Industrie en Handelsbelangen, Amsterdam; 9. Mapro-Maatschappy tot Devordering, Dutch East Indies; 10. 
“Delft”; 11. “Chemo” Maatschappy v. Chemische Onder, N.A., Amsterdam. 

     49. Hungary--1. Agfa Photo Vorkaufages A. G. f. Phot. Ar., Budapest; 2. Pehring Serum Institut A.G., Budapest; 3. 
Budanil Farbenwerk A.G., Budapest; 4. Krypton G.m.b.H., Budapest; 5. Wagyar Pharma Gyogyaru R. T., Budapest; 
6. A. G. fur Industrielle Sprengstoffe & Affiliates, Budapest; 7. Sodafabriken A. G., RaabRuci Valley; 8. Chem. 
Fabr. Graf Batthgani A. G., Budapest; 9. Terra Chemie A. G., Budapest. 

     50. Italy--1. Asiende Colori Nasionali Affini “A. C. N. A.” S. A., Milan; 2. Soc. Chimica Lombardo A. E. Bianchi & 
Co., Milan; 3. Soc. Italiana Del Litopone, Milan; 4. Soc. “A. R. C. A.” Asiende Piunite Coloranti e Affini S. A., 
Milan; 5. Agfa Foto S. A. Produtti Potografici, Milan; 6. Siprosolfi Soc. Incremento Produzione Zolfi, Rome; 7. 
Societa Anonima Desidero, Milan; 8. S. A. Magnesio Italiano Sulcis, Turin; 9. S. A. Immobiliare La Dominica, 
Milan; 10. S. A. Immobiliare La Calvani, Milan; 11. Soc. Italiana Carboni Attivi “S. I. C. A.”, Milan; 12. “CO-FA” 
Compagnia Farmaceutica S. A., Milan; 13. Societa Anonima Italiano per il Hagnesio e le Leghe di Magnesio, 
Bolzano. 

     51. Latvia--1. Fankreas Verwertungs G. m. b. H., Riga; 2. I. G. Kontor G. m. b. H., Riga; 3. Agenturhaus “Latanil” A. 
Kallning & Co., Riga; 4. “Baltpharma” th. Neukirch Pharm. Prap “Bayer”, Riga; 5. Alberts Grabens, Riga; 6. J. 
Spinck & Co., Riga. 

     52. Lithuania--1. Otto Wittkopp, Kaunas; 2. Jorgen Buch & Co., Kaunas. 
     53. Luxembourg--1. A. Bogaerts, Chemische und technische Erzengnisse; 2. Belgo-Pharma Prod. Pharm. “Bayer”. 
     54. Malta--1. Boris Darmanin & Co. Prod. Farm. “Bayer” 
     55. Norway--1. A. S. Norsk Staal, Oslo; 2. Studieselskabet for Norsk Kraftexport, Oslo; 3. Aktieselskabet Anilin, Oslo; 

4. Norrigefa A. S., Oslo; 5. Agfa Foto A. S., Oslo; 6. Nordisk Lottmetall, Oslo; 7. Norsk Hydro Electrisk Kvaelstof 



A/S, and its affiliates and subsidiaries, Notodden; 8. A. S. Anilins Bergenskontor, Bergen; 9. Keddell & Boemen, 
Oslo; 10. International Kvellstoff A. S. (International Nitrogen Cartel), Oslo. 

     56. Poland--1. Chemische Werke Winnica A. G., Winnica; 2. Kalwerke Kressendorf G.m.b.H., Kressendorf; 3. 
Deutsches Teerfarben u Chemikalien Verkaufskontor G.m.b.H., Warsaw; 4. Agfa Foto G.m.b.H., Warsaw; 5. Bayer 
Agro Chemie G. m. b. H., Krakaw; 6. Bayer Pharma Dr. W. Romer & Co., Warsaw; 7. Behring Institut G. m. B. H., 
Lemberg; 8. Teerfarbenwerke Litzmannstadt (formerly Boruta Chemical Industry Co.), Zgierz; 9. Elektro A. G. f. 
Angewandte Elektrizitat, Ober Lazisk; 10. Furstenoicibe G. m. b. H., Kattowity; 11. Industriegas Posen von Hahan 
K. G., Posen; 12. Indanthrenhaus, Litzmannstadt; 13. Agenturhaus “Barmanil” Stainimlaw Messing Co., Looz; 14. 
Agenturhaus “Beilanil” K. Konig, Bielitz; 15. B. Fuldi i Ska, Warschaw; 16. Karpathen Oel A. G.; 17. Ostdentsche 
Chemische Werke G. m. b. H., Posman; 18. Fabryka Przetworrow Chemicanych “Dabie”, Czenstochaw; 19. 
“Vislana”--Agentur, Lodz. 

     57. Portugal--1. Bayer Limitada, Lisbon; 2. Soc. De Anilinas Ltda., Sodanil, Porto & Lisbon. 
     58. Rumania--1. Agfa Foto S. A., Bucharest; 2. Carbonit etc., Bucharest; 3. Coloranil S. A., Bucharest; 4. Colorom 

Chem. Fabrik R. A. c., Zeiden; 5. Romanil A. G. fur Teerfarben u Chemik Handel, Bucharest; 6. Romigefa S. A. R., 
Bucharest; 7. Timanil S. A., Timisora; 8. First Soc. Romana de Explosives, Bucharest; 9. Nitamonia S. A., 
Bucharest; 10. Solagra S. A. R.; 11. “Soja” Rumanische A. G. fur den Anban und Export von Oelsaaten, Bucharest; 
12. Sardep, Bucharest; 13. Erste Rum. Sprengstoff--Ges., Bucharest. 

     59. Scotland & Ireland--1. I. G. Dyestuffs, Ltd., Glasgow; 2. I. G. dyestuffs, Ltd., Belfast; 3. Maz Roberts & Co., Ltd., 
Dublin. 

     60. Spain--1. Agfa Foto S. A., Barcelona; 2. Fabricacion Nacional de Colorantes y Explosives, S. A., Barcelona; 3. 
Industries Yuimica Reunidas S. A., “Inquiresa”, Barcelona; 4. Instituto Yehring de Terapeutica Experimental, S. A.; 
5. La Quimica Commercial y Farmaceutica S. A., Barcelona; 6. Quimica Industrial Espanola S. A. Quiesa, Seville; 
7. Sociedad Electro-Quimica de Flix, Flix; 8. Unicolor S. A. Colorantes y Productos Quimicos, Barcelona; 9. Union 
Quimica y Lluch S. A., Barcelona; 10. Colorantes y Productos Quimicos Jose Rodriguez y Cia S. L., Valladolid; 11. 
Compagnia Espanola de Mitratos, Madrid; 12. Union Espanola de Explosives, S. A. Barcelona; 13. Croz, S. A., 
Barcelona. 

     61. Sweden--1. Agfa Photo A. B., Stockholm; 2. A. B. Anilinkompaniet, Goteberg; 3. Igefa Svenska A. G., Stockholm; 
4. A. B. Arto, Malmo; 5. Ing. Herbert Lickfett, Stockholm. 

     62. Switzerland--1. Alliance Aluminum Co., Basle; 2. Kraftwerke Ryberg Schwerstadt A. G., Rhinefelden; 3. Igefa A. 
G., Zurich; 4. Internationale Ges. Fur Stickstoff Industrie A. G., Basle; 5. Leuken A. G., Zurick; 6. Internationale 
Gesellschaft fur Chemische Unternehmungen A.G. (I.G. Chemie), Basle; 7. Ed. Greutert & Cie., Basle; 8. 
Teerfarben A. G., Zurich; 9. Osmon A.G. 

     63. Yugoslavia--1. Anilin A. d., Belgrade; 2. Juganil Hermann Seebohm k.d., Belgrade; 3. Bayer k.d., Belgrade; 4. 
Anilo Kemika d. d. f. Techn. Chem. Industrie, Zagreb; 5. Jugoslawisches Serum Institut A. G., Zagreb. 

     V. Latin America: 64. Argentina; 65. Bolivia; 66. Brazil; 67. British Honduras; 68. Chile; 69. Colombia; 70. Costa 
Rica; 71. Cuba; 72. Curacao (Dutch West Indies); 73. Dominican Republic; 74. Ecuador; 75. El Salvador; 76. 
Guatemala; 77. Haiti; 78. Honduras; 79. Jamaica; 80. Mexico; 81. Nicaragua; 82. Panama; 83. Paraguay; 84. Peru; 
85. Puerto Rico; 86. Salvador; 87. Trinidad; 88. Uruguay; 89. Venezuela. 

 
V. Latin America 

 
     64. Argentina--1. Anilinas Alemanas S.A., Buenos Aires; 2. Afga Argentina-Dr. Kurt Oppenheim y Cie., Buenos Aires; 

3. Farma Platense S. de R. L., Buenos Aires; 4. Institute Behring de Terapeutica Experimental, S. de R. L., Buenos 
Aires; 5. Laboratorios Suarry S. A., Buenos Aires; 6. La Quimica Bayer, S. A., Buenos Aires; 7. “Monopol” 
Sociedad Anonima Quimica Industrial y Commercial, Buenos Aires; 8. Soc. An. Ind. & Com. Electroclor, Buenos 
Aires; 9. La Plata Ozalid, S. de R. L., Buenos Aires; 10. Weyland, Sigrido, Buenos Aires. 

     65. Bolivia--1. Compania de Representaciones y Comercio en General Hero, LaPaz; 2. Gustavo Schomann, LaPaz; 3. 
Hugo Ernst Rivera, LaPaz; 4. Lieriacks, Becker & Co. Prod. Farm “Bayer” Casilla, LaPaz; 5. Hugo Ernst Rottmann 
y Cia (Same as 1), LaPaz; 6. Verwerk & Cia, Chile. 

     66. Brazil--1. A Chimica Bayer, Ltda, Rio de Janeiro; 2. Alliance commercial de Anilinas Ltda., Rio de Janeiro; 3. 
Farmaco, Ltda., Rio de Janeiro; 4. Institute Behring de Terapeutica Experimental, Ltda., Rio de Janeiro; 5. 
Quebracho Brazil, S. A. (Quebrasa), Rio de Janeiro; 6. Cie Electro Chimica Fluminense, Rio de Janeiro; 7. Cia de 
Productos Chimicos Industrias, W. Hamers, Rio de Janeiro; 8. Agfa Photo, Ltda., Rio de Janeiro; 9. Artigos 
Dentarios Faladon, Ltda., Rio de Janeiro; 10. Cia Quimica Rhodia Brasileira, Sao Paul; 11. Colorantes Productos 
Chimicos Francolor, Ltda., Rio de Janeiro; 12. Maridional Tintas e Composicoes, Ltda., Rio de Janeiro; 13. Agro 
Chimica, Ltda., Sao Paul; 14. Adam A. Buchweitz & Cia, Corumba; 15. Ernesto Pflueger, Manaos; 16. Jayne 
Coelho de Regende, Parnahyba. 

     67. British Honduras--1. G. Ayuso & Son Pharm. Prod. Bayer, Belize; 2. Juan Doborew, San Pedro Sula. 



     68. Chile--1. Cia General de Anilinas y Productos Quimicos Soc., Ltda., Santiago; 2. Laboratorios Hegemann y Cia, 
Santiago; 3. La Quimica Bayer-Weskott y Cia, Santiago; 4. Max Taucher, Santiago; 5. Verwerk & Cia., Santiago. 

     69. Colombia--1. Anilinas Alumanas Cia., Ltda., Bogota; 2. Instituto Behring do Terapeutica Experimental Cia., Ltda., 
Bogota; 3. La Quimica Bayer-Weskott y Cia, Bogota; 4. La Quimica Industrial “Bayer Meister Lucius” Weskott y 
Cia, Bogota; 5. Cia Colombiana Colorantes y Productos Quimicos, S.A., Bogota; 6. Industria Quimica Colombiana, 
S. A. (Inquico), Medellin; 7. La Union Nacional de Quimica Industrial, Ltda. (Induquimica), Medellin; 8. 
Croguerias Aliades S.A., Medellin; 9. Productos Prolux, Bogota; 10. Distribuidora Hormona, Ltda., Bogota; 11. Cia 
de Anilinas y Productos Quimicos Colombianos Farma Interamericana, Ltda.; 12. Agfa Foto (H. Wolf), Medellin; 
13. Foto-Almacen Lindner, Bogota. 

     70. Costa Rica--1. Quimica Bayer, S.A., San Jose; 2. Alfonso Altschul y Cia, San Jose; 3. Fritz Reimers & Co., San 
Jose. 

     71. Cuba--1. Albert Eppinger, Havana; 2. Machinery & Chemical Supply Co., Inc., Havana; 3. The Bayer Co., Inc., 
Havana; 4. Caribbean Photo, Havana. 

     72. Curacao (Dutch West Indies)--1. Fensohn & Co., Curacao, D. W. I.; 2. Walter Sachs, Willemstadt. 
     73. Dominican Republic--1. The Bayer Co., Santo Domingo. 
     74. Ecuador--1. Juan H. Kruger, Guayaquil; 2. L. E. Bruckmann, Guayaquil; 3. Gubitz y Schwark; 4. Emmanuel Pauta 

Cordova. 
     75. El Salvador--1. H. Wilmes y Cia, San Salvador; 2. Drogueria Bayer, Juan Deberow. 
     76. Guatemala--1. Herm. Kaltwasser & Co., Guatemala City; 2. Adolfo Bieno y Cia, Guatemala City. 
     77. Haiti--1. Pharmacie W. Duch, Port-au-Prince; 2. Ernst Lueders, Port-au-Prince; 3. Pharmacie de la Faix. 
     78. Honduras--1. Juan Doborow, Tegucigalpa. 
     79. Jamaica--1. Jamaica Agencies, Ltd., Kingston; 2. Th. A. Peters, Kingston. 
     80. Mexico--1. Casa Bayer S.A. (La Quimica Industrial), Mexico, D.F.; 2. Compania General de Anilinas, S.A. Mexico, 

D.F.; 3. Instituto Behring de Terapeutica Experimental S. de R. L., Mexico, D.F.; 4. La Union Quimica, S.A., 
Mexico, D.F.; 5. Agfa Foto, S. A., Mexico, D.F.; 6. Beick Felix y Cia; 7. Estambres y Articelas, S. A. Mexico, D.F.; 
8. Foto Mantel, S. A., Mexico, D.F. 

     81. Nicaragua--1. Bayer Agencia, Managua; 2. W. Schoeneke, Managua; 3. R. E. Tefel & Co., Prod. Farm. Bayer, 
Managua. 

     82. Panama--1. 1. John de Haseth, Inc. 
     83. Paraguay--1. Anilinas Alemanas S.A., Branch of Buenos Aires; 2. Standt y Cia, Asuncion; 3. Scavone Hermanos, 

S. A., Asuncion. 
     84. Peru--1. Compania General de Anilinas, S.A., Lima; 2. La Quimica Bayer, S.A., Lima; 3. La Quimica Industrial 

Bayer Meister Lucius Mann y Cia, Lima; 4. F. Hilbek Seminario, Lima; 5. Jorge Labrousse-Tanning Enterprise, 
Lima; 6. Idunal S.A. (Industrias Nacionales), Lima; 7. Cia Peruana de Importaciones, Ltd., Lima; 8. Cia Ind. 
Verrando, S.A., Sullana; 9. O. R. Cornejo, Lima; 10. W. Justus & Co., Lima; 11. Agfa Foto S. A. Lima; 12. Farma 
Peruana G. A., Lima. 

     85. Puerto Rico--1. Proprietarz Agencies, Inc., San Juan. 
     86. Salvador--1. H. Wilmes y Cia, Belize. 
     87. Trinidad--1. J. M. Barriman & Co., Port-of-Spain. 
     88. Uruguay--1. Compania General de Drogas, Montevideo; 2. La Quimica, Bayer-Weskott y Cia, Montevideo; 3. 

Anilinas Alemanas, S.A., Branch of Argentina; 4. Farma Oriental, Ltda., Montevideo; 5. Ernesto P. Pfahler y Cia, 
Montevideo. 

     89. Venezuela--1. La Quimica Bayer-Weskott y Cia, Caracas; 2. Alfredo Becker Productos Industriales y Agricolas; 3. 
Antonio Lehrmann y Francheschi; 4. Hadamovsky & Co., Caracas; 5. Productos Agricolas; 6. G. Hellmund & Co., 
Caracas. 

      
VI. North America (excluding Latin America): 90. Canada; 91. United States of America. 
 
VI. North America (excluding Latin America) 
     90. Canada--1. Chemicals, Ltd., Montreal; 2. Consolidated Dyestuffs Corp., Ltd., Montreal; 3. Agfa Ansco, Ltd., 

Toronto. 
     91. United States--1. General Aniline & Film Corp., New York, N.Y.; 2. Magnesium Development Corp., Wilmington, 

Del.; 3. Jasco Incorporated, New York, N.Y.; 4. Plaskon Co., Inc., Toledo, Ohio; 5. American Magnesium Corp., 
Cleveland, Ohio; 6. Chemnyco, Inc., New York, N.Y.; 7. General Dyestuffs Corp., New York, N.Y. 

      
VII. Pacific Island: 92. Dutch East Indies; 93. Philippines. 

 
VII. Pacific Island 

 



     92. Dutch East Indies--1. N. V. “I. M. P. L.A.” Import M. V. Pharmaceutische, Weltevreden; 2. Mapro-Maatschappy 
Tot Bevordering; 3. N. V. Internationale Credit en Handelsvereeniging, Batavia; 4. Geo. Wehry & Co., Batavia; 5. 
Marmsen Verwey & Co., N. V., Semarang; 6. N. V. Behn Meyer & Co., Batavia. 
     93. Philippines--1. Bayer Yakuhin Gomei Kaisha, Manila; 2. Menzi & Co., Inc., Manila; 3. Philippine-American Drug 
Co., Manila. 

 
Appendix B 

 
 
This appendix presents certain material, which may be of interest concerning Latin American firms in which I. G. Farben 
held participations. 

 
Cia. Electro Chimica Fluminense, Rio de Janeiro 

 
The minutes of the meeting of I. G.’s Commercial Committee (Kaufmannischer Ausschuss) of September 23, 1941, contain 
the following reference to this firm: 
 
“In spite of the danger of an eventual discontinuance of operations the business of the Fluminense should be continued for 
as long as possible, and instructions should be given that all measures should be taken in order to prevent the transfer of 
Fluminense into English or North American hands.” 
 
According to Farben records the total capitalization of Fluminense is Contos 3,500 of which Contos 3,003 or 85.8 per cent, 
were in the possession of the Alliance commercial de Anilinas, Ltda. Farben records further state that: 
 
“According to a telegram from Buenos Aires of June 19, 1942 which, however, had to pass several stations and therefore 
must be taken up with caution, the debts on the account current of the Fluminense to the agency (Allianca) for deliveries, 
loans, commissions and interest amount to a total of Contos 3,907. In this telegram it was further mentioned that the 
shareholdings of the agency were sold in the meantime, partly to the former proprietors Motta, etc., and to the solicitor 
Soboya Lima, (attorney for Allianca) the net proceeds amounting to Contos 3,485.4. . . .” 
 
The above-mentioned telegram of June 19, 1942, states, however, with respect to Soboya Lima’s acquisition of the shares 
of Fluminense: 
 
“Because present proprietor pays in intervals of half year each, Soboya Lima pays monthly to Allianca on a basis of 96 
Contos, 2 installments already paid back from the profit of his partnership in Allianca, neither as first payment nor as buyer, 
but only in order to continue the camouflage.” 

 
Cia. De Productos Chimicos Industriaes, M. Hamers, S.A. 

 
With respect to this firm Farben records reveal that on July 1, 1940 I.G. acquired by purchase from Max Hamers (I. G.’s 
agent in Brazil since 1939 ) 49% of the Rs. 1,000,000,000 capitalization of the firm, but that I. G. had agreed to “. . . the 
sale 
 
“The I. G. furthermore binds itself according to agreement irrevocably to buy at any time the capital remaining with Mr. 
Hamers, amounting to nom. Rs. 510:000S/000 from him at the price stipulated in Sec. 6 of the agreement. . . . If it should 
happen, however, that Mr. Hamers should die, the I. G. binds itself irrevocably to buy the capital remaining with Mr. 
Hamers before January 1, 1943 at the price mentioned in Sec. 6.” 
 
In a report dated September 18, 1941 prepared for the Commercial Committee (Kaufmannischen Ausschuss) Overhoff 
stated: 
 
“The second most important undertaking to us is the participation in Hamers. Although Hamers has, as is well known, 
signed the agreement, according to which 49% of the shares belong to us, the situation is very delicate because as regards 
control and espionage, we cannot carry on further correspondence in order not to endanger Hamers.” 
 
A copy of the above-mentioned agreement and a detailed report concerning the M. Hamers firm are in the possession of the 
United States Government. 

 



Quebracho Brasil, S. A. (Quebrass), Matto Grosso 
 
According to Farben records this firm has a capitalization of Contos 6,000 of which Contos 4,000 are: 
 
 “. . . issued in the name of Mr. Hamers as trustee for I. G. Consequently Mr. Hamers is interested in the Quebrasa, judging 
from the outside, in the amount of Contos 4,000. These shares are lying in the safe of the agency. The means for the 
participation have been placed at the disposal of Mr. Hamers as a loan by the Allianca. A settlement with Frankfurt did not 
take place. . . . In order to avoid difficulties for Mr. Hamers it must be taken care that the participation booked with the I. G. 
be not officially reported as such by us.” 
 
Concerning Quebrasa, Hermann Collischonn, I. G.’s auditor for Latin America, stated: 
 
“The share of Herr Hamers is in reality an I. G. investment. Funds were put at his disposition by the I. G.” 
 
Quebrasa has never been placed on the Proclaimed List. A detailed report concerning this firm is also in the possession of 
the United States Government. 

 
Industria Quimica Colombiana, S.A. (Inquico), Medellin 

 
According to Farben records this firm has a capitalization of col. S/600,000, of which col. S/120,000 or 20% are in the 
possession of Anilinas Alemanas.” (I. G.’s firm in Bogota, which subsequently became known as Cia. Colombiana de 
Colorantes y Productos Quimicos.) According to Farben records Anilinas Alemanas is holding the 20% for I. G. with an 
option to purchase 50% of the share capital. The records contain a discussion of this option, and reveal that Anilinas, “has 
given money to a small extent for the maintenance of Inquico by payment in cash or by the supplying of raw materials. 
Further amounts which are to be used for the continuance of the manufacturing of goods may be placed at the disposal of 
Inquico by the agency only against legalized bonds or other securities as per telegram of the department of chemical 
management dated January 22, 1942.” 
 

Union National de Quimica Industrial, Ltda. “Induquimica” 
Medellin 

 
A report dated January 27, 1940 from the Cia Colombiana Colorantes y Productos Quimicos, A.A., Bogota (Formerly 
Anilinas Alemanas Cia. Ltda.) Stated: 
 
“Cloaked Firm.. For different reasons it has appeared practical to have an effectively cloaked firm, which is a clean 
Colombian firm, and which should help us to conduct the business in various ways. Since, for example, the war insurance 
on North American deliveries is at the present time covered through reinsurance by English companies, it has now already 
proven necessary to have a clean Colombian firm with a Colombian name. This Colombian firm will, it is hoped, also be 
able to deliver North American good even to customers of French nationality, since those as mentioned elsewhere may no 
longer buy indicated German goods from Germans. We have thus considered it correct to found a clean Colombian firm 
under the name, “Union Nacional de Quimica Industrial Limited ‘Induquimica’”. Of course we have complete control, and 
are considering chiefly the handling of purchases in North America through the Induquimica, in whose name already all 
arrangements with USA were made.” 

 
Hilbek Seminario, Lima, Peru 

 
Concerning this firm Farben records state: 
 
“According to the report dated August 7, 1942 of Mr. Janssen who has returned to Germany, our agency has a share in the 
above firm in the name of Mr. G. R. Cornejo (I. G.’s agent in Peru since 1922) through the S. cash account amounting to 
Soles 100,000. 
 
“This participation was intended in the first place for the purchase of chemicals under cover of a person, but later on also 
the sale had to be left to this firm. 
 
“As agreed upon, the profits will be divided by halves. In the year 1941 the net profit amounted to about Soles 35,000, of 
which 50% are still to be paid to the agency respective to Cornejo. 
 



“Considering the unstable conditions in Peru and that in respect to this participation possibly changes may have occurred or 
may yet occur, the amount of Soles 100,00 was not booked by I. G. through the participation account, but for the present by 
the special bookkeeping department in the debit of an account-current “Com. General de Anilinas, Lima. . . .” 
 
The above report of Mr. Janssen is in the possession of the United States Government. 

 
Jorge Labrousse-Tanning Enterprise, Lima, Peru 

 
Farben records reveal that: 
 
“This undertaking has been organized primarily by Messrs. Cornejo, Bank, and Mehrkens out of private means with Soles 
3,333 each. Later on, according to the report of Mr. Janssen the shares of Messrs. Cornejo and Mehrkens amounting to a 
total of soles 6,666 are said to have likewise been taken out of the S cash account. Seen from the outside, these gentlemen 
have therefore a claim for a loan against this firm.” 

 
Idunal S. A. (Industrias Nacionales) Lima, Peru 

 
Farben records state that: 
 
“This firm has been established by Messrs. Cornejo and Kreitz (German Technician, emigrated from Chile) (sic) by making 
use of 4 middlemen with a starting capital of S. 70,000 (of which 50% G. R. Cornejo), and which is situated in its own 
grounds on the Avenida Argentina.... 
 
“This undertaking commenced business May 1, 1942. 
 
“From the report it is not to be seen whether Mr. Cornejo has taken the money out of the S Cash account, but this may be 
presumed; we have, however, no record of any such transactions. It must, therefore, be duly taken not that in the case of 
eventually entering the proportionate share amount to S. 35,000 (50% of S 70000) into the books through the S. cash 
account as a participation, a motion for the official approval required will have to be put forward.” 

 
Cia. Peruana de Importaciones, Ltda., Lima 

 
A report in I. G.’s files dated May 26, 1942 states: 
 
 “On February 1, 1942 the Cia. Peruana de Importaciones, Ltd., has been founded with a share capital of S/30,000, which 
are entirely in the possession of Mr. Cornejo. The president of the firm is Dr. Ramirez Otarola. Moreover, Mr. Broggi, who 
was advised by Mr. Roedenbeck, is employed there. The company has been charged with purchases of chemical products in 
the U.S.A. (Chem. Dow, Gerhard o Hooper, San Francisco, and various smaller firms).” 

 
Cia. Ind. Verrando, S. A. Sullana 

 
Overhoff in his report to the Kaufmannischen Ausschusses stated: 
 
 “The other small enterprises which we own over there e. g. Taucher in Chile and Cia. Ind. Verrando S. A., Sullana, as well 
as the small factories in connection with our warehouses in Argentina and Mexico are well getting on through the 
conjuncture of the war, assist the supply of goods, and wield considerable profits.” 
 
The minutes of the 1940 conferences in Italy and Switzerland reveal that: 
 
“The supplying of the sales organizations with leather with leather oil and different other auxiliaries by the Cia. Ind. 
Verrando, S.A., Sullana, is going on without any difficulties. Interesting was the information of Mr. Moll that the Copesa 
Cia. Peruana de Representaciones S. A. has participated in the Cia. Ind. Verrando in Trujillo. Partner of the Copesa is a 
brother of Mr. Cornejo.” 

 
Other Facilities in Peru 

 
Farben records reveal the establishment of an I. G. Factory in the name of one of its representatives: 

 “Warehouse. As it has not been possible to rent in the Edificio Mineria or in the vicinity centrally situated storage 
rooms possessing the requisite dimensions, we have decided to buy, in the Avenida Argentina, too, (in the name of 



Mr. G. R. Cornejo and from means taken from the S-Cash) a tract of land with well. . . . On it has been erected an 
open storage shed of about 15 x 30 m for heavy chemicals and a closed storage room of same dimensions for 
dyestuffs; furthermore, installation for office and accommodation for a guard. 

 
“On the remaining ground, the boiler for the mixing plant and for the manufacture of Baykanol colors has been established, 
as well as small plants for other occasional manufactures. 
 
“The storage facilities occupied so far at the Agencias Unidas de Aduana, S. A., Calle Manova, where there also took place 
the manufacture of Bavkanol colors and the mixing plant, have thereby been dissolved. 
 
“The capital invested so far amounts to about s/30,000.” 

 
W. Justus & Co., Peru 

 
Farben records state: 
 
“The connection with Fezandie & Sperle taken up at the beginning of 1940 has, by using the firm of W. Justus &Y Co. As 
purchasers,--sham address--has performed for us a good service in the replenishment of our stocks, especially as far as the 
marketable dyestuffs for wool are concerned. By this means, our assortment was not diminished for a moment. The sales in 
1940-1941 amounted to about u. S. A. S/100,000.cif. Justus obtained 2 1/2% commission on the fob value and 1% on the 
local value o the goods sold by themselves to a small extent. . . .” 

 
Venezuela 

 
Several wartime enterprises were established by I. G. in Venezuela for the purpose of maintaining its business in this 
country. An I. G. report concerning Venezuela dated July 28, 1942 states: 
 
“Business will be carried on, even under hard conditions. Mr. Becker is working in his own name not being on the black 
list. Paying cash he bought for the I. G. a building (warehouse room) (sic) in which Mr. Muller as sub-lessee got an office, 
laboratory, fabrication and store-room. Mr. Muller is working absolutely independently for himself, with respect to 
manufacturing and mixing, payment going to Mr. Becker. By a special price calculation, Mr. Becker is able to transfer the 
salaries to Mr. Muller. They are manufacturing just now: Textile auxiliary products; Turkey red oil; Sodium sulphate; Bio-
calcium; Insecticide based on tobacco and Turkey red oil.” 
 
A report concerning Venezuela dated May 27, 1942 states: 
 
“Already a few months after the war broke out the Quimica Bayer were inserted in the English black list, and later also in 
the American black list which was very unfavorable for continuing the business because American producers were not 
allowed to deliver to firms named in the black lists. For this reason the firm Alfredo Becker Productos Industriales y 
Agricolas was established. By means of this solution of need it was still possible to buy from Brazil larger quantities of 
chemicals and Quebracho for the stock of that place. Because the American firms delivering to Mr. Becker were, before 
each shipment, looking for the correct information about him through the American embassy, we resolved at that time to 
establish another firm name Antonio Lehrmann y Franceschi in order to apportion the deliveries and not to interrupt the 
business between Fezandie & Sperle and Mr. Becker. . . .” 

 
Soc. An. Ind. & Com. Electroclor, Buenos Aires 

 
 In Farben records it is revealed that I. G.’s participation in Electroclor was to have been obtained from Duperial (owned by 
DuPont and Imperial Chemical Industries) that the National City Bank, Buenos Aires Branch advanced I. G. MS/N555,000 
with which to make the participation, but that pursuant to an agreement between I. G. and Duperial the participation was 
canceled on January 19, 1940. The records continue as follows: 
 
“The Anilinas Alemanas S. A., Buenos Aires, made on January 19, 1940 an agreement with the Electroclor S. A. which 
insures Anilinas a participation in the sale of chemical products of Electroclor to the amount of Arg. Pes. 840,000, and 
which guarantees the commission thereon in the amount of at least Arg. Pes. 84,000 per annum. We have at first accepted 
this compromise, but have pointed out to Duperial that in doing so we did not abandon our rights contained in the 
concluded association agreement.” 
 



With respect to the above-mentioned agreement between Duperial and I. G. made on January 19, 1940, Farben records 
state: 
 
 “It was interesting to see from Mr. Moll’s statement that the written agreement was officially recognized and legalized by 
the British Embassy, Buenos Aires.” 
 
“I. G.’s future intentions concerning Electroclor were revealed by Farben records which state: 
 
“With the outbreak of war this participation was canceled; it is understood, however, that after the war it will be renewed.” 

 
Monopol Sociedad Responsibilidad Ltda., Buenos Aires 

 
The firm Monopol S. R. L., an Argentine chemical factory, had been purchased by “Indunidas” Sociedad Anonima 
Mercantil de Industrial Unidas of Buenos Aires in 1938. Indunidas is owned by the banking firm of Carl Hinrich Donner of 
Hamberg, and has for years handled the sale of certain I. G. chemical products in Argentina. In October, 1939 Anilinas 
Alemanas, S. A., Buenos Aires and Indunidas came to an agreement containing a guarantee of the profits to be earned by 
Indunidas from Monopol, and giving to I. G. an option to purchase 51% of the shares of Monopol. I. G. was also given the 
right to purchase the remaining shares in the event of a dispute with Indunidas. A copy of this agreement is in the 
possession of the United States Government. 
 
On June 27, 1942 Anilinas Alemanas, S. A., Buenos Aires, cabled I. G.: 
 
“. . . In order to compensate for the national foundation, market and customers positions which Anilinas lost because of 
Electroclor, we have made use of the option for the 51% participation in Monopol, and have purchased this for 
approximately Pesos 370,000. We hope to enlarge the position of Monopol on the market by our assured influence in 
Monopol and by further friendly collaboration and participation of Indunidas, in spite of the well known difficulties of 
getting raw materials. . . .” 
 
A statement by Fritz H. Walloth, the chemical division’s Agency sales controller, concerning the background of the 
Monopol and Indunidas transactions is in the possession of the United States government. 

 
Max Taucher, Santiago 

 
In Farben records the following statement is made concerning this firm: 
 
 “On strength of a decision of the Color Committee on September 2, 1938 an application has been filed with the R. W. M. 
(German Ministry of Economics) to acquire the works in the possession of Herr Max Taucher, Santiago de Chile, through 
the medium of our agency, the firm of Anilinas Alemanas Cia. Ltda. 
 
“The price for the works of Taucher was Pes. 250,000, and had to be paid at once. . . . 
 
“These sums are shown in the books of the agency, being the purchaser of the plant. They have not been booked in 
Frankfurt.” 

 
Explosives Factory Erected for the Argentine Government 

 
In 1938 I. G.’s subsidiary, Koln-Rottweil, A.G., a gun powder firm was successful in obtaining a contract from the 
Argentine Government for the erection of a powder plant, known as Villa Maria. Provided for in the contract was a 
saltpeter factory to be erected by I. G. at Rio Tecero, in Argentina. 
 
Negotiations pertaining to the contract for the gunpowder plant were revealed by Ilgner in December, 1936 upon his return 
from an extensive tour in Latin America. 
 
“Already shortly after the world war in Argentina the construction of an explosives plant was considered in order that 
Argentina could become independent of American, Swedish, and former German deliveries of powder. The project was 
brought to a definite conclusion by Koln-Rottweil A. G. and their Argentine representative respectively, but the agreement 
was declared void by the revolutionary government in 1933, and was canceled. Also, in that case, I took up anew that 
project during my presence in Buenos Aires, at the request of the explosives and chemical divisions, and had extensive 
discussions with the Argentine Minister of War in order to determine the ways in which it would be possible for us 



eventually to participate in the new public bids to be expected. In the meanwhile, Dr. Frank-Fahle had the possibility of 
working in close collaboration with the Argentine administration of the arsenal on the elaboration of the new public bid for 
their explosive plant. The publication was made in the meantime and the bids have to be submitted by the end of 
September, 1937. . . .” 
 
Although Koln-Rottweil, as may be inferred from Ilgner’s remarks was the successful bidder, the outbreak of the war 
interfered with the completion of the Villa-Maria plant, and I. G. was unable to deliver any of the machinery for the factory 
at Rio Tecero. Reports found in I. G.’s files describing the condition of Koln-Rottweil’s contract with the Argentine 
government as of August, 1940, as well as a detailed statement concerning this contract which was prepared by Fritz 
Walloth, the chemical division’s agency sales controller, are in the possession of the United States government. According 
to Walloth, I. G. has claims against the Argentine Government in connection with the Koln-Rottweil contract in the amount 
of RM 1,082,454.43. 
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